'Wackiest mayor' may see shrink

'Wackiest mayor'
may visit shrink
By Bill Campbell

Last Tuesday, DAmelio
filed suit in Hudson County SuThe "wackiest mayor in perior Court in an attempt to
America" yesterday said he have the flamboyant mayor rewill take a complete psycholog- moved from office DAmelio
ical examination — if the polit- who was fired from his city pos»t
ical foe who questioned his by Vezzetti after the two besanity foots the bill
came bitter toes, claim* the
Hoboken Mayor Thomas mayor is "mentally incapable"
Vezzetti. answering a chal- of serving in the city's top post
lenge from arch enemy and forThe suit also charges that
mer city law director Salvatore Vezzetti has refused to "qualify
D'Amelio Jr., said he has "no and serve" as mayor and has
problems" with undergoing a failed to attend meetings of the
complete psychological exami- City Council DAmelio is asknation But, Vezzetti added, ing the court to deem the may"He's got to pay for it
or's office "vacant."
Vezzetti was dubbed the
In a separate action. DA"wackiest mayor in America." melio is suing mayoral aide
a title he enjoys, by the Daily Laurie Fabiano for $10 million
News Magazine.
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for allegedly issuing "mail
cioas and libelous" statements
about the controversial
attorney
Vezzetti and Fabiano both
dismissed the suits as "political interference "
The suits are the latest development in a nearly yearlong sparring match between
DAmelio and the Vezzetti administration. Since DAmelio
was appointed law director by
Vezzetti last January, the two
have fought sharply over municipal policy.
During his 10 months as the
city's top attorney, DAmelio
was fired twice, suspended and
forced to take vacation time. In
October, after DAmelio promoted seven police officers
over the criticism of the mayor
and police chief, the City Coun
cil refused to consider an override of the dismissal
Vezzetti last week questioned how an attorney could
charge an individual mentally
incapable of holding office. "Is
Sal a doctor now?" he asked
"How can he judge me without
an examination I will go to any
doctor for a psychological examination as long as he pays
for it."
DAmelio said he will request a "complete mental
exam" as part of the suit. He

said he is confident that "any
qualified doctor" will prove
him right.
The D'Amelio suit does not
mark the first time Vezzetti has
offered to defend his sanity.
During the mayoral campaign

Hoboken offices toopen
despite protest of NAACP
jThe leadership of the Hoboken NAACP has urged the city to reconsider
keeping municipal offices open next Monday, the national holiday observing
Dr.Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday. The Rev. William Beatty, a vice president of

By Bill Campbell

the organization, said the city's <
decision not to observe the
holiday "is a slap in the face to
the memory of Martin Luther
KingBeatty. pastor of ML Olive
Baptist Church, said he was
"outraged" to learn the the
city's municipal employees
union had traded the holiday
for the Friday following
Thanksgiving. He said Hoboken is the only municipality in
Hudson County not planning to
observe King's birthday.

Continued from Page 1
ords showing that he has paid
taxes on the five vacant lots he
intends to build on.
In his presentation to the
board. Marchetto described
the development as an Lshaped building which "curves
around the corner ' The first
floor would serve as an enclosed parking garage with 102
spaces for residents.
The design features two
wings of eight stories each
along Observer Highway and
Jefferson Street and rises to a
peak of ten stories at the corner. It would be located less
than half a block from both the
14-story Skyline Condominiums and the 16-story Presidential Towers, and it would be
adjacent to an eight-story housing project along Observer
Highway proposed by the OVF
Corp and approved by the
board last year.
The Planning Board is"currently considering changes in
the city's zoning ordinance and
master plan that would allow
for highrise housing along Observer Highway. Marchetto
stressed that he designed the
project in keeping with current
planning.
Members of the zoning

votes generous
retirement plan
tive Feb 28. was one of five
approved by the board last
The Hoboken School Board night
England said Romano will
last night rescinded a controversial retirement plan only to not collect his salary for March,
replace it with a new one that April. May or June Romano s
has already aroused opposition job will be consolidated into
the position of school adminisfrom board critics
Steve Block, a former trator who will also function as
board trustee and a critic ofthe the boards internal auditor
current board, said the new re- Last night Anthony M Curko
tirement plan will allow Antho- was appointed interim secreny Romano, a former city coun- tary and its believed he will
cilman and outgoing board eventually be named permasecretary, to collect $50,000 in nently in that job
retirement pay.
Steve Block urged England
to hold the new plan in abeyIn other business the board ance until the new school budauditor, Robert Geronda said get is struck. There are a numthe agency's accounts were in ber of people whose jobs the
order and there is a $15 mil- linanciaUy hard pressed board
lion surplus that will probably may want to eliminate or conbe used for wage increases ne- solidate but to pass the plan
gotiatcd for new union now could make a difference in
contracts
some people's decision to go or
The board also established stay another few years until;
the time, from 2 p m to 9 p m they have 15 years on the job,
April 7, that 27 polling districts Block said "I think passing the
will be open for school board plan now is just bad timing."
elections. The seats of three Block said.
board members will be contestA resolution to appoint an
ed in the election The date for ad hoc committee to study the
the drawing of ballot positions possibility of closing one ofthe
for the elections will be Feb 12 city's elementary schools was
in the board meeting room at adopted by the board.
the Wallace School
While the board votod sevA resolution authorizing
the'board to mail sample bal- eral months ago not to close
any schools England said the
lots was defeated
matter warrants further study
During the meeting board
chairman. Richard England, and he named to the committee
a group of parents, community
made a motion to rescind a
retirement plan approved at members, teacher's union repthe Dec. 11th meeting. The re- resentatives and both critics
and supportors of a possible
peal passed unanimously
school closings.
England later submitted a
new retirement plan for a first
reading or introduction En»
gland said th» new plan's most
important features allows retirees to collect a total of between 190 and 420 sick days.
The plan also offers a minimum of 2 days up to 30 days
longevity pay for 15 years employment. The plan also allows
a retiree to retain his dental
plan for between five to ten
years or until their 65th
birthday.
By Earl Morgan

Board postpones
vote on highrise
u

gest delinquent taxpayers, ac
cording to tax records at City
The Hoboken Zoning Board Hall
of Adjustment postponed a
City attorneys are moving
vote last night on a ten-story to foreclose on property Cashousing project planned for sesa owns at 401-411 Jackson St.
Observer Highway, but mem- Tax records revealed that the
bers ofthe board criticized the developer owes more than
building's height and density
$220,000 in back property taxes
The board heard a propos- and interest on the property.
al during a meeting at City Hall
Cassesa owns a total of 22
from architect Dean Marchetto pieces or property in the city,
and developer John Cassesa many of them vacant lots in the
for a ten-story, 102 unit housing southwest region, and he
project to be located on the stressed yesterday that he is
corner of Observer Highway current on his tax bills on all of
and Jefferson Street.
them except the Jackson Street
A vote on the development site, which he is said he is
was postponed until t h e working to pay off.
board's Feb. 20 meeting pendBoard members had said
ing a review of the project by before the meeting that they
the Planning Board. The Plan- intended to probe Cassesa'stax
ning Board is considering situation, but it did not become
changes in the city's zoning or- an issue last night Board Atdinance and master plan for torney Peter Daghlian said the
the Observer Highway area.
zoning board is limited by law
Cassesa, a Hoboken fire to considering solely the propcaptain, is seeking variances erty on which a variance is
for lot coverage, rear yard area, sought and cannot refuse to
and floor-area ratio in order to vote on Cassesa's development
build the development, which because he owes taxes on anis expected to cost approxi- other piece of property.
mately $8.2 million. Ironically,
Cassesa presented tax recCassesa is one of the city's bigSee HOBOKEN—Page 15.
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Hoboken board postpones
vote on highrise variance

"We are talking about the
difference between observing
Dr. King's birthday in November and in January. This is not
the essence of the day and 1
don't think (that the city's employees) would have agreed to
this arangement with any other
national holiday," Beatty said.
Beatty said he hopes the
city's decision to keep municipal offices open is not racially
motivated, but "every time I
walk through City Hall I can't
help but notice that there are
no black employees outside of
the police department.
He and NAACP president
Eugene Drayton, in a statement
issued yesterday, warned Mayor Thomas Vezzetti and the city
council that "we are putting
you on notice that if Jan. 19 is
not observed by the city to commemorate the birthday of the
late Martin Luther King Jr.,
there will be steps taken by this
organization to assure that all
city agencies observe this day."
Beatty said he could not
elaborate on the "steps," but
added that the Hoboken
NAACP is waiting for advice
from the national office. "We
are awaiting a response from
i the city and until then we are
not sure of our course of action," he said.
"It has taken many years to
achieve this goal, therefore, it
is our opinion that all city agencies should observe this holiday," said the statement.
"Moreover, it is in the best interest of the people ofHoboken
to observe this holiday The
policy in the past has always
been to observe all state and
national holidays; this should
be no exception."
City spokesmen were not
available to comment on the
statement

of 1965. then-Councilman Vei-»
zetti offered to undergo an*
exam as long as his opponent, ,
then-Mayor Steve Cappiello. :
underwent a lie detector test
Cappiello declined t h e
invitation.

School board

board questioned the density
ing it down before he appears
and height of the project, howbefore the board again. "1 think
ever. The floor-area ratio, the project is too big, and that
which relates to the density
message ought to be heard,"
ofthe building, is currently 2.5 Freiser said.
in the area, and the proposed
The board voted 5-0 to postdevelopment has an FAR of 4.8.
pone a final decision on the
The developer is seeking a
variances until an opinion
variance to build a density of
onthe development is obtained
49,000 square feet more than is from the Planning Board. Memallowed by the zoning code
bers also asked Cassesa to obBoard members also ques- tain certification from the Detioned the lot coverage, which partment of Public Works that
is 99 percent on the ground the sewers along Observer
floor/garage level. A public Highway could handle the flow
deck will be built above the from the building and other
garage, reducing the lot cover- developments nearby.
age of the building above the
In other business, the
first floor, according to board denied variances sought
Marchetto.
by Florida developer Martin
Attorney Neil Deutsch, Conboy to add two stories of
representing Carol MacKenna housing to a one-story garage at
and Ray Lemme, who own 323 Court St. after hearing testhree buildings under renova- timony from several area resition adjacent to the site, criti- dents who criticized the procized "the degree of the vari- posed building's effect on the
ances" for height and density historic neighborhood.
sought by Cassesa, who he
The variances were rejectclaimed "showed no concern ed by a vote of 4-1, with board
for the building's adverse ef- Chairman Frank Camerone
fects to my clients on the quali- casting the lone "yes" vote. The
ty of light and air."
City Council is expected to vote
Board members Joel next Wednesday to replace
Freiser and Martin Tuzman board members Sergio Germinalso criticized the height and ario, James Greany and Salvadensity of the project and tore DeGennaro, who were
asked Cassesa to consider scal- ahspnt

England said the old plan
was repealed because of a public perception that it contained
several illegalities The
board's attorney said some of
the language in the old plan did
not conform to current rules
and regulations regarding pensions and collective bargaining
agreements.
Romano went on sick leave
several months ago when he
reportedly injured himself on
the job. But many board critics
have complained that while
Romano has not been to work,
he has been seen often in City
Hall working on several real
estate development projects.
His letter of resignation, effec-

Council set for busy week
Bv
CafliDbell
By Bill CahTpbell
The Hoboken City Council
is scheduled to meet four times
in two days this week, marking
the busiest work session ofthe
year.
The council will conduct
closed sessions on Wednesday
and Thursday, in addition to its
regular meeting on Wednesday
night. The agenda for the
closed meetings will include
litigation over the city's proposed secondary sewage treatment plant, appointments to
the Zoning Board of Adjust-

ment and the status of negotiations between the city and the
Port Authority over waterfront
development.
On Wednesday at 6 p.m.,
the council will meet in closed
session with special counsel Irwin Kimmelman to discuss lawsuits and fines stemming from
the city's efforts to comply with
federal Clean Water regulations. The council was to discuss the litigation last week,
but the city failed to notify
Kimmelman ofthe meeting, according to mayoral spokeswoman Laurie Fabiano.

Following the closed sessession, the council will hold its
regular meeting at 7 p.m. The
agenda includes a resolution to
extend Kimmelman's present
contract with the city for an
additional $50,000.
On Thursday, the council
has scheduled two closed sessions to discuss the status of
plans to develop the city's waterfront, and to propose candidates to fill three vacancies on
the board of adjustment.
At 5 p.m., the council will
meet with its special attorneys
for the Port Authority negotia-

tions. Sills
tions,
Sills, Beck and (Cummis,
to discuss litigation concerning
a disputed $7.5 million insurance claim. Negotiations for
the proposed $600 million development project have broken
down.
Immediately following that
meeting, the council will meet
in a continuation of last week's
session to propose candidates
for the board of adjustment.
Council members allied with
the administration of Mayor
Thomas Vezzetti have nominated David Gallagher, Joseph DePalrna and Martin Tuzman.

Problems plague Hoboken sewer job
I Campbell
By Bill Campbell

^

Hoboken Councilman Dave Roberts yesterday said the city will not
authorize payment on a controversial sewage project until the contractor "proves" the job is "100 percent"
completed.
Roberts, who represents the
Sixth Ward, said the $125,000 sewage
project along Washington Street between Sixth and Seventh streets, has
been "riddled with cost overruns
and delays." He said the contractor,
Ambrosio Construction of Jersey

Citv will
will "not
"not be
be paid
paid one
one cent"
cent" until
City,
until
•
•
the•'•project is thoroughly reviewed
by the city engineer.
The project, which cuts through
the heart of the Sixth Ward, was
begun in early October. Property
owners and residents along that section of Washington Street have long
complained that the century-old clay
pipe that runs behind the buildings
on the western side ofthe street had
collapsed, spilling raw sewage into
backyards and basements.
Roberts said that attempts to install a new line "have almost caused

as many headaches as we've had with inspection ofthe line revealed problems
the n
pipe
-•-- old
- « - «line."
ii—"
tame in
in ths
i n . joints
<«;ni, and
, n ^ iin
the
n ilateraia,.
Roberts, who lobbied the sup- als, which connect the pipe with inport of area merchants and home- dividual sewage lines.
Haack also said sections of the
owners, spearheaded council efforts
last June to pass a $250,000 bond sidewalk and the street need to be
issue to finance the Washington dug and repaved.
The project, which was expected
Street project While the city engineer estimated the project would to take about six week, turned into "a
cost $175,000 to $190,000, Ambrosio two-month nightmare that's still not
over yet," Roberts said.
was low bidder at $123,000.
"I understand the complaints
"We have had constant complaints marked by one setback after that we are getting," he said. "But
another," said Roy Haack, director that's a problem we have when we
of Public Works. He said a video settle with the low bidder."

Dick
ofthe
Dick Ambrosio,
Ambrosio, president
presid<
construction
said he
could fully
fnnctmrtion firm,
firm,said
he c
complete the job "within four, five
days at the most.
"I can understand the city's concerns and I'm not going to be paid
and don't expect to be paid until I
finish the job," Ambrosio said.
Haack and Roberts said Ambrosio has agreed to a timetable to corn*
plete the job, but neither were sure
of an exact date.
Haack said residents cannot
hook up to the sewer line until Ambrosio completes the project

Hoboken highrise
d<ecision delayed
By TOM <;ISSKN
/
Staff Writer
HOBOKEN-The Zoning Board of
Adjustment has postponed deciding
the fate of a 10-story, 102-unit building proposed for the intersection of
Observer Highway, Newark Avenue
and Jefferson Street.
At its Thursday night meeting,
the board agreed to seek the advice
of the Planning Board and its consultant. Ralph Seligman. before voting on the $8.16 million project.
John Cassesa. a fire captain and
land speculator, is seeking several
bulk variances from the zoning
board to enable him to build the
proposed building at 500 Observer
Highway.
As proposed, the apartment building and four-story garage would
occupy 18.992 square feet, or about
95 percent of the 20,000-square-foot
lot The majority of the 500 Observer Highway site occupies a corner plot at the northwest intersection of Observer Highway and Jefferson Street. This is at a spot
where Newark Avenue crosses the
highway
The four-story, attached garage
stands on a single lot that fronts on
Hudson Street.
While the zoning allows for a total
of 60 percent of the lot to be built
on, local a r c h i t e c t Dean
Marchetto's plans call for the apartment building to cover 72 percent of
the lot and the completed garage to
raise that total to 95 percent lot
coverage The top of the garage will
be decked and used as open space

for the building's occupants,
Marchetto said. He asserted that,
because it is decked and because of
the city's critical shortage of parking space, the garage should not be
counted in figuring lot coverage.
In addition to lot coverage,
Cassesa needs variances for having
a floor area ratio, or FAR, of 4.8
when 25 is the maximum permitted. FAR refers to the ratio of
the sum of each story's floor area
to the size of the lot.
The building will occupy two sides
of a corner lot and therefore be Lshaped Marchetto argued the zoning ordinance is poorly written and
does not adequately address how to
handle such a building configuration, an argument whose logic even
the project's opponents conceded
Thursday night.
While conceding that the present
ordinance is unclear, board members Martin Tuzman and Joel
Kreiser both questioned whether the
proposed project would be too intensive
They both asked why Marchetto
decided to build 10 stories when he
claimed he was designing the building to conform to an already approved project just to the north of
it on Jefferson Street. That building,
which Marchetto also designed,
should be eight stories tall.
Marchetto argued " i t s important
to enclose the city."
He said part of that enclosure
involves the building of a symbolic
highrise wall along the length of
Observer Highway.

At first
logjam
but then
a break
if,'

(First of a series*

P.A. 1952 lease
a straightjacket
The Port Authority's 1952
lease to the Hoboken piers is
perhaps the most controversial document in the city's
history.
The lease was sigtied by
the city, the PA', and the US
Maritime Administration on
Oct. 1. 1952 The federal government had been in control
of the piers since 1917, and
had determined that the PA
was the agency most capable
of running a marine terminal
and making $18 million in
much-needed repairs
Under the terms of the
least*, the PA would retain
control of the piers until
2002 Then Mayor Fred DeSa
pio has since been criticized
for signing away the city's
claim to the land for such a
long period, but in 1952 there
was no indication that the
federal government would
ever relinquish control of the
waterfront, and the P.A.'s
renovations promised to create hundreds of jobs.
The P A . like the federal
government, is exempt from
paying city taxes Instead,
the lease stipulated that the
city would collect 75 percent
of the net profits from the
cargo terminal in lieu of
taxes.
The only problem with
the arrangement was that the
piers never realized a profit
Subsequently, the lease
was amended several times
through supplemental agreements approved by the city
council The amendments
were:

uy
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At some point in the next
six months, Hoboken officials will make one of the
most important decisions in
the history of the city
The Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey
has proposed a massive. $600
million development on the
S«f Editorial:
Time to break the logjam
Page 20
city-owned waterfront piers
that will forever change the
way Hoboken looks and the
way its people live.
The PA. plans to create
office space, shopping and
luxury living on the waterfront by attracting developers to construct at least 30
new buildings ranging in
height from five to 35 stories
or more. The plans include a
400-room hotel, 1,200 housing
' units, a new bus transporta\ tion center, a renovated ter; minal with resumed ferry
' service and a 400-slip
• marina.
j
Opponents of the project
*1 call it "monstrous" and say
the scale is too large for a city
\ that has 42,500 people in one
\ square mile They contend
i that the city will have no control over the project, that it
could cause financial disaster for Hoboken and that it
will destroy the last vestiges
of character in the post-gentrification Mile Square City.
There are also those who
say the project will be the
"salvation" of Hoboken,
bringing much-needed ratables to the city, financing improvements to the crumbling
infrastructure, and signifi
cantly reducing the skyrocketing tax rate (one of the
highest in the state) They say
the project will benefit residents by providing access to
a beautifully-renovated waterfront with acres of parkland and open public space.
What is the Hoboken waterfront project? Will it come
to be? And most importantly,
how will it affect
Hoboken if
it is approved9
The Jersey Journal begins a four-part series on the
P.A's Hoboken waterfront
project today with a look at
the origins of the development and negotiations between the P.A and the city.
When then-Mayor Steve
Cappiello took office in 1973,
the outlook was bleak Hoboken had lost much of its m-

This <^rial v,ew o» the Hobokw, waterfront displays * •
possible »«t«re s.te of the Port Authority's Hudson C«l«c

See PA—Page 13.

Cappiello
loses bid
1^. ? ^M

in Hudso
Former Hudson County Commit- '
teman Francis J. Pizzuta of ,
Weehawken has won the nod as the j
Democratic freeholder nominee i
over Hoboken City Councilman
Steve Cappiello, for the seat now
held by Roger A. Dorian, according
to a local party leader.
The decision has yet to be announced by the county's Democratic
Party mayors, but Pizzuto was
sicked at a meeting Tuesday in
West New York Town Hall attended
by elected Democratic municipal
officials from Hoboken, Union City
and West New York, according to
Maurice Fitzgibbons, Hoboken party leader who attended the session.
Pizzuta's nod is important, according to Fitzgibbons, because
Democrats often run a Hoboken
candidate for the 6th District freeholder seat Dorian, a Republican,
also is a councilman in Weehawken.
The Democratic nominee is the
director of the county Division of
Civil Defense and Disaster Control
and a member of the Weehawken
Board of Education. He was a township committeman from 1975-1979.
Cappiello reportedly faced another defeat in Tuesday's meeting
when his choice for one of the
Democratic candidates for the 33rd
Assembly District, Hoboken Councilman Robert A Ranieri. was
passed over for Hoboken lawyer
Bernard F. Kenny. Kenny has the
support of Hoboken Democrats,
Fitzgibbons said yesterday.
-Jeffrey Hoff

development.

• A 1960 agreement sponsored by then Mayor John
Grogan cagimitting the PA.
to an annual "rent" between
$50,000 and $100,000 (they
had been paying $75,000 annually since the lease was
signed)
• A 1968 agreement
signed by Mayor Louis DePascale permanently setting
the annual figure at $75,000
• An agreement in 1969,
an election year, allowing
DePascale to borrow $165 000
from the P A , a $5,000 ad
vance for each of the 33 years
remaining on the lease DePascale used the money to
lower the tax rate. As a result, he was reelected and
the PA has paid the city
$70,000 a year as rent on land
that is estimated to be worth
more than $30 million
• An agreement in 1984
signed by Mayor Steve Cappiello allowing the city to
borrow $1.5 million from the
P.A. to purchase the piers
from the federal government.
Councilman Patrick Pasculli and others have argued
that the P.A. should "tear up"
the 1952 lease "as a sign of
good faith" They contend
that as long as the P.A. retains control of the piers, the
city cannot entertain proposals from other developers
and will not know if the P.A.
is offering the best deal
possible
Pasculli sponsored a resolution last November that
would have halted negotiaSM> I as?—Pace 13

State aiding Hoboken
wit^hpy^ing program
T»l
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The Hoboken Community
Development Agency has been
awarded a $350,000 grant by the
New Jersey Department of
Community Affairs to develop
a neighborhood preservationbalanced housing program
CDA officials said they expect about 60 substandard
units to -be renovated as a result of Ihc grant
The funds will be used to
encourage the maintenance of
the neighborhood bordered by
Newark. Fourth, Bloomfield,
and Clinton streets Property
owners will be offered incentives in the form of deferred
payment loans or interest subsidies to improve their
buildings
By providing subsidies for
upgrading outdated heating,
electrical, and plumbing systems and improving buildings
interiors and exteriors, the

CDA hopes to substantially improve existing
housing
conditions
The CDA is developing eligibility requirements for the
program and the project
should begin within the next
two months, according to Nancy Sciancalepore Interested
residents can contact Sciancalepore at the CDA.

P.A.'s Hoboken project
has a stormy history

o i

i

Continued from Page 1
dustrial base, the middle class
was leaving the city and the
number of poor was growing.
The once-thriving waterfront was quiet and abandoned Shipping was in decline
all along the Eastern seaboard,
and all of the major shipping
lines had left Hoboken by the
mid-1960s.
Under the terms of a 1952
lease with the city and the federal government, the Port Authority retained control of Hoboken's piers until 2002 for
purposes of operating a marine
terminal The agency built
and both New York
three modern piers between estimated the cost in city ser- velopment,
New Jersey had to pass
Newark and Fourth streets in vices and lost taxes during the and
permitting the
the mid-1950s, but it was not time the federal government amendments
P.A.
to
enter
the
development
enough to keep the shipping occupied the piers at $8.2 milbusiness.
lion.
But
after
months
of
negolines from leaving.
The legislation was apAt the urging of struggling tiations, the lowest figure the
longshoremen, Cappiello ap- federal General Services Ad- proved in May, 1985, and the
proached the P.A. several ministration would accept was P.A. and the city began negotiating a restated lease to the
times and requested their help $1.5 million
According to Cappiello, the piers. The lease is the key docin revitalizing shipping on the
piers, but authority officials city had two opt ions to raise the ument that will determine the
of control the city has
believed Hoboken was poorly money, floating a bond or bor- amount
over
the
development, and the
rowing
from
the
P.A.
as
an
adsuited to serve as a modern
amount
of revenue it will
vance
on
rental
payments.
Capcargo facility.
realize.
piello
said
in
a
recent
The P.A. began to take an
In the excitement following
active interest in developing interview that he decided to
the Wo\erfront for other uses borrow the money from the the signing of the bislate legisaround 1976. Cappiello met P.A. because he believed the lation. Hoboken and PA. offiwith then P.A. Chairman Alan 1952 lease tied the city to devel- cials said they expected a
Sagner. and the authority be- oping the piers with the signed restated lease by Sepby Slaw Klo»
tember, 1984 But the date was
gan a series of studies for pro- authority.
continually
pushed
back
as
neBut
City
Business
Adminisjects on the waterfront. The austill drag on.
thority was simultaneously trator Edwin Chius, who served gotiations
Cappiello
said he was anxin
the
same
capacity
under
studying the potential for waon an issue-by-issue basis,
ious
to
have
a
lease in
the Community Develop- starting with city controls over
terfront development in Hunt- Cappiello, said the administra- place "as soonrestated
as possible" be- hensive about dealing with the of
tion
"wanted
to
run
the
sale
er's Point, Long Island City.
cause of the progress the neigh- new administration "The P.A. ment Agency, and authorized the development and moving
Queens with the intention of through real fast," and be- boring Newport development was devestated when Tom was him to begin meeting with PA through the financial deal and
proposing "sister develop- lieved the bonding process was making in Jersey City.
specifics of the design plan.
elected," Laurie Fabiano, Vez- officials.
ments" in New York and New would have delayed the sale by
"As mayor, I believe I have
The first official round of
"There
was
an
attitude
of
zetti's
executive
secretary,
said
several months.
Jersey.
an obligation to see what negotiations began on Sept 23.
'let's
get
Jersey
City.'
We
didn't
recently.
A supplemental agreement
they're offering the city," Vezweeks later, the city counJersey City to absorb the
Vezzetti had heavily criti- zetti recently said of his turn- Two
to the lease was approved by want
cil
adopted
a resolution rejectmarket
while
we
sat
with
our
Piers are purchased
the city council on Jan. 10,1984, hands on our ass," he recalled. cized the P.A. project in his around. "I still don't trust the ing the first restated lease.
unique, boisterous style at P.A. and. if it's not beneficial
Hoboken's most valuable and the city promised to repay
The city negotiators have
The P.A. placed a proposal
asset, its waterfront, had been the funds from its share of the for a restated lease on the ne- council meetings and public for the city of Hoboken, 1 ain't refused to discuss specifics of
under control of the federal profits once waterfront devel- gotiating table in December, hearings sponsored by Water- going along with it, and they the lease that is taking shape,
government for 67 years, since opment began. The following 1984, "but there were no num- front Advisory Committee. He know that"
citing a need for confidentialit was siezed in 1917 on the day day, Cappiello presented a bers involved," according to frequently called the project
ity. Last November, Coleman
America entered World War I. check for $1.5 million to GSA Chius. The agency provided the "monstrous" and promised New strategy is tried
told the city council during a
Several administrations tried Regional Administrator Peter numbers in April, but before during the campaign that he
public meeting that an agreeThe
city's
negotiating
team
to regain control of the piers Thomas and proclaimed the an agreement could be final- would not support waterfront
ment was imminent "in the
and failed, but in 1982. the com- " r e b i r t h " of the Hoboken ized, Cappiello halted negotia- development as long as the P.A. of Coleman, City Council Presi- next six months," but the prosdent
E.
Norman
Wilson
and
bined pressure applied by the waterfront.
pects changed several weeks
tions to concentrate on the 1985 was involved.
P.A.. Gov Thomas Kean, Sen. Negotiations begun
The administration halted Councilman Robert Ranieri later in the midst of a contromayoral race.
began
a
series
of
preliminary
Bill Bradley, and other legislanegotiations for 13 months afversy over $7.5 million in insurThe P.A. had been created
tors finally convinced Presiter the inauguration, but Vez- meetings with the PA. in Janu- ance funds that the P.A. may
dent Ronald Reagan to sell the by joint legislation by New Starting over again
• zetti's attitude about the P.A. ary The team adapted a new owe the city.
York and New Jersey in 1921
negotiating strategy instead ol
piers to Hoboken.
When Mayor Thomas Vez- changed once he was in the preparing its own restated
(Tomorrow: the pros and
with
the
intent
of
facilitating
mayor's
chair.
He
named
MiCappiello believed the
zetti won the election, the pro- chael Coleman. who ran Hobo- lease to offer as a counterpro- cons of developing with the
interstate
transit.
The
legislapiers should be returned withof negotiating began all ken's model cities program posal, the city would negotiate P.A.>
out cost to the city in reim- tion did not permit the agency cess
over
again.
to
enter
profit-making
enterover a decade ago, as director
bursement for the 65 years of
prises
such
as
waterfront
deP.A.
appre- - " "
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7 952 PA. lease is a thorn in Hobokenj_ side
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ment, one of a number of existing understandContinued from Page 1
. . ings with the city" that the P.A. has no intenJ,U O ,
tions unless the P.A. surrendered its leasehold. tions of tearing up.
Critics of the P.A. project have charged tha
Michael Coleman, the city's chief negotiator,
urged the council to reject the resolution, if the city chooses not to develop the waterfront
which he called "a serious mistake that couia with the P A . the agency could let the piers
jeapordize any agreement." and the move was remain idle until Sept. 30,2002, when they must
defeated by a vote of 5-to-3.
eT, the agency would have to make
Phillip LaRocco, head of the P.A. s department of economic development, said in a receni
" \ . 4tTibn dollars worth of repairs to renterview that the lease "is ati existing docu- severa

turn
stiputurn the
the piers
piers their
their original
original condition,
condition, aa stipulalio n f 1 e
s om e St torneys

familiar with the lease beHevfthl city could sue the PA. to force it to
t A « ii« hold on the piers. Others believe
fhea??t°v could sue to farce'the P.A. to operate a
cargo terminal as specified in the lease, a move
S i ? could also force the P A off the land
One lawsuit regarding the lease has already
been filed by a HobdSen citizens group called

People Advocating Sane Solutions.
° TThe
i e d by
byattorney
attorney Richa,
Richard Seltzer in
h e ssuit
u i t n filed
October charges that the lease is invalid and
the PA should be ejected from the piers be- ,
cause they have failed to operate a marine
terminal
. . .
.
No hearing date has been set for the PASS
suit The future of the '52 lease remains an
important, unanswered question
-Jffri DeRogatis
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Commission OKs

Enqineers countersue in Hoboken sewer feud
^ 7
^
Marc Arnold
By
BUI
By BUI Caapbell QH
' ~ fa %~?H*yo
Lynch
Marc in
Arnold
The suits
areattorney
being heard
Mon
(/ K/ Mayo Lynch
The
suits
are being
heard HWM
in Monis
mouth
County
because
Hoboken engineers
based in Freehold, he said
& Associates still fighting the loss of
The Mayo Lynch suit is in rea lucrative contract to design the
sponse to a $15 million lawsuit HWM
city* secondary sewage treatment
filed against Mayo Lynch last Sepplant, is countersuing a project ven
tember HWM. the firm the city hired
dor for "malicious interference" of
to devise an "innovative" sludge prothe disputed agreement
cessing plan, has charged that Mayo
The engineering firm last week
Lynch prevented it from obtaining
filed the action against Hoboken
federal funding to incorporate the
Wastewater Management in Mon
technology in the sewage plan
mouth County Superior Court, said

y ilm

HWM is seeking more than $3
HWM
seeking
more tothan
$3
million
in is
federal
funding
devise
million
the
planin federal fundine to riovis*
The Mayo Lynch countersuit
comes about a month after it asked
the court to dismiss HWM's action
The court, in a written decision, denied the request
Arnold said Mayo Lynch will file
other claims against HWM. but said
he could not elaborate on their
content.
In October, the Superior Court

PA's HOBOKEN PROJECT

found the $2 million Mayo Lynch
found the
$2 million
Lynch
design
contract
with theMayo
city invalid
design
with
the city
invalid
for lackcontract
of proper
public
notice
The
order was applauded by Mayor
Thomas Vezzetti who became critical of the engineering firm after the
state Department of Environmental
Protection denied the project $20
million in funding However. Mayo
Lynch spokesmen faulted HWM's innovative technology process for delays and, ultimately, the loss of funding The engineering firm also

maintained, in statements issued
maintained,
last
year, that inthestatements
HWM sludgeissued
plan
last
vear that
HWM sludee
Dlana
"contains
the the
potential
to place
Bhopal or Three Mile Island facility
in the heart of Hoboken "
Mayo Lynch, which has received
$788,000 from the city for design work
already completed, is fighting in Superior Court for full payment on
their now-invalid contract The city,
which awarded the design contract
to a New York firm last yeah is
seeking to rec ver its payment
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Stevens' independent plan a jolt to P.A.
Port Authority and city offi
cials were shocked last Sop
tember when word leaked out
that Stevens Institute of Technology was pulling out of the
Hudson Center project to develop its portion of the water
front with Hartz Mountain
Industries.
Robert Hand, vice presi
dent for external affairs at Stevens, said the college chose
Hartz over the PA. "because of
two basic issues: bucks and
time."
According to Hand, Hartz
offered the college "a more favorable economic package '
and will develop the land sooner than the P A , which had
proposed building a research
and development center in
Phase Two of the project, some
time after 1994
It is unclear how far along

in negotiations the PA and
Stevens were when the school
announced it was withdrawing
from the project. PA officials
have downplayed the loss of
Stevens as a partner and noted
that the school was only included in the plans at its own
request
"We're not at all discouraged," said Phillip LaRocco,
head of the P A ' s department
of economic development, i t s
a good sign. You're seeing development on the waterfront
Hartz is very interested in the
project."
Hartz, which is based in
Secaucus. was largely responsible for developing the Meadowlands and has proposed major
developments
in
Weehawken and Jersey City
The developer had been considered a leading contender to

0 N

Cou-lJftreet

T H B

undertake some of the private
sector work called for in the
PA s Hudson Center plan
Stevens owns more than 10
acres of waterfront between
Sixth and Ninth streets, although seven acres are under
water. Hartz has proposed
building two 300,000-squ a refoot office buildings, commercial facilities and parking at
the site
The buildings, which
would range in height from five
to approximately 16 stories,
would house a research and
technology center and would
be connected to the Stevens
campus on Castle Point by an
elevated passageway at Sixth
Street Stevens hopes to attract
communications-oriented
businesses as tenants.
The center is being designed by the architectural
firm of Wallace, Roberts and
Todd of Philadelphia, the firm
responsible for planning
Hartz's Lincoln Harbor development in Weehawken.

The Stevens board of trust- said, the firm is "ready to start
ees has twice voted its approv- construction the following
al of Hartz's plans, although a day."
spokesman for the firm said it
withdrawal from
is still "premature" to release the Stevens'
Hudson
Center project
the designs to the public
called into question the I'.A.'s
Once the board of trustees negotiations with the third
approves a final agreement be- partner in the development, NJ
tween Hartz and the school, the Transit.
plans will be presented to the
LaRocco said the authority
Hoboken Planning Board for 'communicates a lot" and has a
review If city approval is ob- "good relationship" with NJT,
tained, a Hartz spokesman although they have not yet

reached an agreement on the
development "Municipal negotiations must take the front
seat.' he said
Meanwhile, Hand said
school officials anticipate having a signed agreement with
Hartz in early 1987 If Hartz and
Stevens reach an agreement,
they will have done in four
months what the city, the PA.,
and NJ Transit have been unable to do in three years. — Jim
DcRogatis
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/ . • j , m ^approve specific details,
sue*
and window
xtures and
Court
Street
Plaza,
the
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' "configurations.
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coni The commissioners have
story •..„..
luxury condominium
_,
f.l _.'._..l£pro'
jS"r«*i'ons
posed for the Shop Rite Super offered several suggestions t$
market site in Hoboken. Gans and Vallone, including
cleared another hurdle in the that old cobblestones fron
approval process Tuesday Court Street be included in thi
night when the Historic Dis- development's courtyard Th
trict Commission approved developers said they wil
preliminary plans
comply
Six of the seven commisThe developers must clea
sioners passed a "conceptual one final hurdle before the
approval " of the building, can proceed with constructior
which would occupy the site Gans said yesterday that h
bounded by Newark Street, Ob- hopes to appear before the Citfr
server Highway. Hudson Street Council in the next three weekf
and Washington Street. Com- to change an easement of i
missioner Helen Manogue ab- right-of-way through the Sho
stained, citing qualms about Rite parking lot.
the development's height
Gans said the existing east
Variances for Court Street ment would no longer be nec-i
Plaza were approved by the ed because Court Street Plaz
Zoning Board of Adjustment will create an enclosed pas
last month after several sageway for pedestrians t
months of debate over the walk from Washington Street t
height and density of the pro- the PATH station »t Hudso
ject. Developers Dame! Gans Place
and George Vallone, principals
The council is not expecte
of West Bank Construction, fi- to grant the easement chang
nally reduced the height from without receiving something i
18 to 12 stories and cut the return, however.
•
number of units from 388 to 288
The new zoning ordinance
Fearing that the develop- which is expected to be pri
ment's location in one of the sented to the council in a fei
city's most historic areas could weeks, will set formulas for d
slow the project's progress, veloper contributions to
Gans and Vallone originally fordable housing and infraappeared before the Historic structure improvement funds.
District Commission in August, The developers have said th
offering the commissioners a believe they have already gi
preliminary look at the plans en the city enough and have
Designed by Hoboken architect intentions of giving any mor
Dean Marchetto, Court Street however.
,.
Plaza has won several architecGans and Vallone rejectep
tural awards and been cited for the city's offer to apply for all
attempting to preserve neigh- Urban Development Action
borhood character.
Grant for the project several
The commission must still months ago.
1

Booster group
aids business
for Hoboken
By Jim DeRogatis

The Stevens Institute of Technology campus overlooks the waterfront to be developed jointly by the
college and Hartz Mountain Industries.
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Decline and fall of Hoboken waterfront
By Jim DeRogafis

When the shipping industry dominated the Hoboken waterfront, H was common to tee cruiseliners docked at the
piers, as in this 1931 photo.
*

A 1939 guide to New Jersey
published by the federal Writers Project wrote that "to almost everybody, Hoboken
means two things: beer and
ships."
For most of this century,
dockworkers loaded and unloaded freighters and ocean
liners at piers along the waterfront by day. By night, they
drank along in the "Barbary
Coast," a thriving row of bars,
cabarets and nightclubs that
lined Hudson and River streets
for several blocks.
In the early 1900s, the Hamburg-American Line, North
German Lloyd line, Thingualla
Steamship Company of Scandanavia, the Holland-American line, and the Wilson line
moved more than 3 million tons
of freight and 700,000 passengers through Hoboken each
year. Shipping created thousands of jobs, and the city's
population soared to an alltime high of 70,000.
But on the morning of April
6, 1917, government agents
stormed into Hoboken and took
possession of 17 piers and several ships owned by the German-operated lines. America's
involvement in World War I
was declared several hours
later.
Hoboken became an armed
camp overnight as the 22nd
U.S. Infantry set up camp in the
Elysian fields. Over the next
two years, hundreds of thousands of American soldiers departed for European battlefields, and "Heaven, Hell or
Hoboken by Christmas" was a
common refrain.
Normal cargo activity resumed after the war, although

the government retained control of the piers and the troops
moved in again during World
War II. Freighters and ocean
liners continued to utilize the
piers after the war, but with
declining frequency.
Work on the piers was dramatically portrayed in the 1952
film, "On the Waterfront" The
piers were a rough place to
earn a living, but they were an
accepted part oflife in the city.
The Port Authority became
a presence on the waterfront in
1952. Hoboken's piers were in
need of major repairs, and the
federal government believed
the P.A. was the agency to undertake the project.
Most of the old wooden
piers had already been removed or destroyed by 1950.
The PA. spent $18 million to
build three modern, concrete
piers between Newark and
Fourth streets.
Pier A was completed and
occupied by the American Export line in 1955. Much of what
is known today as Piers B and C
was originally built by the
North German Lloyd line, including the large structure
near Fourth Street, and rehabilitated by the PA. in 1957.
Despite the P.A.'s investment, shipping in Hoboken and
on the East Coast in general
was steadily declining. The
Holland-American line left in
1963. By 1967, ferry service had
been discontinued, the Todd
Shipyards had left, and the
American Export line had
closed its facility.
With rare exceptions, the
piers were dormant and forgotten by 1970. The Barbary Coast
was razed, and Hoboken
turned its back on the waterfront The era of beer and ships
was over.

Most people in Hoboken
haven't heard much from Hoboken Advantage since Liberty
Weekend, but the city's newest,
most ambitious business organization has set some impressive goals for 1987.
Hoboken Advantage was
formed last May by the city
Community
Development
Agency as a response to a study
of Hoboken's business districts
that indicated a need for a
strong merchants' organization
if Hoboken retailers are to
hold their own in coming years
against out-of-town shopping
malls, including the mall in
Newport, Jersey City.
A non-profit corporation.
Hoboken Advantage has no
real membership but is intended to work for the benefit of all
Hoboken merchants.
The organization is staffed
by two full-time CDA employees and occupies an office at 91
Willow Ave. It is funded by the
CDA. although merchants are
eventually expected to assume
the cost.
Hoboken Advantage first
made its presence felt in Hoboken on Liberty Weekend, when
the organization manned an information booth near Pier A
and sold posters and t-shirts
marking the Statue of Liberty s
centennial.
According to Director Don
Liloia, the organization raised
$11,000 that weekend, most of
which was used as a loan to
Edward Greene to relocate the
E. Greene Gallery.
"As a non-profit organiza:
tion. any money we raise has to
be turned right back into the
organization," Liloia said.
The money raised on Liberty Weekend funded Hoboken
Advantage through December,
and the CDA recently awarded
the organization a $225,000
grant
to continue
its
operations.
"The CDA is funding us
now in order to get things off
the ground," Liloia said.
•When our funding runs out in
18 months, the merchants are
going to have to ask themselves. What has Hoboken Ad-

vantage done for us, and is it
worth continuing?' They will
have to assume the cost of running this office."
He has defined four work
areas on Washington Street,
the city's main shopping district physical improvements to
the shops, supplementing city
services, encouraging the use
of public transportation and
providing more parking.
Hoboken Advantage will
help businessmen improve the
look of their stores in numerous ways, including low-interest loans, Liloia said.
He said he is exploring several grant and loan programs,
and he is expecting to hear by
the end of the month whether
the city was approved for the
federal Department of Housing
and Urban Development's
business loan program.
If the city is approved, Liloia said Hoboken Advantage
will be able to offer businesses
loans at rates as low as 5'/2
percent.
Hoboken
Advantage
doesn't have the money to replace city services, Liloia said,
but it can supplement what the
city provides by paying for extra garbage collection and hiring additional people to sweep
Washington Street.
Liloia has also proposed an
"adopt-a-basket" program,
through which Hoboken Advantage would purchase trash
baskets for Washington Street.
Officials at Stevens Insitute of
Technology have offered to
provide a computerized survey
of Hoboken's sidewalks so the
city can pinpoint which
stretches need to be replaced
and upgraded, he said, and Hoboken Advantage also hopes to
purchase bus shelters and additional benches for the comfort of pedestrians.
To encourage the use of
public transportation, Hoboken Advantage funded a program on the Washington Street
bus for the four weekends before Christmas so shoppers
could ride free and leave cars
at home.
Liloia said he has also met
with many merchants to discuss the severe parking shortage in Hoboken.
He said members of the Hoboken Advantage Board are applying peer pressure to stop
merchants themselves from
taking the few available street
spaces, and the committee is
struggling to come up with additional solutions.
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By Bill Campbell

Hoboken officials have given a Jersey City contractor one
month to correct deficiencies
in a controversial sewerage
project.
Public Works Director Roy
Haack yesterday said the city
and Ambrosio Contracting
have agreed on a schedule and
deadline for the repair of a
Washington Street sewer line
the contractor installed late
last year Ambrosio will forfeit
his (125,000 payment if the project is not repaired by late February, he said.
Haack and City Engineer
James Caulfield have also instructed the city's plumbing inspector to authorize permits allowing property owners to hook
into the new pipe. One merchant yesterday complained
that without the hookup, raw
sewage will continue to back
up into his basement and its
smell hurts his business.

The agreement on a timetable stems from complaints by
property owners along the
western side of Washington
Street, between Sixth and Seventh streets. The project,
which was expected to take six
weeks to complete, was begun
in early October and completed shortly before Christmas.
The city prevented residents from hooking into the
line because of problems in the
pipe joints and the laterals,
which connect the pipe to individual lines. Recent inspections have revealed that the
problems will not prohibit
hookups, he said.
Councilman Dave Roberts,
who represents the Sixth Ward
and sponsored bonding legislation for the project, last week
complained that the project
was "riddled with cost overruns and delays." The contractor will not be paid, he said,
until he "proves" the project is
See HOBOKEN—Page «•

Hoboken gats

tough on sewerl

Property owners
owners along
along
Property
Sixth
streets "
o;_»w and
- _ J Washington
ivn«V»iniytnn street*
thoroughly completed
have long complained about
The contractor, Dick Am- the century-old clay pipe that
brosio, said his workers were runs behind the buildings on
hindered by weather and the the western side of the street
Thanksgiving and Christmas The line collapsed, about »
holidays. He said the deficien- years ago and residents have
cies could be corrected "within since complained of raw sewfour, five days at the most"
age seeping into their baseIf Ambrosio failstocom-ments, Haack said
plete the project the city is
Project delays have also
expected to hire J. Fletcher spurred complaints Last week,
Creamer of Edgewater, the a representative of a newly
next highest bidder, to finish formed environmental group
the job State laws mandate blamed the city lor not monithat municipalities give bid- toring the project
ders one opportunity to correct
Yesterday, Nicol DeBan,
deficiencies.
who owns a travel agency at 612
Washington St., said he will sue
the city if Haack refuses to issue him a letter authorizing a
sewerage hookup He said the
basement of his building is
soaked with raw sewage and
the odor has hurt his business.
"I'm drunk on this smell
and it makes me real mad," he
said.
His problems began, he
said, after the new line was
installed and after his neighbors hooked up into it "Never
before have I had a problem
until five days ago," he said.
Haack said he will not issue DeBari a letter because
DeBari can now get a hookup
permit "We are trying to investigate everyone's complaint,
but in this case the permit is
the official authorization,"
Haack said.
Weather conditions have
been taken into consideration
for completion of the project,
said Haack.
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NAACP rally shuts Hoboken City Hall
Continued from Page 1

ees union asked for this (arrangement)," he said
City Business Administrator Edwin Chius, a member of
the administration's contract
negotiating team, predicted
that King's birthday would be
established in future contracts
as a permanent municipal holiday, despite last year's "overwhelming" vote by employees

to trade the holiday.
"I expect the mayor will
ask for the day in the contracts
that we are currently negotiating," Chius said
Beatty, in a statement to
Vezzetti and the council, said
the Hoboken branch of the
NAACP was "putting the city
on notice" that if the municipality did not announce plans
to observe the holiday by Mon-

day, "there will be steps taken a.m., shouting and waving signs
by this organization to assure that city offices should be
that all city agencies observe closed. Many municipal workthis holiday."
ers entered the building
Beatty declined to disclose through police headquarters
the action but said he wason Newark Street to avoid passawaiting advice from the na- ing the demonstration.
tional office. He was "outAt about 10 a.m., the proraged" when he learned that testers, led by a police escort
the city's employees had trad- and a sound car, marched slowed the holiday, he said.
ly up Washington Street to the
"It is in the best interest of ML Olive Baptist Church for
the people of Hoboken to ob- the service Many in the processerve this holiday," the state- sion chanted "We shall overment read. 'The policy in the come" and "The dream lives
past has always been to ob-on."
serve all state and national
The normally outspoken
holidays This should be no Vezzetti,
dressed in a navy blue
exception."
overcoat and a fedora,
NAACP members gathered marched silently at the end of
outside City Hall at about 9 the parade.

NAACPrally forces holiday
for Hoboken city employees
By Bill Campbell
Hoboken municipal employees were given the day off
yesterday after 30 or so members of the local NAACP rallied on the steps of City Hall in
the cold rain to urge the mayor
to close the building in observance of Dr Martin Luther
King Jr.'s birthday.
Mayor Thomas Vezzetti ordered municipal offices to
close at 10 a.m. yesterday so
workers could attend a memorial service for King at the Mt.
Olive Baptist Church. He was
reluctant to make the move
earlier, he said, because municipal employees voted last
year to trade the holiday for the
Friday after Thanksgiving.
Since last Thursday,
NAACP leaders had been criticizing Vezzetti and the City
Council for not closing munici-

pal offices on the federal ganization's protest. D'Amelio,
holiday.
the former city law director,
The Rev William Beatty, and Vezzetti arc bitter politipastor of Mt. Olive Baptist cal enemies Last week, the atChurch and a vice president of torney filed a suit in county
the NAACP, last week said the Superior Court to have Vezzetti
decision to keep city offices removed from the mayoral
open "was a slap in the face to post
the memory of Martin Luther
According to Fabiano. VezKing."
zetti "did not feel good" about
Yesterday. Beatty, NAACP the planned opening of City
chapter President Eugene Hall "He called me on SaturDrayton and leaders in the day and said he would dose the
movement to recall Vezzetti as offices early, on noon on Monmayor, lashed out at the admin- day. When we found out that
istration during the rally. The there was a memorial service
event took on political over- at 11 a.m., he decided to close
tones as the names of the mayor at 10 a m "
and his administrative assisVezzetti was unavailable
tant, Laurie Fabiano, were for comment on the latest dechanted by the protesters.
velopments, but on Friday he
Vezzetti, before announc- said he was "saddened" that
ing the closing, met in his office the planned opening had taken
with Beatty, Drayton and on racial overtones. "This was
NAACP attorney Salvatore not my decision. The employD'Amelio Jr. to discuss the orSee NAACP—Pajse 6.
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Project

will be
regional
model
By Jim DeRogatis
(Third in a series*

The name says it all: Hudson Center, the Port Authority's massive "world class" project in Hoboken is intended to
CITY OF
serve as the centerpiece for
HOBOKEN
waterfront development in
Hudson County and act as a
model for the entire metropolitan region
But. the PA's grandiose
plans also carry a steep priceCITYOF
tag in terms of the project's
impact on the Mile Square City.
HOBOKENl/
The project was designed
- PORT
by Stanley Eckstut. formerly of
AUTHORITY
Cooper-Eckstut Associates, the
New York planning firm responsible for Battery Park City.
It was unveiled during a public
hearing at the Demarest School
in December, 1984 sponsored
by then-Mayor Steve Cappiello's Waterfront Advisory
Committee.
The enabling legislation
which authorized the PA. to
undertake the development defined a specific project area in
Hoboken including all of the
city-owned waterfront from
Newark to approximately Sixth
streets. At the request of Cappiello, however, the PA. studied and proposed a plan for a
larger area including two vacant Housing Authority-owned
lots between Second and Third
streets on Hudson Street.
NJ Transit's property
straddling Jersey City and Hoboken was added to the plan at
The Port Authority's Hudson Cents? development
the request of Gov. Thomas
would stretch from the NJ Transit land at the bottom
Kean, and officials at Stevens
of
the illustration to Castle Point near the top. and
Institute of Technology refrom parts of Hudson Street into the river where steel
quested that the PA. include
decking wotiM be built.
their waterfront land from
Sixth to Ninth streets
Eckstut and PA officials
have said at public hearings
The terminal, a national historic site,
that Hudson Center was designed to be an
integrated part of the city, not a walled-in would be renovated and ferry service to Manhattan resumed.
enclave.
*
Unlike Newport in Jersey City, the develRenovations arc also planned for NJ
opment continues the street grid system of Transit's train terminal.
Hoboken. and all city streets continue
e A 400-slip marina from Second to Sixth
through the project to the river, maintaining streets
including docking for "corporate"
an unbroken view of the Hudson.
boats 100 feet in length, docking for smaller
boats and a "recreation" basin
PA. officials boast that the project would "transient"
for
paddleboats,
sailing lessons and other
also include more than 10 acres of open space amusements.
for "passive recreation," much of it in a
The marina would be separated from the
greenbelt along the edge of the river between
Hudson River by an approximately 25-footFirst apd Fifth streets.
wide breakwater that would also function as
The project covers a total of 76 acres, a fishing pier and promenade.
although much of the area is under water.
e Parking for 4,700cars, including a 1,000According to the PA's 1985 draft development plan report and its design guidelines space garage on Observer Highway near the
for the project, Hudson Center would proposed transportation center; 2,100 spaces
in a garage near the ferry terminal and the
include:
Jersey City border, and parking under the
• Six office buildings with 315 million main office and housing complexes.
square feet of office space. The proposed
office buildings include an 16-story transpor• About 150,000 square feet of retail and
tation center over the current PATH station; specialty shopping. P.A officials have said
an eight-story building at Newark Street and the project would include about 60 shops and
East Drive (a new street that would be creat- restaurants scattered in ground-floor locaed to the east of River Street); an eight-story tions throughout Hudson Center.
building at First and River streets, and three
The project would be built in two phases.
buildings of 16, 23. and 30 stories extending Phase One, scheduled for 1987 to 1994, would
over the river ut the foot of First Street.
include the 18-story transportation center,
• Five housing complexes in a row along two eight-story office buildings, most of the
East Drive from Second Street to Fourth marina, the main housing complex, and the
greenbelt and esplanade.
Street.
The buildings would have staggered
Phase Two, scheduled for 1994 to 2003,
heights between five and 28 stories, with the would include the three large office buildbulk being 18 stories, and would include a ings and the hotel.
tot^l of 1,200 luxury housing units.
The city has made no official comment on
Since the September withdrawal of Ste- the Hudson Center plan.
vens from the project, the P.A. has proposed
Specifics of the design are intended to be
an additional 400 housing units at the north- addressed last in the negotiations with the
ern end of the project on land formerly P.A., and city officials have indicated they
earmarked for a research and development would demand several changes in the develcenter.
opment plan, including decreases in the
The PA. has also suggested building sim- height of many of the buildings.
ilar 18-story apartment buildings on the
One reason the negotiators have avoided
Housing Authority sites, although it is uncer- addressing the Hudson Center plan is that
tain whether the sites will be included in the PA. released virtually no information on
Hudson Center.
the impact the development would have on
The Housing Authority is preparing a Hoboken until recently. After repeated rerequest for proposals from outside develop- quests from the city, the P.A. finally presenters for the lots.
ed a copy of its draft Environmental Impact
• A 30- to 35-story hotel with 400 rooms Statement to the city Dec. 15. The EIS, a
rising above the ferry terminal at the foot of complex report, examines aspects of how a
Hudson Place.
Se« PROJECT-Page IS.

Hoboken will try to settle with Mayo Lynch
city will urge Humphreys to
appoint a mediator to review
Mayo Lynch design plans and
Hoboken will seek an out- ment after it was adopted.
The city subsequently set a price on the work. The city
of-court settlement with the engineering firm that sued the hired another engineering firm is expected to approach Mayo
city after its $2-million sewage to complete the federal- and Lynch attorneys with the plan
plant design contract was ruled state-mandated secondary sew- next week.
Neither Marc Arnold nor
age treatment plant. Mayo
invalid.
The Hoboken City Council, Lynch, which fell out of favor Theodore Botter, the engineermeeting Wednesday in a closed with Mayor Thomas Vezzetti af- ing firm's two attorneys, were
strategy session with special ter the project was bypassed available for comment
Ken Laptook, an associate
counsel Irwin Kimmelman, has last year for federal funding, is
authorized city representa- seeking to recover payment for with the law firm of Kimmeltives to meet with attorneys for design work. The firm is also man, Wolfe and Sampson, rethe engineering firm Mayo attempting to block the city fused comment on the closed
Lynch & Associates to reach a from hiring New York engi- session or the proposed
settlement, according to city neers Lawler Mattisky and settlement
Councilman Robert RanSkelly to complete the $52-milofficials.
ieri, chairman of the council's
Superior Court Judge Bur- lion project
According to sources who Committee on Water and Sewrell Ives Humphreys ruled the
design contract invalid in Octo- asked not to be identified, the erage, said it was the adminisBy Bill Campbell C,» % 1 r. i"*>er He said the city failed to
I " 1*
pro
properly advertise the agree-

Photo br WaKy Henmg

Dozens of demonstrators rally in front of Hoboken's City Hall to protest Hs being open on the
birthday of Martin Luther King Jr.

tration's "tenor to reach a settlement." He said the
administration believes it is in
the best interests of the community to approach the court
with a plan.
Administration officials
would neither confirm nor
deny the proposed settlement
However, several council members privately acknowledged
the plan saying the city and
Mayo Lynch would split the
cost of hiring the independent
mediator.
Under the proposal, the
mediator, probably an engineer, would set a dollar value
on the work performed by Mayo
Lynch. The firm is then expected to be paid and the workable

portions of the plans are to be
turned over to LMS. That firm
will then complete the project,
sources said.
The city has a July 1988
deadline to complete the project or face stiff fines for violations to the federal Clean Water Act The city has already
been fined by federal and state
agencies for violating provisions of the act.
Secondary sewage treatment removes 85 percent of
pollutants from the city's waste
water.
Humphreys, who two weeks
ago asked the city to explore an
out-of-court settlement, is expected to approve the plan,
sources said.

PA's HOBOKEN PROJE
Project will be
regional model
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development would affect life
in the community around it.
and it is a prerequisite for obtaining federal grants
According to the P A . the
Hudson Center project could
haveheavy impact upon the following aspects of city life
• Traffic and parking
The PA has said the project was designed to minimize
traffic and make maximum use
of public transport, but the E1S
indicates that Hudson Center
would generate an additional
1,400 automobile trips an hour
during morning and afternoon
rush hours by 1990. and more
than 4,000 automobile trips an
hour by 2002
When combined with the
traffic generated by other developments in Hoboken, Weehawken and Jersey City, the
result would be "intolerable
delays and congestion" on the
main roads leading in and out
of the city, according to the
P.A.'s own figures
The authority took the construction of several "mitigating
measures' for granted in its
report, including a widened
Observer Highway, a new highway proposed by the state Department of Transportation
around the rear of the city near
the Palisades and a new light
rail system. But. there are no
immediate plans for the rail
system, and the DOT estimates
that construction of the highway would not be completed
until 2002 The already overcrowded city streets would
have to bear the increased traffic burden in the meantime
The city has not yet responded to the P.A.'s traffic
study, although Michael Coleman, the city's chief negotiator,
has said, "there is a need for an
innovative solution" to the traffic problem which he called
,.the biggest posed by the
development.
• Infrastructure.
Jj
The PA has promised to
•Jbear the cost of all major infras t r u c t u r e improvements req u i r e d by (he project, includ*ing repairs to the bulkheads
and the construction of new
.^streets, sewer lines and parks.

5Sewerage no problem
i
In the EIS, the PA conjjtends that the city would be
•able to accommodate Hudson
{Center's water and sewerage
• needs with little or no problem.
jThe P.A. believes the sewerage
•repairs (already begun by the
#city and the construction of the
^federally mandated secondary
•sewage treatment plant will
Jleavc- Hoboken with more than
•enough capacity to handle the
^project's estimatedttOO.000gall o n s of sewage per day. an
•amount the authority claims
*the city could handle even un<ler present conditions
The PA also says the city
has contracted with Jersey City
to purchase 10 million gallons
of water a day but uses only 6.5
million gallons. Hudson Center
•is expected to require only
600,000 gallons of water a day.
City officials said the sewer
lines near the development are
^among the best in the city and
;could handle the increased
<•strain. In contrast, the sewers
'in the city's southwest sector
• are still the same wooden ones
'installed before the Civil War.
• Population density.
The P.A.'s EIS states that
2,800 permanent residents
'would be added to Honoken's
,population by 1993 as a result
of the project, an increase of
.about 5 percent
*
Coleman considers the
iPA.'s current housing plan
•"impractical" and said he will
»ask for a reduction in the numJber of units. He said there
•would be more than 5.000 housJing units built in an area of
Jseveral square blocks within
*the next few years as a result of
'Hudson Center and other pro•posed developments.
According to Coleman, a
*Manhattan-based housing de»sign consultant he declined to
•name is preparing a new housiing plan for the project in'slead of five highrises. there
'will be less density and a dif'.ferent design concept," Colejman said. He refused to
sclaborate.
J
The city is also expected to
-ask the- PA. for contributions
,to an affordable housing fund
fThe PA. has no plans to in-

clude aflbrdable units in the
waterfront housing and states
in the EIS that 'waterfront
market rate housing would provide maximum revenue that
could result in more money ultimately to the city for it to use
in helping to foster additional
low- and moderate-income
units elsewhere in the city."
• City services
The PA. has said it expects
the city to provide all police,
fire, garbage-hauling and ambulance services to the center The authority does not provide information in its EIS on
how much garbage Hudson
Center is expected to generate,
and it says that levels of police
and fire protection would be
reviewed as the development
progresses
Coleman recently indicated to the City Council that the
city negotiating team has
agreed to provide the services
as part of a preliminary agree
ment on controls. The agree
ment has been strongly criticized by WAC, which contends
that "supplying such services
to the commercial and trans
portation portions of the pro
ject may well end up costing
the city more than it nets from
these portions of the project."
According to the EIS. Hudson Center would not have a
serious impact upon the Hoboken school system, attracting
only an estimated 160 students
The report notes that student
enrollment in the Hoboken
public schools has been steadily declining and would not be
burdened by the small increase in enrollment
• Environment.
The bulk of the P.A.'s ap
proximately 300 page EIS addresses the environmental
problems posed by Hudson
Center, and the report generally concludes that the long term
impacts would be negligible to
birds, fish and terrestrial and
biotic vegetation on the
waterfront.
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Hoboken
to decide
school fate
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The buildings numbered in this Port Authority model of Hudson Center would bes: 1 Bus transportation center and office building—
18 stories. 2. Hotel with 400 rooms - 30 to 35 stories. 3. Office building - 16 stories. 4^ OH.ce bg.ld.ng - 30 stories. 5. OH.ce
building — 23 stories. 6 and 7. OH.ce buildings - e.ght stories. 8, 9, 10, 11 Luxury housing h.ghr.ses - staggered heights, mostly 18
stories 12 Housing t o w e r - 28 stories. 13 and 14. Housing Authority owned lots; the P.A. has proposed two 18-slory h.ghnses on the
location, although the authority has since issued requests for proposals for the site. 15^Marme View Towers, emtrng housing project.
16. Proposed parking garage that the Port Authority says will intercept traHic from Observer H l9 hway. 17. Ene-Lackawanna ferry

terminal.
Much of Hudson Center
would be constructed on steel
decking over the river and no
landfill is involved in the project, according to the PA The
Westway development in Manhattan was successfully halted
by environmentalists after
years of conflict when it was
determined that landfill
assowith the project would
have disturbed many species,
including the endangered
striped bass.
The PA. also states that air
pollution created by traffic as
sociated with the development

"will meet the National Ambient Air Quality Standards."
and "noise impacts . . will
meet Hudson County standards
and standards set by the feder
al Department of Housing and
Urban Development's guidelines," although critics dispute
the claims
• Local business and
industry.
The PA. has promised to
allow Hoboken merchants the
first opportunity to occupy retail space in Hudson Center,
and the PA states in its EIS
that "it is expected that the

project will improve business
in the Washington Street retail
district" because of the new
residents it would attract.
Community Development
Agency officials believe Hoboken merchants would be "hit
muc h harder" by the shopping
mall at Newport in Jersey City
than by shopping at Hudson
Center The CDA has begun
several programs to support
the remaining industries in Hoboken, and is researching programs to protect industries on
the northern waterfront from
press ire to withdraw once de-

velopment begins.
According to the EIS, Hudson Center would generate
about 21,000 jobs, including
12.000 temporary construction
jobs. The PA also estimates
that the project would be responsible for "$1 billion in economic activity," although it
does not define "economic acVivity ".
(Tomorrow: The key players in
the waterfront struggle, and
their opinions of Hudson Ten-,
tor's chances for becoming a
reality.)

'A WASTE'

Vezzetti wants to can county government
By ANDRKW KIRTZMAN
Staff Uriler
Never one to shy away from a
challenge. Hoboken Mayor Thomas
F Vezzetti embarked on an effort
yesterday to abolish Hudson County
government
County Executive Edward F.
Clark responded with what he called
a better idea: Abolish Hoboken's
government — and all the municipal
governments — and leave the county body standing

Both acknowledged they would
have a hard time doing either.
Vezzetti, however, plans to give
it a try At a meeting yesterday of
the North Hudson Council of Mayors
at North Bergen Township Hall,
Vezzetti said he will conduct a study
to convince the people that the
county government is a waste of
their money.
"We need county government like
we need a hole in the head," he said.
His comments elicited en-

county welfare system, among other things.
Few mayors have not wished
aloud at some point that the entity
would simply go away, pointing
always to the large chunk of municipal support the Jersey City-based
The mayors also had their doubts. bureaucracy requires. But few have
The county government, presided had the specific ideas, or the
over by Clark and nine part-time energy, to realize their wishes.
members of the Board of FreeAmico, for instance, said
holders, spent $160 million last year
Secaucus
tried a few years ago to
on county hospitals, county parks,
See VEZZETTI, Page 8
the county court system and the
thusiastic responses from two other
mayors at the meeting. Leo Gattoni
Sr of North Bergen and Paul Amico
of Secaucus, and Vezzetti said
Weehawken's Stanley D. lacono "is
all in favor of it "

Hoboken getting sewer pacts in order
.
. .. \
By Bill Campbell

» • I* ^ 'counsel
* ,.^i for
r.,_ the
«u« issuance
i^..<ir.r»« of
r.f $2.5
«o <\
million in bond anticipation
•
of- the
The Hoboken City Council notes for the -first• phase
project.
is expected next week to apThe resolution comes less
prove an agreement with the
bond counsel for the proposed than a week after the council
secondary sewage treatment re-ratified the contracts of two
plant, as part of the continuing other project consultants, Goveffort to correct professional ernment Finance Associates
service contracts which had and Arthur Young & Company.
The contracts of more than
been improperly ratified
A resolution hiring the half a dozen Community DevelNew York firm of Finley, Kum- opment Agency consultants
ble and Wagner to advise the have been re-ratifed since Decity on funding apparatus for cember. The actions stem from
the proposed $52 million mu- the Hudson County Superior
nicipal facility was added to Court's decision which ruled
the council's agenda for Hoboken's $2 million sewerage
Wednesday. The firm is to re- design contract with Mayo
ceive a fee not to exceed Lynch & Associates invalid.
According to the October
$125,000, according to the
ruling by Assignment Judge
resolution.
The firm was orginally Burrell Ives Humphreys, the
hired by the city last May as city failed to disclose t h e

ammint the
»hp firm
was to
to be
he paid
naid. vise
vise the city
citv for preparation
preparation of
o
amount
firm was
The city subsequently hired ordinances and issuance of
another engineering firm to bond anticipation notes and
long-term tax exempt bonds.
complete the project.
The city expects to issue
Upon review of all professional service agreements, about $40 million in bonds for
which are awarded without the sewerage project. It is also
competitive bidding, the city hoping to receive some $20 mildiscovered errors similar to lion in federal grant money.
On Jan 21, the council rethe Mayo Lynch pact. Except
for the engineering firm, all ratifed the $35,000 contract of
other consultants with faulty project rate consultant Arthur
Young & Company and the
contracts have been rehired.
Finley, Kumble and Wag- $75,000 contract of financial anner, a Manhattan law firm, was alyst Government F i n a n c e
instrumental in devising the Associates.
Resolutions re-ratifying all
ordinance last June issuing
$2.5 million in bond anticipa- the sewerage consulting contion notes earmarked for pro- tracts were sponsored by Counject consultants as "start-up" cilman Robert Ranieri, chairman of the council's Committee
costs.
According to their agree- on Water and Sewage.
The meeting is scheduled
ment with Hoboken which runs
through June, the firm will ad- for 7 p.m. in City Hall.

Hudson awaits rental ruling

By .IKKFRKY HOFF
Staff Writer
Does Hoboken have the right to
force a landlord to rent an apartment'' Tenants and landlords across
Hudson County are waiting for the
county's top judge to give his
anwser to that question, and they
may get a partial response today.
The Help Hoboken Housing developers group is seeking an injunction preventing the city from enforcing its anti-warehousing ordinance. After a long court-room
debate yesterday, in which issues of
affordable housing and condominium conversions were highlighted, Assignment Judge Burrel
Ives Humphreys of Hudson County
Superior Court in Jersey City said
he would announce today whether
he will grant the injunction.
Initially passed in June, the law
would require landlords to register
apartments vacant over 30 days and
rent them after 60 days or face fines
of up to $500 daily.

Stern did not rule on whether the
The law has yet to be enforced,
however, because in August, HHH anti-warehousing law is "prefiled «ui» in federal court charging empted" by state condominium conthe law is unconstitutional and con- version and anti-eviction laws and
flicts with state law It lost that these are the principal questions
case but a restraining order was in before Humphreys.
effect from August until late NoAccording to the judge. Ira
vember when Herbert J Stern, the Karasick, an attorney representing
then judge in U.S. District Court in the Campaign for Housing Justice
Newark, dismissed the challenge
tenants group, had clearly explained
the apparent rational for the law
Five other Hudson municipalites when Karasick said its point is "to
have passed similar ordinances, and provide affordable housing."
enforcment has picked up notably
"People are trying to rent apartafter Stern's decision.
ments, and they are not able to."
Although no fines have been is- Karasick said.
sued in the county. West New York
Humphreys retorted it is ironic
in particular has made landlords that "in the middle of a housing
rent about 20 apartments
shortage you have apartments that
Hoboken officials said they were aren't being rented " Karasick said
establishing a system to enforce the many people will be "unable to get
law when HHH filed suit in the state apartments in Hoboken unless this
Superior Court in Jersey City early ordinance is enforced."
this month with almost identical
HHH attorney Roger Sauer
charges with its federal suit as well charges, however, that compliance
as a claim that the law violates the with the ordinance "will have the
state constituion.
effect of terminating entire con-

dominium conversions." Sauer has
said passage of the ordinance will
curtail the common practice of
landlords paying tenants to leave
their apartments. Vacant or partially vacant buildings are more valuable because they are easier to sell
or convert to condominums.
When Humphreys questioned
whether the ordinance is designed
to slow the condominium conversion
process, Maureen Schweitzer, who
represents the city, explained that
apartments for which a landlord has
filed the first notice to convert is
exempt from the law.
She argued that the ordinance is
designed to guarantee tenants their
rights under state condominium
conversion laws by ensuring units
are occupied wnen landlords apply
for conversion with the state.
Under state law only low-income
senior citizens and handicapped tenants are protected from evictions
within some four years once a con"winn is registered with the state.

VEZZETTI
Continued from Page 1
pull out of the county government.
The state Legislature, however,
"was too smart for that, " he said,
as its members feared other eager
municipalities would have to be
granted permission to secede as
well
This body would have to do its :
homework — what we'd do with the
courts and other services — and not
just get involved in a lot of
rhetoric," Amico said of Vezietti's
idea.
But would you be interested?
Vezzetti wanted to know.
"I'd be a leader," Amico responded.
Vezzetti, a feathered bowler hat
in front of him, was satisfied
Vezzetti s primary example of the
county body's inefficiency is his
contention that it took the county 20
years to agree to repair the 14th
Street Viaduct, which connects
Hoboken with Union City. The experience, he said, made him happy
to be the one to do the homework
on a plan.
Clark, who was not at yesterday's
meeting, responded to charges of
inefficiency with a suggestion that
the mayors look at the efficiency of
their own towns.
"You'll find taxpayers finding a
( lot more money for municipal sert vices and Board of Education services," he said.
Besides, he added, someone has
got to administer the county programs
A better idea, whose time has not
yet come, Clark said, would be to
eliminate the municipal governments and replace them with one
central government — "like a big
city" That, he suggested, truly
would eliminate government waste.
"You wouldn t have four seperate
fire departments within a quarter of
a mile of one another, ' he said.
Clark said, though, that he would
not take a formal position on a
potential proposal.
There was no vote on Vezzetti's
idea yesterday
Jersey City Mayor Anthony R.
Cucci, who is not a member of the
group, said yesterday that he would
welcome a study, but is skeptical
about the practicality of Vraietti's
idea He said he also has reservations about eliminating the main
source of regional planning for
Hudson County
It takes an awful lot to make
people think regionally." Cucci
said You cant be an island unto
yourself. '

Hoboken officials will decide today whether the Hudson
School must be shut down because of fire safety violations.
City Fire Code Official
Richard Trcmitiedi said he
will conduct an in-depth inspection of the school with city
electrical and building inspectors to determine the extent of
work that needs to be done to
bring the school up to code.
Tremitiedi inspected the
school last week after receiving a complaint and found numerous violations, including
no approved fire alarm system,
i n a d e q u a t e e x i t s and exit
signs, and blocked fire doors,
he said. Tremitiedi said he will
be forced to shut the s c h o o l ^
inspectors determine t^MNrV
that it will not be able to provide the necessary safety measures in the immediate future.
"I'm optimistic that we can
solve a lot of these problems
and get away with only cU
the school for a week orj
make r e p a i r s , " Tremij
said. "But if I have to ciosi
school. I will. The safety
children comes first."
A private school with about
100 gifted and talented »tudents.the Hudson School ftMr
cated in the same century-owl
building that houses the llobo
ken Public Library and the Industrial School on the corner
of Sixth Street and Park An
nue. The Hudson School
its space from the city.
Tremitiedi said the fii
olations do not affect
brary but if the inspector^ df
cide to close t h e Hud*
School, the Industrial St
will likely be shut down
*«»•
;#
Assistant City Attorney
Thomas Calligy said he is'trying to determine who is responsible for the costs of bringing
the building up to code. Tremitiedi said the city may decide to
issue a bid for an electrical
alarm system that could service the entire building, but
some of the specific costs for
fire safety measures may have
to be borne by the Hudson
School.
The Hudson School has
been housed in the building
since 1978. Tremitiedi said he
was forced to make his inspection since he received anonymous complaints but added
that the city is inspecting all
local schools to see that they
comply with the recently
strengthened fire code.
Suellen Newman, director
of the school, said the school
will cooperate with city inspectors and "do everything we can
to comply with the requirements as quickly as possible."
Newman's husband, Thomas, was elected to the City
Council in a special election
last November. Newman attributed the complaints that
prompted the inspection to political foes but said he believes
the fire code official "is only
doing his job and trying to keep
politics out of this."

HOBOKEN TURMOIL

Charges mar King's holiday
tional Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Recall •
supporters and others gathered in
HOBOKEN-A rally ostemfeiy front of City Hall The protesters
organized to protest the city's con- had come to voice their objections
tractual agreement to celebrate the to the city's policy of celebrating
late the Rev Or Martin Luther Kings birthday on the day after
King Jr s birthday in November Thanksgiving rather than on either
rather than in January yesterday its true date, Jan 15th or on the
took on political overtones as some designated national holiday, which
protestors charged Mayor Thomas falls on the third Monday in JanuF Vezaetti with insensitivity and ary.
administration supporters accused
Eugene Drayton. president of the
rally organisers of perverting local NAACP unit and the rally's
King s memory.
chief organuer. asserted close to
At about 8 a m yesterday, mem- 200 people participated in the rally.
bers of the city branch of the NaSee CHARGES. Page 8
By TOM G1SSEN

Council names 3
to zoning board
-_»iu, utiemoted to re

By Jim DeRogatis
The Hoboken. City Council
has moved another step closer
members whom
to overhauling the Zoning
mayor
sought
to replace
Hoard of Adjustment and up
dating zoning ordinances.
£ S K U has smce asThe council unanimously
umed the power of appointapproved resolutions appointZ to the board, and new
ing Joseph DePalma, David
Director William Craves
Gallagher and Martin Tuzman
that the terms of DeGento the zoning board during a
I"*"
d oei minarif)
special meeting at City Hall
last night, and a ordinance instituting the first in a series of
changes to the zoning law was
discussed during the regular
caucus which followed.
DePalma, Gallagher and
Tuzman will replace zoning the First
Blolk
board members Salvatore De(iennaro, James Greany and
Sergio Germinario, each a
•9 longtime member generally
31
considered pro-development.
See HOBOKENMayor Thomas Vezzetti

CHARGES

Continued from Page 1 birthday had already passed Cbnsewhile administration sources put quently. the union agreed to subthe number at about 40 The official stitute the Friday following
police estimate is that 100 people Thanksgiving for the holiday
That informal arrangement,
attended.
Drayton said the administration's which provides city workers with a
decision to keep City Hall open was four-day weekend, has been condisrespecting to Dr. King and a tinued and since formally written
into the contract. "Day after
slap in the face of the black com- Thanksgiving Day (in lieu of Martin
munity."
Luther King Day)," appears as the
Councilman Joseph DellaFave. a 12th delineated holiday in Article
strong supporter of the mayor, XVI of the most recently ratified
charged Drayton and others at the three-year contract, which expired
rally were using King's memory to at the end of 1986
promote their own political agenda.
Chius said he opposes celebrating
He called the rally, "the worst King's birthday in November bePSoto by Wo»y
bastardization of Martin Luther cause it leads to spending extra
King Day I've ever seen "
dollars on overtime for needed seri t was despicable." he added. vices that cannot be neglected for
Box« end bogs of garbage piled at l « a™ ™
. Originally, the municipal offices four straight days. He cited emerwere to have operated on a regular gency maintenance at the municipal
work schedule yesterday But. dur- garage and cleaning of the coning the weekend, Vezzetti decided to tinuously operational police station
dose City Hall offices at noon as the type of maintenance that
While the rally was going on out- must be performed, regardless of
t h e situation," Haack said
side. Vezzetti reportedly learned holiday schedules.
Director of Public Works Roy "There are no drastic problems
that a commemorative service had
Chius said he would like to have
"L.ar era picked up (he gar- Haack said he has received 50 that can't be worked out."
been planned for 11 a m . The mayor the city conform to the federal
bage 365 days a year, holiday or complaints in the last month.
The director said BFI is
then decided to close the offices at holiday But. he added, he is looking
Hoboken residents, angry not." one resident said, refer- According to Haack, residents
10 a m and urge all city employees for an e x r ' n T " whereby the union
about the quality of trash re- ring to l^aFera Contracting of claim BFl's garbage haulers unable to pick up the city's
to attend the ceremony, an adminis- either gives up another holiday or
moval service by the city's new Newark, which held the city's are noisy, spill trash on the garbage on holidays because
tration spokesman said.
a vacation rSy in return for taking
contractor, added another com- garbage contract for more than sidewalks and roadways, block the landfill in the Meadowlands, where Hoboken's garoff
the
third
Monday
in
January.
plaint yesterday as garbage 20 years
"He had no other choice but to
the streets and cause morning bage is dumped, is closed, and
James Fisher, president of the
piled up outside many homes.
close City Hall," Drayton said of the
BFI was awarded a one- traffic jams, pick up the trash
Hoboken Municipal Employees AsBrowning F e r r i s Indus- year contract several months late in the day. or don't pick it state health laws prohibit garrally's effectiveness.
bage contractors from storing
sociation, said he wants the third
tries, which began hauling Ho- ago when they bid $152,000 less
"We're going to be very involved Monday in January in addition to
up
at
all
refuse
in t h e i r
trucks
boken's trash in December, did
in the election and selection proc- the 13 paid holidays listed in the
than LaFcra's one-year base
Haack was to meet with overnight.
not
pick
up
garbage
yesterday
ess. I'm sure we can be spoilers," most reeen' (Live-year contract,
Haack said garbage will be
as the company observed Dr. figure. A long court battle fol- BFI officials yesterday to iron
Drayton said yesterday of the which expired at the end of last
lowed, which BFI won.
out problems, but the meeting removed from throughout the
Martin
Luther
King
Jr.'s
birthNAACP's involvement in the May
Many Hoboken residents was postponed until Thursday.
day. Several residents called
city today.
year.
j municipal election.
seem
unhappy with the new "We're going to try and resolve
The Jersey Journal and City
"I will not sign a new contract
Siortly after 10 a.m., the procontractor, however, and city
Hall to complain.
testers marched up Washington that does not include an additional
holiday
that
is
Martin
Luther
King's
Street to the ceremony at the Mt.
Olive Baptist Church at 727 Wash- birthday." he said yesterday.
ington Frank BB" Weick, a Recall '86 organizer and ardent opponent of Vezzetti, used a bullhorn to
blast the administration as he
marched
Weick said he participated because he has long supported union
movements and believes the holiday
should be observed.
WATERFRONT
Although the choice of a day
became a political football yesterday, in the long run, the issue is
likely to come down to dollars and
cenU and ultimately be decided at
the bargaining table.
In 1977, nine years before the
federal government recognized
Martin Luther King Day as a national holiday, the city included the
day in its list of official paid
holidays, Business Administrator
Edwin Chius said yesterday But the
1977 contract with the non-Mr*
By TOM G1SSEN
formed. Hoboken Municipal Employees Association was not ratified
Staff * filer
until late in the year, when Kings
HOBOKEN-Two midrise office
towers are to be built along Frank
Sinatra Drive here under an agreement announced yesterday by Hartz
Mountian Industries, which will develop the property, and Stevens
Tech, the site owner
Hartz President Gene Heller said
he expects the waterfront project
f
a r e p i a n n e d at a portion
will take about 23 months to com60 t $70 million project, to
plete and cost between 160 million
OFFICE TOWERS
and $70 million Hartz officials estimated the completed project will
produce $12 million in real estate
taxes annually
The 3,5-acre site now is used by
the college for surface parking, a
physical plant and "Big John. " the
some of the parking and site inworld's tallest plumbing and toilet
ficials said.
frastructure to be completed within
testing facility. Currently, no taxes
Continued from Page 1
Stevens also plans to recruit tech- 15 months of the company receiving
are paid on the land because its use
A 13-story, 315,000-square-foot nology companies in the hopes that all the necessary approvals. Within
is academically related.
tower will occupy the northern end its students and faculty will profit another 12 months, he said he exHartz's plans call for two office
of the site with a 10-story, 285.000- both academically and financially pects the entire project to be comtowers and a four-story parking
square-foot section just to the south. from having such resident pro- pleted.
garage that will accommodate
The garage is planned for the site's fessional contacts.
If Hartz fails to receive any apabout 1.000 cars The two towers are
southern portion and will adjoin the
Stevens and Hartz officials have provals or if a governmental board
to be about 60 feet apart and con10-story office tower.
declined to discuss the finanaa orders the project scaled back, the
nected at ground level by one or two
As
required
by
the
state
Departspecifics of the 96-year lease. But developer can terminate the lease,
stories.
ment of Environmental Protection, according to a source who requested said Bob Hand, Stevens' vice presiSee HARTZ, Pa$e 1(1 ,
a public walkway will line the anonymity, the amount of money dent for external affairs.
Hudson river. A pedestrian bridge, Stevens receives is tied to the rental
Hand directed the five months of
37 feet above Sinatra Drive, will link fees Hartz can collect its tenants, negotiations that led to the Stevens
the development to the campus.
must still receive ap- Board of Trustees' vote last
Officials of both Stevens and
from various governmental Wednesday approving the project.
s. including the city's Plan- Hartz hired the New York City
nine Board and the DEP before
legally SstrucUon can begin. Heller yes- financial consulting firm of Carodln
Corp and the Newark law firm of
terday expressed hope that the ap- McCarter and English to do the
pVovals could be obtained within six actual negotiating. Hand said.
months.
Although the board overwhelmHeller said he expects the 13" the project, the vote
which

Trash collection complaints mount

Hartz,
Stevens
plan office
towers

HARTZ

yet s

anyone.

Hoboken
Continued from P««e 1
rector for the Community
Board Training Institute in
New York. Tuzman, a registered architect, had served as
an alternate board member.
The council's vote followed
more than two hours of discussion in closed session. Each of
the three new board members
was interviewed at length by
the council members.
Anti-administration Councilman Robert Ranieri attempted to block the new appointments and argued in
closed session for the re-appointment of DeGennaro,
Greany, and Germinario. Although he voted to approve
Newman's resolution, Ranieri
said he believes "a potential
cloud exists over the appointments . .. because of the procedure used," but he #Jd not
elaborate.
City Planner Ralph Seligman appeared before the council during the public caucus to
discuss an ordinance introduced by Newman last week
instituting the first in a series
of major changes to the city's
zoning ordinance. The council
will vote on the changes next
week.
The ordinance before the
council would eliminate the
concept of floor-area ratio in
the R-2 and R-3 districts of the
city, the highly developed residential center of Hoboken.
Floor-area ratio is a formula
that attempts to limit the density and height of buildings by
limiting the ratio between the
size of the building and the size
of the lot.
But, according to Seligman,
•FAR is probably the most misunderstood concept ever put in
the zoning ordinance" The
zoning board has granted many
variances to developers seeking more height and density,
consistently ignoring FAR
requirements.
The new zoning ordinance
will set a standard of 60 percent lot coverage, which is
higher than the current law,
but will strictly limit height of
new construction to five stories
or the prevailing height, according to Newman and Seligman. Prevailing height is calculated according to existing
buildings surrounding a
development.
The proposed ordinance
will allow 100 percent lot coverage on the ground floor of a
building if the floor is to be
used as a parking garage. It
also eliminates a loophole formerly provided to developers
building " i n f i l l " housing
whereby they were not required to provide on-sitc
parking.
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Hartz plans start at Stevens by July
B ,„,! 71
Jj.
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Hartz Mountain Industries
hopes to begin construction of
• CO—ercial development on
waterfront land owned by Ste
vens Institute of Technology in
Hoboken by July
Stevens and Hartz officials
unveiled a model and plans
yesterday for a $60 million reaearch and technology center
proposed for 12Va acres of waterfront land the college owns
between Sixth and Ninth
streets
But Mayor Thomas Venetti
said he is "leery" of Hartz and
will expect "givebacks' from
the developer in the form of
contributions to affordable
housing and infrastructure
tnut fUnds and parking for Hobefcen residents if the project
i* to be approved by the city.
Last Wednesday Stevens
signed a 95-year least allowing

Hart* & develop its portion of
the waterfront, said Dr Ken
neth C Rogers, president of the
college Neither Rogers nor
Hartz officials would reveal
specifics of the financial deal,
however
Rogers said the school "is
thrilled" with the development
plan The project will result in
profits that will enable the college to lower tuition, provide
jobs for students and create a
"significant amount" of ratables for the city, he said
Designed by Philadelphia
architects Wallace, Roberts &
Todd, the development includes two buildings of 10 and
13 stories with 600,000 square
feet of office space; a groundfloor arcade with 20,000 square
feet of space for stores and
restaurants, and a six-story
parking garage Much of the
project would be built on steel
decking over the Hudson River.
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The project would be concompanies Stevens' pornected to the Castle Point cam- tne
of the waterfront was origi
pus by an elevated passage tion
nally included in the Port
over Prank Sinatra Drive, and Authority's
$000 million Hudit would accommodate a river- son Center development
plan,
front walkway for pedestrians. put tae school announced
its
Hartz officials said care was intentions of developing with
taken not to block the view of Hartz
last September
the river from Castle Point and
School officials criticized
to develop a style in keeping
with the rest of the college the financial deal offered by
the PA. and said Hartz would
campus
develop the land sooner
The school hopes to attract
The PA and the city are
computer- or communications- negotiating
a restated lease to
oriented businesses as tenants. the city-owned
portion of the
"We will be calling upon the waterfront that would allow
attributes Stevens has as a the authority to attract private
high-technology school to at- developers to construct a
tract technology-oriented ten- "world-class" mixed-use derel
ants," Rogers said.
opment. P.A. officials have said
Hartz will o w i m renting Hartz expressed an interest in
space in the development, Rog- developing with the P A , and
ers said Hartz President Gene Heller said the company is still
Heller said a "number of busi- interested "if the proposal ever
nesses . . . in New York" have comes about."
expressed an interest in the
Heller stressed that Haiti's
project, but he did not name
IX.

Hartz plans start at Stevens by July
ment "as soon as possible."
Md frem Page 1
"We will be working with
plan for Stevens is similar to
what the PA. plan proposed for town officials (to obtain perthe college-owned land, and he mits) and in six months we
contended that the developers hope to have the building perwould not need variances to mits to start construction," he
build. The area is currently said. Morton Goldfein, a Hartz
zoned for a maximum height of vice president, added that "betwo stories, however, and the fore the ink is dry on the plans,
development will be subject to we're hoping to have the steel
review by the city zoning and set in the foundations."
But city officials warned
planning boards.
Although Mayor Vezzetti that the developers will have to
and members of the City Coun- make several concessions to
cil attended yesterday's news Hoboken for the project to be
conference at Stevens, the approved. "They are going to
Hartz/Stevens plan has not be subject to the same givebeen officially presented to backs that any other developer
any city board or agency. Hell- in this city will be subject to,"
er stressed that Hartz is seek- Vezzetti said.
The City Council is considing to "expedite" the approval
process and begin develop- ering a new zoning ordinance

which includes formulas for and tenants in the developmandatory contributions from ment, but Heller said he is
developers to trust funds for open to discussion with the city
"affordable" housing and in- on parking.
frastructure improvments
Despite assertions by Ste"This will be city law and it will vens and Hartz officials that
affect all developers, including the project will kick off a "rePhoto by John Decker
the waterfront," said Michael birth" of the Hoboken waterColeman, director of the city front, Vezzetti said he "still has
THE DOORS of the Hudson School in Hoboken
Community Development serious reservations about the
remain
open, at lea*.! temporarily, according to a ruling
Agency.
project"
by
Richard
Tremitiedi, deputy fire chief.
"I don't make the laws,"
"I'm hesitant about the
Heller said. "We will do what- plan and I'm leery of Hartz as a
ever we are required by the developer," Vezzetti said.
city to do."
"Their project in Secaucus is
Vezzetti said he would also monstrous, and look what
like to see Hartz provide addi- they're doing in Journal
tional parking in their plan to Square, tearing down the
accommodate uptown Hobo- Loew's Theater."
ken residents Plans include
Hartz has been responsible
968 parking spaces available to for developing much of the
Stevens students and teachers Meadowlands.

Restated lease is the key

Lots of dough riding on game
But Labunia is equally to any of the local homeless
sure of a Giants' victory. shelters that want them — Ho"They'll definitely win. I boken, Jersey City, Weehawwouldn't have made the bet if I ken, Union City."
So while the Giants and
didn't think they were going
Broncos are concentrating on
to," he said.
"We agreed with the Den- Gatorade and Orange Crush,
ver people on a price of $3 a there'll be some fans in the
pie, and when the Giants win, teams' home states thinking
they're going to pay us. I'll mozzarella cheese and tomato
__
make the pies and deliver them sauce.

By Jim DeRogatis

The owners of Mario's Classic Pizza in Hoboken have bet a
lot of dough on the Giants in
Sunday's Super Bowl — 100
pies' worth, to be exact.
Lifelong Giants fans Mario
Labunia and John Lalicato, coowners of Mario's near Seventh
and Garden streets, have bet
two Denver pizzerias in Denver
50 pies each that the Giants will
beat the Broncos in Sunday's
big game.
If the Giants win. Little Cesar Pizza and Domino's Pizza in
Denver will pay the owners of
Mario's to make 50 pizza pies. If
the Broncos win, the two Hobokenites must pay the Denver
establishments to do the same.
"We agreed with the managers in Denver that whoever
wins the bet will deliver the
pies to the local homeless shelters," Labunia said.
Labunia, 30, said he has
"been a Giants fan all my life,
for as long as I can remember."
Mario's Classic Pina is. dee»rated with a number of Giants
pennants and "Let's Go Giants"
posters, but Labunia said he
and his partner "wanted to do
something special"
"We called up information
in Denver and got the phone
numbers for two of their pizza
places. We talked to the managers and they thought the bet
was a great idea," Labunia
said.
And Mike Hitch, president
of the Denver-based Little Cesar chain, explained, "I am a
big football fan, and I thought it
was an admirable idea from
Mario when he called us up and
offered the bet."
Hitch plans to donate the
pies to three Denver shelters
"when the Broncos win, and
I'm confident that (Denver
Quarterback John.) Elway and
' the boys'll take us there," he
I said.

It rents »^<H-C lium the
owned lndui
Industrial School, an
evening program at 508 Par
which also snares the tur
century rambling woodand-stl
structure with the city s public
brary
The next stej. in correcting vio-J
lations. Tremitiedi said, is to
I cant rule out shutting down
ternrune what exactly must be
the school in the future if we need
to make the building safe and wool
to, for construction work but everyis responsible for the costs He said I
thing that could be done immediatethe situation is unique because the
ly to correct serious violations has
property is owned by the city, and I
been done. Deputy Chief Richard
the library and adult school share!
Tremitiedi of the Fire Department
the same building with the private
said after reinspeeting the building
school Safety standards for libraryesterday
ies and for adult schools are not as
The second inspection of the stringent as those for any full-time |
schools for children
school this week, which is located
in a building owned by the city at
His office will complete a report I
Fifth Street and Park Avenue, unby early next week, and a meeting
covered additional serious viowill be held between all of the]
lations
involved parties, he said
(Corrections made since the Jan
While everyone says the safety of I
22 inspection
(he children is paramount, there is
DEXIT signs made of brightly
potential disagreement over who |
colored cardboard have been posted
will assume the costs of renovation
on all the doors.
The city owns the property, '
•Several fire drills have been
said Suellen Newman, founder and
held
director of the Hudson School.
•Numerous obstacles partially
• The tenant should be required to
b l o c k i n g d o o r s in various
pay for things that the tenant
classrooms have been removed
needs, said Ed Chius. business
administrator for the city, referring
But a visit to the school by Tremto the stiffer standards for buildings
itiedi and the city building and
housing children
electric inspectors found "additional important violations includChuss said some form of agreeing exposed electrical wiring, and
ment would have to be made with
duct work shared with the Hoboken
the Hudson School in advance before
Public Library, located in the same
work could be done Newman said
building. The exposed materials the school would try to do its best
could spread dangerous smoke
to contribute financially.
quickly and lethally in the event of
The Industrial School receives
a fire
funding from both the city and the
The private Hudson School enrolls
state, with the state matching every
students in the fifth through ninth dollar that the city spends, so the
grades More than 40 teachers in- city would have some help in its
struct 97 pupils
share of the renovation costs.
*t«ff Writer
HOBOKEN-The Hudson School
wiil not he shut dowa to correct fire
safety violations. iWatrngli a brief
f lining still may be necessarv this
school year to build reinforced exits
and protected stairways.
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Pie in the sky?

Mavor Thomas
Tnomas Vezzetti's largely
laroolv hspitnss
Mayor
because Nmu
New Vnrir
York nffi.
offi- •MB^'VflHL'"SHIBHBBHBB^HB*t ^ ^ M M B
newly appointed Waterfront cials had been more effective
Advisory Committee shocked as negotiators
and angered both the adminisThe origins of the lease are
tration and the Port Authority unclear. Members of the Capin January when it released a piello negotiating team say it
detailed examination of a pro- was placed on the table by the
posed restated lease to the city- PA in April, 1985, in the midst
owned piers.
of the mayor's bid for reelecThe restated lease is the tion, as a "first step" in the
key document that will allow negotiating process.
the P.A. to develop the piers. It
"The P.A. was low-balling
will determine the amount of in that document and we knew
control the city can exercise it," said Councilman Robert
over the project and the Ranieri. a member of the curamount of revenue it will rent negotiating team who also
realize.
served as a negotiator under
According to WAC, the Cappiello "We had no intenlease proposal on the table at tions of accepting that deal "
the time of Vezzetti's victory
Paul Rotundi, owner of the
over former Mayor Steve Cap- Dan Dee Bag & Belt Factory in
piello in July, 1985 would have Hoboken and chairman of the
provided Hoboken with little Cappiello WAC, said the city's
or no control over the project negotiating strategy was "to let
and could have cost the city the PA. make the first move."
money instead of providing
But PA. officials said the
revenue.
proposed lease was developed
WAC's report on the lease in conjunction with the city
Mayor Thomas Vezzetti halted negotiations with the P.A. after
was significant because it
"The I'.A. did not propose thie
his election in 1985, but feels he's obligated to hear the P.A.'s
showed that the P.A was not restated lease to the city unioffer.
going to look after Hoboken's laterally. " said Phillip LaR
interests. The P.A. provided occo, who has the "bottom line
New York with a much more responsibility" in negotiations corporated into the waterfront
After Cappiello was defeatattractive deal for the "sister as the P.A.'s director of eco- plan.
ed in the June, 1985 mayoral
development" in Queens. nomic development.
• The P.A. would not have election, there was widespread
"The lease was a creation to submit to city health and fire speculation that the outgoing
of the understandings the city ordinances and would only administration would sign the
and the P.A. had reached. The seek federal and state permits lease, but it remained on the
scenario of Here's the restated if
it
deemed
them negotiating table when Vezlease, take it or leave it,' was "applicable."
zetti took office. In October, the
never the case."
• The revenue-sharing city council passed a resoluWhether the 99-year lease plan would have provided Ho- tion officially rejecting it.
was a product of the P.A. alone boken only with an upfront
Many observers believe the
or a joint effort between the "rent" of $225,000 a year, and restated lease was an error on
agency and the city, it definite- Hobokens investment of the the part of the P.A. that caused
ly provided the P.A. with the land in the project would not the Vezzetti administration to
better deal. As outlined by have been recognized.
halt negotiations for some 13
WAC, the problems with the
• Hoboken would have re- months. Members of the adminlease included:
ceived 50 percent of the net istration and WAC have
• The PA. could have profits from the project, but charged that, regardless of how
changed construction plans by only after the PA deducted its the lease originated, it was "iras much as 49 percent — over- expenses and the other two responsible" for the P.A. to
building or underbuilding — partners in the project, Stevens support such a deal for the city.
without the consent of the city Institute of Technology and NJ
LaRocco denied the
so the final project could have Transit, were paid.
charges, however. "We were
had no resemblance to what
• The city would have been further along in the negotiating
was approved by the city.
required to provide fire protec- process with the former admin• The P.A. could have tion, ambulance service, gar- istration and that was an apforced the city to condemn bage collection, and general propriate draft document at
property outside the defined police services, without the time," he said. "Times
Councilman Cappiello
change." — Jim DeRogatis
project area so it could be in- compensation.
Let P.A. make first move

Giants fans, all. (Story

Judge urges city to pay Mayo Lynch bill
« «... „
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tween the two parties
He also instructed attorHudson County's top judge neys to submit to the court tohas urged the Hoboken City day names of independent "exCouncil to consider paying the perts" to review design plans
ngineering firm Mayo Lynch & prepared last year by Mayo
associates $150,000 for design Lynch, the firm whose contract
work on a proposed secondary with the city Humphreys found
invalid.
sewage treatment plant.
Mayo Lynch attorney Marc
Superior Court Assignment
Judge Burrell Ives Humphreys, Arnold called Humphreys' recduring a conference with attor- ommendation "encouraging"
neys for the city and the embat- but said the payment to the
tled engineering firm, said the firm "is not a settlement."
"We see no problem with
payment could be made but
wouldn't affect litigation be- getting the money because we
By Bill Campbell

... „ i
u _ . : J <.»»..*
earned. it,"
Arnold
said. "But
this is not all we want."
He said the firm, which has
already been paid $788,000, is
seeking a $300,000 payment
which the council approved
last summer. When Mayor
Thomas Vezzetti refused to authorize the funds. Mayo Lynch
sued the city.
Humphreys last October
upheld Vezzetti's contention
and ruled the contract invalid
because public notice of the
initial agreement did not clearly specify the cost of designing

«•••••>

»i,n project.
„-„;„„( Mayo
»*„..„ Lynch,
T ..~~u whose
^knea
the
contract was worth nearly $2
million, wants to be paid for
design
work
already
completed.
The firm is also trying to
enjoin the city, which in November awarded the design
contract of the proposed $52
million plant to the New York
engineering firm of Lawler Matusky and Skelly.
A city official yesterday
said the council would most
likely be advised not to pay
Mayo Lynch. The city's attor-

rtav Kenneth
JConnpth Laptook,
I.antook. said he
he
ney,
could not comment on Humphreys' financial recommendation or his law firm's advice to
the council.
He said he did not know
what bearing the council's previous payment had in Humphreys' decision.
The city has been exploring an out-of-court settlement
with Mayo Lynch. Last Wednesday, the council, during a strategy session, advised counsel Irwin Kimmelman to meet with
representatives of the firm.

Under the
an inthe proposal, a
dependent expert will set a
dollar value on the existing design plans. Mayo Lynch would
be paid for the workable portions of the plans, which would
then be turned over to LMS for
completion.
" '"
Arnold said the city's
awarding of partial payment
"was not prompted by us." He
said Humphreys proposed the
payment due to the length of
the litigation.
Humphreys set no date for
response.

Is project a blessing or a curse?
( «nUi»tte4 frwm Pag* 1
approved the design plan and
feigned the lease.
• The city must have legal
jurisdiction over the project
area, including the right to de
termiue the UH> of and access
to streets, byways, park, and
open spaces
The enabling legislation
places the project area under
the jurisdiction of the 1* A , and
the authority has the power to
make and enforce regulations
in the area For example, it
could institute a curfew in a
public park or cloue a road
without approval from the cit>,
according to WAC
• The developer must not
have the power, independent
of the city, to acquire public or
private property by condemns
tion or eminent domain
The legislation governing
the PA grants the authority
the powers of condemntion and
eminent domain within the
project area, and the project
boundaries are subject to
"marginal changes" The PA
could, for example, redefine
the project area and seize a
private citizen's property if it
deemed necessary, WAC said
When the city negotiating
team began working on a re
stated lease with PA officials
in September, the first item on
the agenda was city control
over the development. During a
closed meeting of the City
Council on Oct 30, Michael
Coleman, the city's chief nego
tiator, announced that the I'.A
agreed to grant the city several
important control powers,
including

P A would get limits
• The PA would be committed to minimum and maximum levels of development
that could not be changed with
out consent from the city
• The authority would bo
forced to submit all design
plans to the city, conform to
city permitting and code stan
dards or the equivalent, and
seek certificates of occupancy
from the city.
«The PA would not be
able to change the public
J streets or parks shown in the
development plan without the
consent of the city, and access
to these areas could not be cut
off or limited without the city's
permission
• The authority would not
J be allowed to exercise its pow
ers of condemnation or eminent domain "without consent
of the city in each instance,"
according to Coleman.
Coleman contends that the
agreements with the PA uphold WAC's control principles,
but the committee released a
report several weeks ago critici?ing the control agreement.
WAC charges that the PA can
only be adequately controlled
through bistate legislation.
which they claim "would not be
• forthcoming in any reasonable
" period of time"
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Because of its vast reAccording to the WAC re
port, the agreement Tails to sources, the PA could afford
establish the city's control over large upfront payments during
the development Hut Cole the initial years of a develop
man and members of the Ve/ ment, while other developers
zetti administration counter could not. Coleman said. It is
expected that, atler the initial
that, "in the unlikely event
that the PA breached the re years of the development. Hostated lease, the city could al- boken will receive smaller,
ways sue the authority or turn fixed annual payments in lieu
to the governor for assistance of real estate taxes The PA is
The PA is answerable to the a governmental agency which
governors of New Jersey and cannot be taxed
• Profit sharing In addi
New York, who have veto power over any action by the tion to the fixed payments, the
city will likely claim a percent
authority
age of the profits from the de
velupment that will be set in
PA. can make payments
the restated lease, according to
members of the negotiating
The second argument sur- team
rounding the PA involves fi• Contributions to citywide
nancing According to Cole- funds
for infrastructure imman, the major advantage in provement
and affordable
developing with the PA is that housing The city
council is exthe authority is the only devel- pected to set formulas
the
oper that can give the city large contributions that will for
inannual payments during the cluded in the new zoningbeordinext few years.
nance and applied to all develThe city is under state man- opment in Hoboken The
date to revalue all city proper- contributions will fund the
ty by 1988 The revaluation will construction of affordable
shift the tax burden from con- units throughout the city and
dominium owners to owners of finance infrastructure improvsingle-family dwellings, and ments where needed. Coleman
many long-time Hoboken resi- said.
dents will face a drastic increase in their tax bills, offi- New financial offer
cials predict The city is in
The first restated lease
need of large upfront payments proposal,
was strongly
from a waterfront developer criticized which
by
WAC,
included
over the next five years to off- only small set payments
set the increased tax burden profit-sharing plan whereandthea
residents will face after the re- city would have been paid only
valuation. Coleman said
after the PA deducted all of its
expenses — with a 30 percent
Three forms of revenue
markup. The lease was rejectWhen the city negotiators ed by the city council in
begin addressing finances w ith October.
PA officials placed a new,
the P A , they are expected to
ask for three forms of revenue: unsolicited financial offer on
• Upfront payments. Al- the negotiating table late last
though Coleman has refused to year. The proposal includes anspecify the amount of upfront other profit-sharing arrangemoney he is seeking from the ment as well as $25 million
PA. over the next few years, he annual payments during the
told the City Council on Nov. 14 critical first four years of the
that he is hoping the PA. will development. City negotiators
provide enough revenue to cut have said the new offer is also
unacceptable, but they claim it
the annual tax rate in half
The PA. would have to pay indicates the P.A.'s willingness
approximately $12 million a to consider Hoboken's needs.
WAC has cautioned the city
year for the city to halve the tax
rate. Sources close to the nego- against relying on any profittiations said Coleman was be- sharing arrangement with the
ing "overly optimistic" and the PA., however. If the PA. lost
actual figure the city expects several tenants and did not rethe PA. to pay for the first four alize a profit, the city could be
to five years of the develop- faced with paying for the increased services.
ment is closer to $6 million.

WAC contends that Hudson
i enter may realize less profit
than the city thinks The group
charges that private sector in
vestor* and developers will be
discouraged from becoming involved in the project because
of an agreement that prevents,
the authority from attracting
New York businesses as tenants in the development
But top PA officials are
optimistic They contend that,
when completed. Hudson Center will be a "world class project" that will attract businesses and residents from around
the world Stephen Berger, the
newly appointed PA chair
man, is so optimistic that the
project will be successful that
he believes it will help finance
improvements to the authority's bridges and tunnels
"Our goal is to make money
on (the Hoboken and Hunter's
Point) projects to support the
transportation infrastructure."
he said in a recent interview in
Manhattan Inc He denied that
the PA. is "backing away" from
the projects
(NEXT: the P.A.s vision of
the Hoboken waterfront and its
possible impacts on life in the
city.)

PA's HOBOKEN

This open spoce near the city-owned Piers B and C along Hudson Street is the place where the
"ort Authority plans to erect o row of highrise lu«ury apartment buildings. The pier shed, inset,
would be demolished by the PA. for Hudson Center.

Is waterfront project
a blessing or a curse?
By Jim DrKogatis
(Second in a series)
Depending on your point of view, the Port
Authority's proposed $600 million waterfront
development could either "save" Hoboken or
be its ruination.
The city and the PA. are negotiating a
restated lease that would allow the authority
to attract developers to build a row of highrises with millions of square feet of office
and retail space, 1,200 luxury housing units, a
new bus transportation center, and a 400-slip
marina on the city-owned piers
Since its formation in January, Mayor
Thomas Vezzetti's Waterfront Advisory Committee has strongly criticized the Port Authority and urged the city to seek another
developer for the waterfront. WAC's major
argument against developing with the PA. is
that the city would not be able to exercise the
same control over the authority that it would
normally have with a private developer.
The P.A.'s role in the Hudson Center
project is a unique one. H would manage and
oversee the massive development, but would
not actually be involved in construction. Private sector investors would fund much of the
construction and the actual building would
be done by private developers.
Developers, in effect, would sublease
portions of the project from the PA., which
would lease the site from the city. The city
would have no direct control over the
developers.
A powerful bistate agency, the PA. can
be controlled only through legislation passed
by both the New York and New Jersey state
legislatures.
It is not subject to unilateral regulation

by local municipalities or by either state.
"The PA would appear to be the most
dangerous developer imaginable in that it is
virtually immune from city controls," WAC
wrote in a report released last August. "Not
only would the city have no idea what development it would ultimately get, it could not
even be sure that the development would
benefit and not hurt the city and its residents,
or that the PA. would be bound by its
agreements '
WAC recommended a number of control
principles the city should hold when negotiating with the P.A., including:
• The city should give no approval to the
waterfront development unless and until it
reviews and agrees to a final, complete, and
fixed development plan
The bistate enabling legislation which
allows the PA. to develop the Hoboken piers
permits the authority to change at will the
boundary of the project area, the size, placement and configuration of buildings, and the
construction schedule. Those provisions are
also in the P.A. proposed restated lease. The
city could reach an agreement with the PA.
on one development plan, and the authority
could build something substantially different, according to WAC
• The developer must be subject to all
local and state fire, health, safety, building,
and environmental regulations, and the project must have initial and periodic reviews
and approval by the mayor. City Council, and
Planning Board
Since the PA. is not subject to unilateral
regulation from either New Jersey, New
York, or local municipalities, it would not
have to submit to city reviews once the city
See IS WATERFRONT—Page 7.

Continued from Page 1
with private property rights and
violated anti-trust legislation.
Judge Herbert J. Stern of U.S.
~ " in Newark turned
challenge, but the

state courts
The landlords' main argument in
BLOW TO GENTRIFICATION
the state case is that state law*
coverning
condominium cong
veSons should preempt anti-warehousing ordinances.
But Humphreys said yesterday
that the anti-warehousing ordinance
was compatible with the states
housing and anti-evictions laws, not
By PETER WEHRWE1N
famrty
—., court
- — -, - — —o"
JuQgC
Characterizing the denial of said the group's chances of having dominiums. Having the apartments in June, requires landlords to regin conflict with them.
Burrell
Ives
Humphreys
of
Hudson
Staff Writer
shelter as "inhuman." Humphreys the anti-warehousing ordinance empty saves the prospective con- ister vacant apartments with the
He also said attempts to protect
In a sweeping opinion in favor of County Superior Court in Jersey said the county's poor have no place thrown out were slim.
dominium converter the time and city. If they are not rented in 60
and
provide affordable housing fell
City
denied
a
request
by
a
landlords'
to live.
Hoboken's anti-warehousing or"This really makes my year," expense of evicting rent-paying ten- days, the landlord can be fined up
under the "broad reach" o f a
dinance. Hudson County's top judge group for an injunction to stop
"When people have no place to go said Tom Olivieri, the city-em- ants Humphreys quoted news to $500 a dav, under the ordinance.
municipality's police powers to prosaid it does "seem to be a sin" to Hoboken from enforcing the orstories reporting that landlords in
for shelter, it does seem a sin to ployed tenant advocate.
dinance.
tect the health and welfare of iu
keep apartments empty to make a
The
landlords'
group,
Help
Hoboken
were
paying
tenants
as
keep vacant apartments so the
By keeping apartments vacant, or
bi a oral opinion that lasted
citizens.
profit.
owners can reap a larger profit in "warehousing " them, landlords can much as $25,000 to leave their apart- Hoboken Housing, went to federal
almost an hour, Humphreys dwelled
The Doonesbury cartoon to which
court
last
year
to
get
the
ordinance
ments
so
they
could
sell
an
empty
the future," he said.
Drawing from the state Supreme on the county's housing crunch and
make more money if they sell their
Humphreys
referred was published
thrown out on constitutional
Court's Mt. Laurel decisions, the the effects of gentrification that
Although Humphreys' ruling yes- buildings to real estate developers building
last
year.
grounds,
asserting
that
it
interfered
Doonesbury cartoon strip and what began in Hoboken about seven years
The anti-warehousing ordinance,
terday did not end the lawsuit who. in turn, want to convert them
Set in Hoboken, it portrayed a
he saw one night in the county's ago.
brought by the landlords' group, he from rental apartments to con- passed by the Hoboken City Council
See HOUSING, Page 6
•yuppie'couple looking for an
apartment. The strip quoted a real
estate agent as telling the couple not
to rush him. the judge saidvbecause
" i have to find out how to get rid
of the minorities and eldery who are
there.'"
Humphreys said he attended a
night session of family court recently and was shocked on how many
cases stumbled onto the question,
"Where can I go?"
Wherever people looted, Human
phreys said, "the answer was the
By Jim DeRogatis
an '"Junction,
injunction, HHH attorney
ff *W'
«
same: No room at the inn"
Roger Sauer would have had to
Hoboken can begin enforc- '
have met several standards, inOHvieri said a recent study comtng its controversial "anti-warcluding proving that he had "a
missioned by the city found that 3SQ
ehousing" law for the first time
probability of success" in winto 550 apartments in the city are
in the wake of the refusal of
ning the case. Attorneys for the
being warehoused.
Continued from Page 1
Hudson County's top judge to
city and the Campaign for
Maureen Schweitzer, assistant
grant an injunction against it.
Housing Justice were optimis- people in need of housing," city attorney for Hoboken. said afAssignment Judge Burrell West New York, Weehawken, ganization, to join the city in law requires landlords of
Humphreys spoke for near- tic that Humprheys would up- noted Ira Karasick, who is rep- ter Humphreys' ruling that the city
buildings with four or more ly two hours yesterday offering hold the law based on his deni- resenting the Campaign along would begin enforcement of we
Ives Humphreys yesterday de- and North Bergen. The Jersey defending the law.
HHH is attempting to over- units to rent apartments within the reasons for his decision al of the injunction.
with attorney and Jersey City ordinance. The first step is to hire
nied a motion by Help Hobo- City council is considering an
ken Housing, a group of real- anti-warehousing law modeled turn the law by contending it is a 60-day period or face fines of against the injunction. The
"We'll have to see what the Councilman George Aviles.
an inspector, she added.
pre-empted by existing state up to $500 a day per unit.
On Feb. 20, Humphreys is
tors, developers and landlords, after Hoboken's.
judge said he has become judge does, but in denying the
In refusing to grant the in- laws and violates the state conIt is intended to bring mor- aware of Hudson County's injunction, he found that scheduled to hear a joint mofor an injunction to block Hoboken from enforcing the law, junction, Humphreys called stitution. The group was de- e"affordable" rental units on acute housing snortage by oc- (HHH) did not have a probabil- tion by the city and the Campaign for Housing Justice to
which prohibits landlords from the practice of warehousing a feated in federal court last No- the market and prevent real casionally serving in the family ity of success on the merits of
"sin" that causes even worse vember when it attempted to estate speculators from buying court system.
holding vacant apartments.
the case," said Assistant City dismiss the case. Meanwhile,
the city is interviewing appliThe challenge to Hobo- problems, particularly for the prove the law was unconsti- buildings, evicting the tenants,
According to Humphreys, Attorney Maureen Schweitzer.
tutional.
and keeping apartments vacant "the traditional duty of an innken's law has been watched poor.
"The judge used some very cants to head an office to enHumphreys approved a moDrafted as a response to so they can sell o r "flip" the keeper is to provide hpusing, strong language in talking force the law and should be
closely in several Hudson
roady to begin acting on comCounty municipalities with tion by the Campaign for Hous- Hoboken's affordable housing building to another developer and the city has an interest in about the housing shortage and
plaints against landlords in the
similar ordinances, including ing Justice, a vocal tenants or- crisis, the anti-warehousing at a higher price.
enforcing that." To be granted
See WAREHOUSING—Page 13
near future. Schweitzer sa&
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Warehousing ban is enforcable
Judge denies injunction against it

Hudson Center
clock may be
running out
5.?.
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By Jim
THE KEY PLAYERS — Phil(Last in a series)
ip LaRocco, right, hat
As Hoboken and the Port
"bottom line" responsibilAuthority enter a third year
ity for the Port Authority
of negotiations on the prowhile Michael Coleman,
posed waterfront develop
below, ii Hoboken's chief
ment. opposition to the Hudnegotiator.
son Center project continues
to grow.
While the City Council
and Mayor Thomas Vezzetti
must ratify any agreement
that would allow the PA to
develop the city-owned piers,
the people of Hoboken,
through the pressure they apply on their elected officials,
will ultimately decide wheth
er the proposed $600 million
development becomes a
reality.
P.A. officials remain optimistic in discussions with
the press that the city and the
authority will reach an
agreement in the near future
City officials are less certain
and anxiously await word
from the city negotiating
team.
A growing number of Hoboken residents, led by Vezzetti's own Waterfront Advisory
Committee,
have
become convinced that the
P A . is not a suitable developer for the Hoboken waterfront. One citizens' group has
even initiated two lawsuits
designed to evict the authority from the piers and recoup
$7.5 million in insurance
funds it claims is owed the
city.
Mayor Vezzetti's Waterfront Advisory Committee
has become the loudest, most
controversial voice in the debate over whether the city
should develop its waterfront with the Port Authority
Vezzetti appointed 18 cijtizens to the committee in August, 1985. It is chaired by
Mayme Jurkat, a planner at
Stevens Institute of Technology, but s h e recently announced her intentions of
stepping down because of
her involvement in the waterfront project proposed by
Stevens and Hart/ Mountain
Industries.
The group includes Parking Authority Chairman Pat
Caufield: Hoboken Environment Committee Chairman
Helen Manoguc; Planning
Board Chairman Michael
Ocello; Board of Adjustment
member Mary Perry; Clayton
Anderson; Dominic Casulli;
Lewis Fretz; Kay Guzman;
Peter Hetzel; Manubhai Patel; Donald Pellicano; Frank
Ruggiero; Sal Russo; Leonard Serrano; and its two most
vocal members, Thomas Illing and Daniel Tumpson.
WAC made h e a d l i n e s
several weeks ago with a report charging that the P.A.
has illegally kept $7 5 million
in insurance funds collected
after Pier B was destroyed by
fire in 1980 The group has
charged that the funds belong to the city, but P.A. offiSee TIME—Page f t

Hoboken is further afong
than project in Queens

Hoboken outdoes
Hunter's Point

the
PA
spreading
th* P
A development will lead to a sprea
ripple of higher property values and in
creased rents, driving businesses out Hunter's Point contains some 10.000 jobs, with
another 15.000 }obs nearby
In Hoboken, the PA has been delayed
for nearly two years in negotiating a restated
lease to the waterfront with the city In Hunt
er's Point, the problem is even more complex
Transit Authority, a ^c e mPe n t?
as P.A officials attempt to purchase the prop
ation, the NorChem
both
bom erty in the project site from 12 owners.
rant and several smaller
The PA purchased 24 acres of land from
operational and abandoned.
the Tribune Company, publishers of the DaiThe P A has proposed 5,000 housing units ly News, in September, 1985 for $15 5 million
at the site » buildings ranging from five- The authority is searching for a site to relostory townhouses to highnse towers The cate NorChem. and three of the owners —
Pepsico. Botnix Realty, and Bruken Realty —
^ r l l d also include 4
^
have indicated a desire to become involved
in the development rather than selling their
interests Negotiations to purchase land from
B.UK „, *..~ ,
project would the remaining owners are continuing
contain 14 acres of open space.
Negotiations are also continuing bePublic acceptance of the P.A. has been tween the PA and New York City on an
radically different in Hunter's Point and Ho- agreement over payments in lieu of taxes,
boken Hoboken had already begun to gen- capital contributions, and land acquisition
trif'y when the PA first proposed Hudson The city has said it will commit $30 million to
Center, and residents now wonder if the city the project but because of the expense of
can possibly sustain any more development. acquiring the land, the P.A. is hoping for
But Hunter's Point residents openly wel- more.
come the project Sal Anzalone, chairman of
In a 1986 address to the New York and
the Hunter s Point Community Coalition, re- New Jersey legislatures, LaRocco said the
cently said, "Our waterfront is out most valu- P.A hoped to nave an agreement with New
able asset and we would rather see the P.A. York City and complete property acquisition
develop it with the neighborhood in mind by the middle ot 1987 The date does not seem
than see it developed by private developers feasible now, but LaRocco was philosophical
who might cut off out access "
in a recent interview
Anzalone, who was recently appointed by
"Each and every project has its own lifethe local Community Board to serve on the cycle,"
he said "Every project finds its own
team that will negotiate with the P A , said
the team has yet to meet with the authority. time and rhythm based on environmental,
The P.A. remains mired in Us attempt to political, social, financial, and market
purchase the land from more than a dozen considerations "
He is optimistic that both the Hunter's
owners. Opposition to the development has
come from industry Despite zoning changes Point and Hoboken waterfront projects will
designed to protect industries from being be realized — in their own time and rhythm
edged out, industry and zoning leaders fear
— Jim DeRogatis

3KSS2SSS

Despite the setbacks the Port Authority has faced with the
Hudson Center development, officials say the Hoboken project
is further along than its "sister development" at Hunter s Point
in Long Island City, Queens.
The PA was obligated by the bistate legislation which
enabled it to enter real estate development to undertake
parallel developments in New York and New Jersey They had
originally considered a New York site in Staten Island but
switched to Hunter's Point in 1983
From the outset. New York officials were more skeptical of
the PA than New Jersey officials, and they were wary of the
Hoboken project The bistate legislation stalled in the New
York Senate as Staten Island Sen John Marchi. Senate Majority
Leader Warren Anderson, and New York Mayor Ed Koch
argued that the Hoboken project would draw businesses away
from New York
The New York leaders' fears of New Jersey development
contributed to what would be dubbed "the war between the
states." A truce was declared only after the PA. agreed to place
restrictions on the Hoboken project in a November, 1983
agreement with New York City and New York State The
authority promised to neither "encourage (nor) assist in the
relocation of existing business operations from one state to the
other."
The agency also offered New York an attractive financial
deal, promising to pay 70 percent of the equivalent real estate
taxes whether the PA made a profit or not — and before it paid
any of its other expenses.
The New York/P.A agreement is significant because it
could make it difficult for future Hoboken developers to attract
tenants to their office buildings and because the financial deal
was much more attractive than the one the PA. first offered
Hoboken.
Located along a one-mile stretch of waterfront on the East
River, Hunter's Point is a largely industrial area with a populaSee HOBOKEN - Page 15

PA's HOBOKEN PROJECT

Time may be
for Hudson Center
traffic studies and Environ- agreement."
Members of the Vezzetti
Continued from Page 1
mental Impact Study.
administration
are caught becials contend that an obscure
The P.A. sent a letter to the
passage in a 1984 City Council City Council several weeks lat- tween Hudson Center's critics
resolution authorizes them to er, although city officials and the P.A.
Vezzetti, frequently a vocal
hold the money for use in the stongly criticized it and passed
development. They have
a council resolution demand- critic of the P.A., admits that
refused to return the money to ing more specific information. WAC and other groups opposed
the city.
Officials say the city's involve- to the project "have a lot of
"The P.A.'s failure to abide ment in the lawsuit concerning good points," but he added that
by the most basic terms of its the funds will not affect negoti- he has "an obligation to find
current lease with Hoboken — ations if they are resumed, and out what kind of deal they can
including the P.A.'s failure to Graves said it may be prefera- offer the city."
run a marine terminal for the ble to settle the matter at the
"WAC does what it has to
last 10 years, the P.A.'s destruc- negotiating table rather than in do. I'm the mayor and I do what
tion of city property (the shed front of a judge.
I have to do. My boy Mike is
on Pier A) without obtaining
The issue of the funds is doing a good job."
city permission, and the P.A.'s expected to become increasVezzetti continues to place
failure to turn over approxi- ingly volatile, however, as the his trust in Michael Coleman.
mately $7.5 million in insur- city develops its 1987 budget, director of the city's Communiance claim funds to the city — which is expected to yield an- ty Development Agency. Vezindicates that the P.A. is con- other record high tax rate.
zetti appointed Coleman, who
sistently acting in bad faith in
P.A. officials have made lit- received a master's degree in
its dealings with the city, to the tle or no acknowledgement of economics and industrial reladetriment of Hoboken and its community sentiment against tions, to head the city's team
residents," WAC charged in a Hudson Center and continue to when dealing with the P.A.
report released Jan. 1.
Coleman, 54, served from
insist that the project and neAccording to WAC, the P.A gotiations are progressing at an 1968 to 1975 as head of the fedis no longer necessary to devel- acceptable pace.
eral Model Cities program,
opment in Hoboken. and the
"Every project and each which is often credited with
city would be better served by project has its own lifecycle. spurring the revitalization of
suing the authority to regain Every project finds its own Hoboken. Model Cities became
control of its piers and work time and rhythm," said Phillip CD A the year after Coleman
with a private developer. "In LaRocco, who oversees some left, but he returned to the
view of the fact that the P.A. is 140 employees as the head of agency when he was appointed
either unwilling or unable to the P.A.'s department of eco- by Vezzetti in 1986 after severmeet the needs of Hoboken, nomic development.
al months of haggling with the
WAC recommends that the city
LaRocco, 39, is the self-de- City Council.
of Hoboken abandon the idea scribed "man with the bottom
A quiet, cautious man,
of having the PA. involved in line responsibiltiy" in negotia- Coleman believes the city can
any Hoboken mixed-use water- tions with the city. An intense, • control the PA and reach an
front development," the group sharp-talking professional agreement with the P.A. that
wrote.
trained in finance and account- will benefit residents. "The
Several citizens groups ing, LaRocco has been with the P.A. is a big animal, but it is not
have joined WAC in its opposi- economic development depart- uncontrollable," he said. "It
tion to the P.A. in recent ment since its inception in may be a lion, but the city is a
very tenacious terrier.
months, including the Hoboken 1983.
"When we are through at
Environment Committee and
"We are very pleased with
Help Hoboken Housing, a vocal the progress that we have been the negotiating table, everyone
group of realtors, developers, making with the city in recent must be convinced that this
project is going to make them
and homeowners.
months," LaRocco said. "We feel good, that it will improve
People Advocating Sano are optmistic that an agreein Hoboken
Solutions, an offshoot of HHH, ment will be reached in the life "From
residents to
filed two lawsuits against the near future if we continue mak- low-incomeelderly
tenants to condo
P.A in October and November. ing the kind of progress we're developers who
can't sell their
following recommendations making now."
units, everyone must be conWAC made to the city but which
During an interview with
There must be widewere ignored. The suits, filed The Jersey Journal in his office vinced.
spread
grassroots
support for
by Hoboken attorney Richard on the upper floors of the the project, or it's not
going to
Seltzer, ask for the 'ejectment* World Trade Center, LaRocco happen."
of the PA. from the city's pier paused only briefly when
Coleman said he remains
property and the return of the asked why Hoboken residents "cautiously
optimistic" that the
$7.5 million.
should trust the PA. to develop city will be able to obtain a
City Law Director William the city's waterfront "The P.A. positive agreement with the
Graves filed a motion to dis- is a public agency with a 65- P.A. ard muster such communimiss the ejectment suit, claim- year record of projects in the ty support for the project The
ing PASS did not follow the public interest It is highly ac- opinions of his partners on the
proper legal procedures for fil- countable and highly accessi- negotiating team are split,
ing a taxpayers' suit, but the ble," he said.
however.
city filed a crossclaim against
"We're here, we're reachCity Council President E.
the PA., joining PASS in the able. We have to respond to the Norman Wilson has become inneeds of the city. We're negoti- creasingly cynical about the
insurance suit.
At the end of November, ating in good faith, and I'm project in recent weeks, followHoboken halted negotiations comfortable that people under- ing the controversy over the
with the authority until it pro- estimate the extent to which $7.5 million. Wilson voted to
vided a clear accounting of the the P.A. can be controlled by
$7.5 million and a copy of their

oto by Don Smith

Bl Ckl.ING can be seen yesterday around a window,
third from left on the second floor of 301 Washington
St. in Hoboken. City ^officials ordered an evaluation
of the building, which they say is in danger of
collapsing, and closed part of the sidewalk.
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Hoboken orders study
of buckling building
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By TOM OISSEN
Staff Vk riler
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After the Mayor's Office and the
Department of Public Works each
received an anonymous phone call
informing them that the front wall
of a building at 304 Washington St
was buckling, city officials went to
investigate
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HOBOKEN-Fear that a Washington Street building may be on the
verge of collapse prompted city
officials to order an evaluation of
the three-story structure and to
close off a portion of the sidewalk
yesterday.

Public Works Director Roy
Haack said the center of the
building's front wall bowed out "6
to 8 inches, at least."
it is in danger of collapse."
Haack said of the building, which is
owned by Ki Tai Yeung and Jang
Mang Kwok. both of Englewood
From the sidewalk on either side
of the building, pedestrians easily
could discern the buckling of the
building's facade Haack said one of
the second-lioor window frames had
been separated from the its surrounding brick wall by about l'a inches
Because the frame s exposed nails
were shiny despite recent rain and
snow storms. Haack said he felt the
bowing had occurred within the last
day or two.
He said he unsuccessfully tried to

contact Sub-code Official Alfred
Arezzo. who is responsible for determining if the building is safe
Arezzo reportedly was attending a
seminar out of town and could not
be reached yesterday
Consequently, the city's engineering consultant, James Caufield, was
called and he ordered the building
evacuated
With the exception of the groundfloor Chinese restaurant, the Jade
Lee Kitchen, owned by Kwok. the
building has no other occupants.
Haack said Yesterday the kitchen
was empty and a sign in the window
road. "Closed for renovations on
1-21-87 and 1 22-87 '
A man who works in the restaurant but declined to identify
himself, said he hoped the restaurant would reopen today or tomorrow Hut Haark said he did not
know when the building would again
be declared safe. He said Arezzo
would make that decision today.
•it's strictly in his ballpark."
Haack said
Haack declined to estimate how
long it might take to repair the
damage or how much it might cost.
An adjoining building at 306 Washington St also showed signs of
strain While its facade was not
bending outward, the front wall did
contain several cracks. Caufield and
Haack did not order the evacuation
ot that building.

Hudson Center
clock may be
runnina out
«

than project in Queens

Hoboken outdoes
Hunter's Point

the P.A. development will lead to a spreading
ripple of higher property values and increased rents, driving businesses out. HuntHispanic
residents live V W ?th f n d u S
Point contains some 10,000 jobs, with
family homes interspersed with industrial er's
another 15,000 jobs nearby.
In Hoboken, the P.A. has been delayed
^ " P o ^ n s of the 92-acre site slated for for nearly
years in negotiating a restated
development by the PA. are owned by thelease to thetwo
waterfront with the city. In Hunter's Point, the problem is even more complex
as P.A. officials attempt to purchase the property in the project site from 12 owners.
The P.A. purchased 24 acres of land from
oDerational
and abandoned.
the Tribune Company, publishers of the DaiP
The PA has proposed 5,000 housing units ly News, in September, 1985 for $15.5 million.
at the site in buildings ranging from five- The authority is searching for a site to relostory townhouses to highrise towers. The cate NorChem, and three of the owners —
project would also include 4 million square Pepsico, Botnix Realty, and Bruken Realty —
feet of office space, a 400-room hotel and a have indicated a desire to become involved
retail shopping component. As at Hudson in the development rather than selling their
Center, the waterfront would be totally acces- interests. Negotiations to purchase land from
sible to the public and the project would the remaining owners are continuing.
contain 14 acres of open space.
Negotiations are also continuing bePublic acceptance of the PA. has been tween the PA. and New York City on an
radically different in Hunter's Point and Ho- agreement over payments in lieu of taxes,
boken Hoboken had already begun to gen- capital contributions, and land acquisition.
trify when the PA first proposed Hudson The city has said it will commit $30 million to
Center and residents now wonder if the city the project, but because of the expense of
can possibly sustain any more development. acquiring the land, the P.A. is hoping for
But Hunter's Point residents openly welcome the project. Sal Anzalone, chairman of more.
In a 1986 address to the New York and
the Hunter s Point Community Coalition, recently said. Our waterfront is out most valu- New Jersey legislatures, LaRocco said the
able asset and we would rather see the PA. P.A. hoped to have an agreement with New
develop it with the neighborhood in Bind York City and complete property acquisition
than see it developed by private developers by the middle of 1987. The date does not seem
feasible now, but LaRocco was philosophical
who might cut off out access."
r
recent interview.
interview
Anzalone, who was recently appointed by in a receni
"Each and every project has its own lifethe local Community Board to serve on the
team that will negotiate with the P.A said cycle " he said "Every project finds its own
the team has yet to meet with the authority. time and rhythm based on environmental,
The P A. remains mired in its attempt to political, social, financial, and market
.„•„,.•«
purchase the land from more than a dozen considerations."
He is optimistic that both the Hunter s
owners Opposition to the development has
come from industry Despite zoning cnan?^ Point and Hoboken waterfront projects will
designed to protect industries from being be realised - in their own « • » ; £ * * £ £
edged out, industry and zoning leaders fear
.

Despite the setbacks the Port Authority has faced with the
Hudson Center development, officials say the Hoboken project
is further along than its "sister development" at Hunter's Point
in Long Island City, Queens.
The PA. was obligated by the bistate legislation which
enabled it to enter real estate development to undertake
parallel developments in New York and New Jersey. They had
originally considered a New York site in Staten Island but
switched to Hunter's Point in 1983.
From the outset. New York officials were more skeptical of
the PA. than New Jersey officials, and they were wary of the
Hoboken project. The bistate legislation stalled in the New
York Senate as Staten Island Sen. John Marchi, Senate Majority
Leader Warren Anderson, and New York Mayor Ed Koch
argued that the Hoboken project would draw businesses away
from New York.
The New York leaders' fears of New Jersey development
contributed to what would be dubbed "the war between the
states." A truce was declared only after the P. A. agreed to place
restrictions on the Hoboken project in a November, 1983
agreement with New York City and New York State. The
authority promised to neither "encourage (nor) assist in the
relocation of existing business operations from one state to the
other."
The agency also offered New York an attractive financial
deal, promising to pay 70 percent of the equivalent real estate
taxes whether the PA made a profit or not — and before it paid
any of its other expenses.
The New York/P.A. agreement is significant because it
could make it difficult for future Hoboken developers to attract
tenants to their office buildings and because the financial deal
was much more attractive than the one the P.A. first offered
Hoboken.
Located along a one-mile stretch of waterfront on the East
River, Hunter's Point is a largely industrial area with a populaSee HOBOKEN — Page 15

By Jim
THE KEY PLAYERS — Phil(Last in a series)
ip LaRocco, right, has
As Hoboken and the Fort
"bottom lin«" responsibilAuthority enter a third year
ity for the Port Autfcority
of negotiations on the prowhile Mkhoel CoUmcM,
posed waterfront developbelow, is Hoboken's ch»«t
ment, opposition to the Hudnegotiator.
son Center project continues
to grow.
While the City Council
and Mayor Thomas Vezzetti
must ratify any agreement
that would allow the P.A. to
develop the city-owned piers,
the people of Hoboken,
through the pressure they apply on their elected officials,
will ultimately decide whether the proposed $600 million
development becomes a
reality
P.A. officials remain optimistic in discussions with
the press that the city and the
authority will reach an
agreement in the near future
City officials are less certain
and anxiously await word
from the city negotiating
team.
A growing number of Hoboken residents, led by Vezzetti's own Waterfront Advisory Committee, have
become convinced that the
P.A. is not a suitable developer for the Hoboken waterfront. One citizens' group has
even initiated two lawsuits
designed to evict the authority from the piers and recoup
$7 5 million in insurance •
funds it claims is owed the
city.
Mayor Vezzettis Waterfront Advisory Committee
has become the loudest, most
controversial voice in the debate over whether the city
should develop its waterfront with the Port Authority.
Vezzetti appointed 18 citizens to the committee in August, 1985 It is chaired by
May me Jurkat, a planner at
Stevens Institute of Technology, but she recently announced her intentions of
stepping down because of
her involvement in the watraffic studies and Environ- agreement."
terfront project proposed by Centinurd from Page 1
Members of the Vezzetti
mental Impact Study.
Stevens and Hartz Mountain
cials contend that an obscure
administration are caught beThe
PA
sent
a
letter
to
the
Industries.
passage in a 1984 City Council City Council several weeks lat- tween Hudson Center's critics
The group includes Parkresolution authorizes them to
although city officials and the PA
ing Authority Chairman Pat hold the money for use in the er,
Vezzetti, frequently a vocal
stongly
criticized it and passed
Caufield; Hoboken Environdevelopment. They have
critic of the P A , admits that
a
council
resolution
demandment Committee Chairman
refused to return the money to ing more specific information. WAC and other groups opposed
Helen Manogue; Planning
the city
Officials say the city's involve- to the project "have a lot of
Board Chairman Michael
"The P.A.'s failure to abide ment in the lawsuit concerning good points," but he added that
Ocello; Board of Adjustment
by the most basic terms of its the funds will not affect negoti- he has "an obligation to find
i
member Mary Perry, Clayton
current lease with Hoboken — ations if they are resumed, and out what kind of deal they can
Anderson; Dominic Casulli,
including the P.A 's failure to
said it may be prefera- offer the city."
Lewis Fretz; Ray Guzman; run a marine terminal for the Graves
"WAC does what it has to
ble
to
settle
the matter at the
Peter Hetzel, Manubhai Pa
last 10 years, the P.A.'s destruc- negotiating table rather than in do I'm the mayor and I do what
tel, Donald Pelhcano, Frank
tion of city property (the shed front of a judge.
I have to do My boy Mike is
Ruggiero; Sal Russo; Leonon Pier A) without obtaining
doing a good job."
The
issue
of
the
funds
is
ard Serrano; and its two most
city permission, and the P.A.'s
Vezzetti continues to place
to become increasvocal members, Thomas Ill- failure to turn over approxi- expected
his trust in Michael Coleman,
ingly
volatile,
however,
as
the
ing and Daniel Tumpson.
mately $7 5 million in insur- city develops its 1987 budget, director of the city's CommuniWAC made headlines
ance claim funds to the city — which is expected to yield an- ty Development Agency. Vezseveral weeks ago with a reindicates that the P.A. is con- other record high tax rate.
zetti appointed Coleman, who
port charging that the PA. sistently acting in bad faith in
received a master's degree in
PA
officials
have
made
lithas illegally kept $7.5 million
its dealings with the city, to the tle or no acknowledgement of economics and industrial relain insurance funds collected
detriment of Hoboken and its community sentiment against tions, to head the city's team
after Pier B was destroyed by
residents," WAC charged in a Hudson Center and continue to when dealing with the PA
fire in 1980 The group has report released Jan. 1.
Coleman, 54, served from
insist that the project and necharged that the funds beAccording to WAC, the PA
1968 to 1975 as head of the fedgotiations
are
progressing
at
an
long to the city, but PA offiis no longer necessary to devel- acceptable pace.
eral Model Cities program,
8 M TIME—Page f 1
opment in Hoboken, and the
"Every project and each which is often credited with
city would be better served by project has its own lifecycle. spurring the revitalization of
suing the authority to regain Every project finds its own Hoboken. Model Cities became
control of its piers and work time and rhythm," said Phillip CDA the year after Coleman
with a private developer. "In LaRocco, who oversees some left, but he returned to the
view of the fact that the PA. is 140 employees as the head of agency when he was appointed
either unwilling or unable to the P.A.'s department of eco- by Vezzetti in 1986 after severmeet the needs of Hoboken, nomic development.
al months of haggling with the
WAC recommends that the city
City Council.
LaRocco, 39, is the self de
of Hoboken abandon the idea scribed "man with the bottom
A quiet, cautious man,
of having the P.A. involved in line responsibiltiy" in negotia- Coleman believes the city can
any Hoboken mixed-use water- tions with the city. An intense, • control the PA. and reach an
front development," the group sharp-talking professional agreement with the P.A. that
wrote.
trained in finance and account- will benefit residents. "The
Several citizens groups ing, LaRocco has been with the P.A. is a big animal, but it is not
have joined WAC in its opposi- economic development depart- uncontrollable," he said. "It
tion to the P A in recent ment since its inception in may be a lion, but the city is a
months, including the Hoboken
very tenacious terrier.
Environment Committee and 1983.
"When we are through at
We are very pleased with the negotiating table, everyone
Help Hoboken Housing, a vocal
group of realtors, developers, the progress that we have been must be convinced that this
making with the city in recent project is going to make them
and homeowners
People Advocating Sane months," LaRocco said We feel good, that it will improve
Solutions, an offshoot of HHH, are optmistie that an agree- lite in Hoboken.
filed two lawsuits against the ment will be reached in the
"From elderly residents to
PA in October and November, near future if we continue mak- low-income tenants to condo
following recommendations ing the kind of progress we're developers who can't sell their
units, everyone must be conWAC made to the city but which making now."
During an interview with vinced There must be widewere ignored. The suits, filed
by Hoboken attorney Richard The Jersey Journal in his office spread grassroots support for
Seltzer, ask for the 'ejectment* on the upper floors of the the project, or it's not going to
of the PA from the city's pier World Trade Center, LaRocco happen."
Coleman said he remains
property and the return of the paused only briefly when
asked why Hoboken residents "cautiously optimistic" that the
$7 5 million.
City Law Director William should trust the P A. to develop city will be able to obtain a
city's waterfront "The PA
positive agreement with the
Graves filed a motion to dis- the
is
a
agency with a 65- PA. and muster such communimiss the ejectment suit, claim- year public
of projects in the ty support for the project The
ing PASS did not follow the publicrecord
interest
It is highly ac- opinions of his partners on the
proper legal procedures for fil- countable and highly
accessi- negotiating team are split,
ing a taxpayers' suit, but the ble," he said.
however.
city filed a crossclaim against
"We're here, we're reachCity Council President E.
the PA., joining PASS in the able. We have to respond to the
Norman
Wilson has become ininsurance suit.
needs of the city. We're negotiAt the end of November, ating in good faith, and I'm creasingly cynical about the
Hoboken halted negotiations comfortable that people under- project in recent weeks, followwith the authority until it pro- estimate the extent to which ing the controversy over the
vided a clear aeeountinn <>' the the PA can be controlled by $7.5 million. Wilson voted to
$7 5 million and a copy of their
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P.A/s HOBOKEN PROJECT

Time may be short
for Hudson Center

"Mnilh

BLCKLIiNG can be seen yesterday around a window,
third from left on the second floor of 301 Washington
St. in Hoboken. City ^officials ordered an evaluation
of the building, which they say is in danger of
collapsing, and closed part of the sidewalk.
WASHINGTON ST.
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Hoboken orders study
of buckling building
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By n>M (ilSSKN
Malf Writer
HOBOKEN-Fear that a Waslvington Street building may be on the
verge of collapse prompted city
officials to order an evaluation of
the three-story structure and to
close off a portion of the sidewalk
yesterday.

contact Sub-code Official Alfred
Arezzo, who is responsible for determining if the building is safe
Arezzo reportedly was attending a
seminar out of town and could not
be reached yesterday
Consequently, the city's engineering consultant. James Caufield. was
called and he ordered the building
evacuated
After the Mayors Office and the
With the exception of the groundDepartment of Public Works each
floor Chinese restaurant, the Jade
received an anonymous phone call
Lee Kitchen, owned by Kwok, the
informing them that the front wall
building has no other occupants.
of a building at 304 Washington St
Haack said Yesterday the kitchen
was buckling, city officials went to was empty and a sign in the window
investigate
read. ' Closed for renovations on
1-21-87 and 122-87."
Public Works Director Roy
A man who works in the restau
Haaok said the center of the
building's front wall bowed out 6 rant, but declined to identify
himself, said he hoped the restauto 8 inches, at least '
rant would reopt>n todav or tomorIt is in danger of collapse. "
row But. Haack said he did not
Haai k said of the building, which is
know when the building would again
owned by Ki Tai Yeung and Jang
be declared safe. He said Arezzo
Mang Kwok. both of Englewood
would make that decision today.
From the sidewalk on either side
It s strictly in his ballpark
of the building, pedestrians easily
Haack said
could discern the buckling of the
Haack declined to estimate how
building s facade Haac-k said one of
long it might take to repair the
the second-ltoor window frames had
damage or how much it might cost.
been sepirated from the its surrounding brick wall bv about !'•» inches
An adjoining building at 306 WashBecause the frame s exposed nails
ington St also showed signs of
were shiny despite recent rain and
strain While its facade was not
snow storms. Haack said he felt the
bending outward, the front wall did
bowing had occurred within the last
contain several cracks. Caufield and
dav or two
Haack did not order the evacuation
ot that building
He said he unsuccessfully tried to

Want to park in Hoboken? Want to park in Hoboken?
You'll
have
to
live
there
You'll have to live there
The Hoboken City Council,
in a move designed to prevent
the city from becoming a "giant
commuter parking lot. ' last
night approved an ordinance
creating residential permit
parking throughout the city.
The council unanimously
adopted the plan which was
drafted as a solution to a problem which has reached "crisis
proportions." The legislation is
expected to be the first in a
series of parking laws enacted
this year by the council.
The ordinance, sponsored
by City Council President E.
Norman Wilson, was applauded by most of the 75 people who
See WANT—Page 30.
GEORGE VANECH, above, Jersey City resident,
works in New York. "I
think it's justified. I feel
residents have a real
gripe. If (people) want to
commute into town, they
should have to pay for it.
They left the city."
MINERVA VESCUSO, upt*er right, Union City resident, works in New York.
"I think it's craiy. There's
no point to it. And there's
too
many
meters
already."
BILL CURRAN, lower
right, Hoboken resident
and commuter. "I agree
(with the ordinance). I
don't feel people who
don't live in Hoboken
should take the spaces.
Hoboken residents are
more entitled to them. The
majority of the spaces are
taken by people not from
Hoboken. The priority
should be on the
residents."

Interviews
by John Petrick
Photos
by Mark Wyville

attended the meeting. The
final reading of the ordinance
contrasted sharply with the
bill's introduction which generated little public interest or
comment
The parking plan designates permit parking for the
entire city except for streets
already designated as metered
zones. The plan, which will be
in effect from midnight Sundays to midnight Fridays, contains several steep fines, including booting for vehicles
which are in violation of the
law.
The city will begin enforcing the law in July or August
after motorists are given ample
notice of the legislation, according to Patrick Caufield, executive director of the municipal Parking Authority. His
agency also needs time to hire
additional enforcement personnel, he said
Last night, 12 residents
commented on the plan during
a lengthy public hearing Despite questions of enforcement
and permit fees, most of the
speakers
favored
the
ordinance.
"I am strongly in favor of
•his, especially after having to
drive around for hours some
nights looking for parking
spaces," said Eileen Cappock,
a local realtor. "Some days you
might just as well take your car
and park it in another city"
Civic activist Mary Perry
called the legislation a "great
id >a" because it serves as a
measure to prevent the city's
becoming "a giant commuter
parking lot."
"You should all be commended for getting this off the
drawing board and getting this
going in the right direction,'
she said.
For years, residents have
complained of commuters who
drive from the suburbs to Hoboken to utilize the PATH system and bus lines.
"They have been getting
away with this for too long,"
said Mike Turner, a Third
Street resident. He told the
council that most mornings
commuters circle around the
downtown section waiting for
residents to leave their parking
spaces.
"This has got to stop because sometimes they park for
as long as four days," Turner
said.
Mayme Jurkat. an employee or Stevens Tech and a Hudson Street resident, said co:nmuters often use the parking
spaces in front of her house.
"Just the other night I saw a
man with a briefcase walking
up the street with keys in hand.
He got into the car right in front
of my house."
Fire lanes along Hudson
Street are often congested with
cars, she complained.

STEVE NUDING, Hoboken resident, works in
New York. "I think the
residents hove a right to
the spaces. Parking has
become very tough. I live
close to the (PATH) station, and parking is
terrible."

NEIL LAUZON, Bergen(ield resident, works in
New York. "There are just
so many parking spaces
and you have to keep
them for your own residents. I have a space in
one of the lots in Hoboken
and I have to pay for it on
a monthly basis."

The parking plan has the
potential to generate muchneeded revenue for the city
treasury, said attorney Joseph
Scordatto, a member of the
Mayor's Budget Advisory Committee. A similar ordinance in
San Francisco brings in a profit of about $200,000 to that city,
he said.
Despite the enthusiasm,
some residents said they believe the plan won't work. "The
ordinance sure sounds good.

but where will you park
we simply don't have enough
parking spaces in Hoboken?"
asked Aido DePinto,
Bill Strangeman, a Sixth
Ward resident, said the plan
*as "not legal " State laws supersede local ordinances and
so long as a car is legally
parked, the owner cannot be
subject to the penalties of the
local bill, he observed.
Wilson said the city's law
department reviewed the plan
and Caufield said the ordinance will be reviewed by his
agency's attorneys as well as by
state officials.
The ordinance is intended
to crack down on commuters.
Motor vehicles will be given a
four-hour grace period before
they are subject to a $25 fine
and booting. A boot is a disk
that locks a car's front wheel.
Residents must pay a $5 fee
for their permits, a provision
which was strongly criticized
by Third Ward Councilman
Steve Cappiello. "I feel that it's
unfair that a resident should
have to pay in order to park in
front of his own house," he
said
Caufield maintained that
the fees are necessary to fund
the project. Cappiello, not able
to amend the fee. voted
"present."
Before the roll call on the
parking ordinance the meeting
was interrupted as Wilson allowed members of the Hoboken NAACP to issue a statement on the city's opening of
City Hall on Martin Luther
King Jr's birthday and Councilman Joe Delia Fave to make
remarks following a rally by
the organization.
Eugene Drayton, chapter
president of the organization,
lashed media coverage of the
NAACP rally last Monday on
the steps of City Hall and
called Delia Fave a "racist"
and a "bigot" for statements he
was quoted as saying in a local
daily newspaper.
Delia Fave said his statements were taken out of context, but apologized "if anyone
was offended by the remarks."
He was quoted as saying that
the rally had become politicized and was "the worst bastardization of Martin Luther
King Day I've ever seen."
Drayton demanded that
Delia Fave resign from the
council or have the legislative
body deem the seat vacant
The organization scheduled the rally to protest the
opening of City Hall on the federal holiday. Municipal employees had voted to trade the
day for the day following
Thanksgiving, but were given
the day off by Mayor Thomas
Vezzetti.
In other matters, the council approved a $50,000 contract
extension for special sewerage
counsel Irwin Kimmelman, but
overrode Vezzetti's dismissal
of Rent Leveling Board member George Somers.

Builders
may face
tougher
scrutiny
By Jim

The Hoboken Zoning Board
of \djustmont is expected to
dramatically change to a more
critical body with the election
of a new chairman and the appointment of t h r e e new
members.
Joel Freiser was named tne
new chairman of the seven
member Zoning Board on
Thursday during the autonomous body's annual reorganisation meeting.
Freiser, who was appointed to the board by Mayor Thomas Vezzetti last April, was chosen by a secret ballot vote of 4
to-3 to replace longtime
chairman Frank Camerone.
The character of the board
is expected to change due to
Freiser's new role and the addition of members Martin Tuzman Joseph DePalma and David
Gallagher.
whose
appointments were approved
by the City Council last
Wednesday. The board, which
has approval power over much
of the development proposed
in the city, is expected to favor
a much stricter interpretation
of the city's zoning ordinance
and grant far fewer variances.
A planner with a New York
non-profit economic development agency, Freiser is wellversed in land use law and has
earned a reputation as a board
member who lends a critical
eye to proposed developments
and their impact on tho city. A
resident of Hoboken since
1974, Freiser served as the federal Department of Housing
and Urban Development's representative in Hoboken's Model Cities program from 1973 to
1975.
Freiser's background also
includes time spent as HUD's
coordinator of the Urban Development Action Grant program, a banker with Carteret
See NEW—Page 9.

City hires Oil enforcer

New zoning board head

for warehousing ban

takes over in Hoboken

is certainly to ensure that the,,
innkeeper cannot deny that*
need'in the interest of greater
Hoboken has hired an
profits for himself.
"anti-warehousing" officer to
"When people simply have
begin enforcing a controversial
no place to go for shelter, it
law prohibiting landlords from
does seem a sin to warehouse
withholding vacant apartexisting apartments so that
ments.
owners can reap a greater profJodie Manasevit, an artist
it in the future."
and tenants organizer, was have the law declared uncon- ficials are optimistic that HumManasevit will be emhired yesterday to follow up stitutional last November, but phreys will ultimately rule in ployed by the city on a partcomplaints of warehoused HHH is appealing in the Third their favor, based on strong time basis three days a week,
apartments and bring the cases District Court of Appeals, words he used last week. The and her salary of $7,000 will be
before the municipal court.
Philadelphia.
judge said that although he rec- funded over t h e next six
ognizes the rights of landlords, months by the city Community
Designed as an answer to
On Feb. 20, Hudson County he also recognizes that there is Development Agency. She will
Hoboken's critical lack of "af- Assignment Judge Burrell Ives "an acute housing shortage in work under Rent Leveling Offifordable " housing, the anti- Humphreys will hear a motion Hoboken."
cer Lourdes Arroyo in an exwarehousing law r e q u i r e s to dismiss a suit in state Supepanded office on the seconds
landlords of buildings with rior Courtehargingthat the law
"Housing is, of course, a floor of City Hall.
more than four units to rent is pre-empted by existing state vital, human necessity. To deny
vacant apartments within a 60- laws. The judge refused last anyone shelter from the eleA Hoboken resident for 12
day period or face fines of up to week to grant an injunction ments has been recognized as years,
Manasevit is a founder
$500 a day per unit.
that would have prohibited the inhumane for perhaps as long and active member of the UpHelp Hoboken Housing, a city from enforcing the law as civilization has existed," per Park Avenue Tenants Assogroup of realtors, developers while the challenge was in pro- Humphreys said.
ciation. She had campaigned
and homeowners, has chal- gress, and he issued a written
for the passage of the anti"The
duty
of
the
innkeeper
opinion
on
the
decision
lenged the law in federal and
warehousing ordinance since
for
millennia
has
been
to
supstate court. Federal District Monday.
ply shelter to anyone in need. its introduction.
Court Judge Herbert Stern disSee WAREHOUSING—Pa*e 7.
The
basic duty of government
Tenants groups and city ofmissed a suit attempting to

By Jim DeRogatis

Tenants organizer
to take complaints

Continued from Page 1
Savings and Loan, and director
of planning and economic de
velopment under Peter Shapiro in Essex County.
Freiser said he hopes to
strengthen the zoning board's
role in "the matters it is called
upon by law to deal with. We
need to strike a balance between the need to develop and
improve the community and
the additional burdens development imposes upon the
community."
The new chairman added
that he hopes to foster "a high
level of cooperation" between
the board and other city agencies involved with development, including the Planning
Board. Community Development Agency and Historical
District Commission.
Camerone, still a board
member, and members
James
Greany. Salvato^ n " r - e " n i i r n

and Sergio Germinario — who
were replaced by Tuzman. DePalma. and Gallagher — were
considered pro-development
and formed the majority on the
seven-member board. The
board granted several variances in the past two years for
massive developments such as
Presidential Towers, the Skyline, and Court Street Plaza
that were opposed by many
community groups.
Camerone, who will remain
as vice chairman, said he was
"not surprised" by the board's
decision to choose a new chair.
"I've expected this for quite
some time. 1 knew it was coming," he said.
The other members are Marie Versacci and Mary Perry
The board is supposed to
also have two alternate members, but when Thomas Newman was elected to the City
Council and Tuzman became a
ftiii hnarH member, the board

was left without alternates.
The City Council is expected to
name replacements in the near
future.
Meanwhile, the council is
considering sweeping changes
in Hoboken's zoning ordinance
that would lessen restrictions
on developers in some ways,
such as allowing more density
and lot coverage, while setting
stricter requirements for
height and onsite parking. Developers will also be faced with
mandatory contributions to affordable housing and infrastructure trust funds.
Vezzetti. who first attempted to remake the zoning board
last spring, said he has "high
hopes" for the new board. "The
old board was limited in its
outlook, was not receptive to
the 21st Century, and was politically archaic," the mayor said.
"The new board is going to
work to provide what the public wants and needs."

Warehousing ban enforcer hired

Hoboken hopefuls announce
37

HOBOKEN-The first slate of
names for the April Board of EducaS n election has been announced,
longtime activist Steve Block
and educators Carlos Perez and
Michael Rossano will run on the
"Committee for Quality Education
slate and have been endorsed by ,
Savor Thomas F. Vezzetti.
The CQE slate held a press conference at Maxwells last night to
nJroduce the candidates, although

two are already familiar names in
Hoboken school board elections,
r i c h will be running for a full threeyear term on the nine-member
body.
Block, a former board member,
served for many years as the lone
"no" vote on a board dominated by
appointees of former Mayor Steve
Cappiello. currently on the City
Council.
Perez is a professor at William
Paterson College in Wayne, and

Michael Rossano is a New York City
schoolteacher.
All three men were slated to be
appointed to the board after
Vezzetti's victory in 1986 but a
referendum to change the board to
an elected rather than an appointed
bodv. also approved by Vezzetti,
was successful. Rossano ran unsuccessfully in one of the two elections
that followed
— Janet Wilson

Continued from Page 1
Under the ordinance, any
Hoboken resident can file a
complaint with Manasevit
about a landlord suspected of
warehousing vacant apartments. Either Manasevit or
Tom Olivieri, who works to
help relocate tenants under
the CDA, will inspect the apartment to determine if the complaint is valid.
All other city inspectors
will be required to notify the
anti-warehousing officer of vacant apartments they notice
while they are in the field.

Manasevit will also maintain a
list of vacant apartments that
landlords register with the
Rent Leveling Office.
The city is expected to notify landlords suspected of violating the anti-warehousing
law that they must rent the
apartment. If they do not comply within 60 days, Manasevit
will see that the complaint is
followed through before Municipal Court Judge Steven
Zamrin. City Prosecutor Anthony Catalano will handle the
case for the city, but the burden
will be on the landlord to pro-

duce evidence that he has rented the apartment.
Several questions about
enforcing the law remain, notably in the areas of inspecting
warehoused apartments and
dealing with landlords suspected of violating the ordinance,
but city officials believe they
can begin handling complaints
next week.
"There are still some questions, but we will have to deal
with a lot of this on a case-bycase basis." said Assistant City
Attorney Maureen Schweitzer,
who is working with Manasevit

to develop the enforcement
process.
"My job is to enforce the
ordinance," Manasevit said.
"This is a new ordinance that
we've never had before, and
we'll
have to see just what the
inh
job
is"
'-"' in coming weeks.

Bingo calls may be Bingo 'duties' may be illegal
undermelfor illegal
tnm Page l
violations of the bingo and raffle law If necessary, the agency
informs organizations licensed
to conduct bingo of any illegalities Failure lo comply with
statutes could mean revoking
the organization's license
Though the LGCCC is not
free to award financial compensation to those who are penalized, the civil court system
is at their disposal. Reed said
i n s really not aware of
that," commented Bishop Jerome Pechillo, vicar for Hudson County, when asked about
the illegal reward-penalty
practice allegedly taking place
at some parochial schools. I
advise our pastors to stay within the laws."
JoAnn Rizzolo. a media
representative for the Newark
Archdiocese, explained that
parents with children in parochial schools agree to a contract outlining volunteer work
to be performed throughout the
year. Since it's against the law
to force parents to work bingo,
this form of gambling should
not be included in the agreement, says Rizzolo.
In the past, the Newark
Archdiocese had only one complaint regarding bingo, from an
Irvmgton woman. Kizzolo recommends that parents first try
to work out any problems they
have within their individual
parishes. If they come to an
impasse, they can contact the
Archdiocese Department of the
Catholic Schools in writing
Despite this, parents with
children in some parochial
schools say they are told to
either sell raffle tickets and or
work bingo or pay higher tuition for their children. The
sum paid, along with the number of times parents are required to work bingo, and the
amount of tickets to be sold
vary with each school.
Because they fear their
children might be open to harassment, all parents interviewed by The Jersey Journal
asked that their names be
withheld.

Ann Spiaa

At least four parochial
**ools in Hudson CounU have
••vertised
a reward penalty
™ ™ l o induce parents to
•«•* bingo, a practice deemed

New Jt r
2 ? oRaffle
«y thcLicensing
' ^>Law
»*'n««»

The law. adopted in 1957,
Wes, -no commission, salary.
^"pensation, reward or rec?»pen»e will be paid or given
J«
any person holding, operat
l
H or conducting or assisting
See editorial:
won"! abuse the privilege
«n Page 16
in bingo Kami's, said William
"'<(!. executive officer of the
£t * Jersey Legalized Games of
Uianee Control Commission
Newark.
Reed stated that any parish
°"i'ring parents rewards for
working bingo games or. alter
•jately penalizing those who
•pn't participate, is 'clearly in
violation of the bingo statutes
Inis law also applies to the
selling of raffle tickets
The LGCCC investigates
written complaints regarding
S«" BINGO— PaR«' 9.

Bingo is a popular fundraiser among non-profit organizations., but some parochial schools advertise reward/
penalty systems to induce parents to work bingo
games, an illegal practice under state law.
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Hudson School fixing violations
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According to figures accu"We're told that we have to childen in St. Nicholas School,
work one bingo a year.' com- Jersey City There, parents are mulated by the LGCCC for the
mented a parent with children required to work four bingo year ending June 1986 gross
at Our Lady of Victories School games a year or pay $50 for receipts from bingo games conducted throughout New Jersey
in Jersey City "There's no each missed game.
"If I knew it was against the totalled $96 5 million, and
choice Bingo's a must Otherwise, you pay a $30 fee to the law I certainly would not have Reed estimated that about half
school Parents must also sell shown up." added the mother." of all bingo activity statewide
Other parents expressed is conducted by Catholic orgaraffle tickets every month or
mixed views* about whether nizations affiliated with
pay fines.
In Hoboken. the St Ann's they would work bingo without churches.
Moreover, Hudson County
Elementary School Parent incentive. All say they were
Handbook for 1986-1987 in- told the tuitions would be led the other counties in the
forms parents that,"According raised without the fundraiser. state, with revenues from bingo
to the by-laws of St. Ann's Some believed the school and totalling $114 million.
There is no breakdown on
P.T.G., parents are scheduled church needed bingo revenues
to work on a regular basis at to keep from closing and said how much of that money was
lunch, bingo, the library etc li parents were only asked to raised solely from bingo games
conducted by the Catholicparents prefer to have a substi- work only a few times a year.
Others confided that they church.
tute work their hours, a fee oi
According to Bishop Pe$120 must be paid to the school didn't like the gambling aspect
or being forced to work. One chillo, collections at churches
office by mid-September."
'We've stopped this pro- group felt parents should share are down and the individual
cess with the bingo," said the the burden A few were uncom- parishes find it increasingly
Rev. Vincent Liuzzo, pastor of fortable with unruly crowds difficult to make ends meet.
He sees tithing as a better
St. Ann's Church. "If it's still in that sometimes gather at
alternative to bingo, freeing
the parents' handbook it must games.
In a previous interview parishioners from relying so
be an oversight on the part o(
with The Jersey Journal, Rob- heavily on the fundraiser for
the printers '
inson discussed the "abuse no support Parishioners who
Rev. Michael Robinson, one should have to take" from tithe agree to donate 5 percent
who supervises bingo at the sometimes rowdy bingo of their incomes to the church
school, commented that the crowds. He also said that is the and 5 percent to other forms of
policy was "set by agreement reason some parishioners had charity.
"It's the responsibility of
with the parishioners." Ques- refused to work the games.
"It is a pain," commented the parishioners to support
tioned on why parishioners
were asked to agree to an ille- another parent. "But I did it to their church and I think tithing
gal practice, he added, "It's so try and save a buck. I can tell is the ideal way to do this,"
important that they help. If you Ihis.ii 1 knew it was illegal, remarked Pechillo.
Our Lady Star of the Sea
they don't come it's chaos. We 1 wouldn't have shown up."
Church in Bayonne relies on
don't enforce it or go after them
in any of the places I've ever
Along with being penalized tithing to supplement church
worked bingo."
for not working bingo, one par- and school expenses.
It also has a core of volunent with a child in St. Peter and
A representative for the St. Paul School, Hoboken. said she teers to run the bingo games.
Ann's Parents-Teachers Guild remembers receiving $25 off These people are neither redid say that he was unaware her child's tuition last year for warded nor penalized for their
efforts.
there actually was a law pro- working her scheduled game.
"'As far as I know we never
hibiting the practice
"You're putting me on the
The school's handbook also spot," responded the Rev. charged people for not working
says that each family must pur- George Ligos, church pastor, the game and have always had
chase or sell 10 raffle tickets a when confronted with the poli- an ample number of loyal volmonth. Parents failing to par- cy. "I don't want to comment." unteers working for more than
ticipate are subject to fines
However, Ligos did say vol- 20 years," commented a bingo
and their childen may be pre- unteers are hard to get and his supervisor there. "But I imagvented from taking exams, con- parish depends on revenues ine it would be illegal to charge
cludes the handbook.
from bingo for 15 percent of the them "
"I don't know anyone who church's total income.
r
was actually charged because I
Pastors from Our Lady of
think people go out of their way Victories Chruch and St. Nichto work bingo so they won't olas Church did not return
have to pay," said a parent with phone calls.

no rent
rent to
tothe
thecity
city and
anddoes
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not
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located since
since 1978
1978 in
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the no
Code Official
Official Richard
Richard TremiTremi- been
a / o /# -)Code
apparently
^ / < 7 / & / f i ntiedi
H i said the
thi> school was inin sanie
sante century-old
centurv-old building that hold a lease, but apparent!
The Hudson School should danger of being shut because of houses the Hoboken Public Li- has an agreement with the
be allowed to remain open numerous violations, including brary and the Industrial School board of the Industrial School
while the building is brought no approved fire alarm system, on the corner of Sixth Street to remain in the building as
long as it pays for general upup to fire safety standards, ac- inadequate exits and exit and Park Avenue.
keep and expenses.
The
fire
inspection
has
signs,
exposed
wiring
and
cording to Hoboken officials.
School and city officials
City inspectors toured the blocked fire doors The school called the exact nature of the
will
meet this week to deterschool's
relationship
with
the
has
since
instituted
several
building last Thursday and arc
mine how much of the cost of
scheduled to meet with school temporary safety measures, city into question.
City attorneys are uncer- installing fire safety equipofficials this week to discuss a Tremitiedi said.
schedule for implementing A private school with approxi- tain whether the city owns the ment will be borne by the city
mately 100 gifted and talented entire building or just the li- and how much by the Hudson
new safety measures.
Early last week, city Fire pupils, the Hudson School has brary. The Hudson School pays School.
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It is nandatory for each family to sell at leest ten (10) ticket
per »onth. If ten 10 tickets ere not sold per month, you will
an additional ten (IC) tickets the following month

The parent handbook at St. Ann's School in Hoboken lists the duties of parents whose children
attend the school. Among these is an obiligation to work bingo and/or sell rattle tickets, or pay
fines. Such practices are deemed illegal by the New Jersey Bingo and Raffle Licensing Law

Pizzamakers pay the price of victory
By Jim DeRogati

Snow costs piled
as high as
By Bill Campbell
Hoboken spent about
$20,000 in storm-related expenses last month, half the
amount allocated in the municipal budget, after two storms
blanketed the city with more
than a foot of snow.
Public Works Director Roy
Haack said yesterday he will
submit storm-related overtime
payroll claims totalling $12,000
at Wednesday's City Council
meeting. The city will probably
spend another $8,000 for rented
equipment and towing service,
he said.
"As far as storm costs go,
I'd say we got off fairly well
with this one," Haack said
Haack called the overtime
claims "very reasonable" considering the amount of snow
that fell. H The bulk of the cost,
he said, was for plowing and
salting roads. In addition. Public Works employees responded to a dozen calls from police
involving icy conditions.
About 10 inches of snow
fell Jan. 22 and another two
inches fell four days later, before tempatures plummeted
creating icy conditions on
streets and sidewalks. City
workers salted and plowed

streets throughout the storms
and later embarked on an ambitious effort to clear Washington Street, the city's main
thoroughfare.
The city contracted a towing service to remove stranded
cars from piles of frozen snow
before clearing Washington
street with a rented backhoe
and two pickup trucks, said
Haack. The cars were returned
to within a block of where they
were parked and the owners
were not charged.
The towing service and
rented trucks should cost about
$8,000, Haack said, adding that
he expects to receive itemized
bills later today. The expenses
wiH be presented to the council Feb. 18.
"We were able to stay on
top of the storms and prevent a
costlier situation down the
road," Haack said.
Public Works employees
were also assigned to clear
snow and ice from arteries
leading in and out of the city.
Willow Avenue and 14th Street,
and schools and churches.
Haack said the city has
$40,000 budgeted for storm expenses. The overtime claims
will be addressed by the council during its session tomorrow.

Although the owners of
Mario's Classic Pizza in Hoboken were the winners of a large
bet on the Giants in the Super
Bowl, they're the ones who are
laying out the dough.
Looking "to do something
special" to celebrate the Giants' first Super Bowl, longtime
fans Mario Labunia and John
Lalicato, co-owners of Mario's
pizzeria near Seventh and Garden streets, called three Denver pizza parlors the week before the game and offered them
a bet.
If the Giants won, the Denver pizza parlors would pay the
Hoboken duo to make 50 pizzas
each, and if the Broncos won,
Labunia and Laljeato would,
pay them to do the same.' Both
the Hoboken and Denver football fans-pizzamakers agreed
that in either case, the pies
would go to benefit local homeless shelters or children's
hospitals.
In the wake of the Giants'

Joe Rutigliano, Mario Labunia and Sabido Amato prepara pies
for the homeless.

overwhelming victory two
weeks ago, Labunia and Lalicato have recieved checks from
each of the Denver pizzerias
and will begin making 150 pies
to deliver to homeless shelters
throughout Hudson County. Labunia said he will start today
by bringing 10 pizzas to the
Bishop Mahurter Shelter in
Hoboken and 25 pizzas to the
homeless shelter on Grove
Street in Downtown Jersey
City.
Over the course of the next
two weeks, Labunia said he
and his partner will deliver
pies to several other shelters in
Jersey City, Union City and
East Rutherford. The bulk of
the pies will be reserved for
Hoboken, however, and Labunia said shelter staffers "can
call any time they like and I'll
bring a stack of pies over."
Despite the work involved
in making 150 pizzas, Labunia
said he is "very happy" he
* made the bet and is able to
help less fortunate people in
the community.

Hoboken
may c/os<
2 schools
By Bill Campbell

Hoboken officials still
don't know whether they will
have to close a private grammar school and a state-funded
industrial school housed in a
building recently cited for fire
code violations.
They are asking the city's
Board of Education to give the
private Hudson School and the
state-funded Hoboken Industrial School permission to conduct classes in a public school
building if the violations cannot be corrected quickly.
"We are all working together to bring the building up to
code," said Richard Tremitiedi, fire official. "It's too soon
to say whether or not the building will have to be closed."
City and school representatives met for nearly three hours
yesterday to discuss the upgrading of the century-old Hoboken Public Library building,
which houses both schools.
Tremitiedi's inspection
last week revealed numerous
fire code violations, including
no approved fire alai..-. «ystem,
blocked fire doors and inauequate exits and exit signs.
"For the time being, the
Hudson School will continue
conducting classes in that
building," said Councilwoman
Helen Cunning. "We just can't
say what will happen, but there
are still a lot of unknown
factors."
The Hudson School,
withlOO students, has been
housed in the library building
since 1978. Tremitiedi said the
school was the target of an
anonymous complaint allegeding the code violations. The Industrial School, while not cited
in the complaint, is affected by
the violations.
Tremitiedi said the library
is not in violation of the code,
only those parts of the building
used for school purposes.
The city's law department
has been trying to determine
who is responsible for bringing
the building up to code, but
according to Cunning, "The
onus is most definately on the
city."
Suellen Newman, director
of the Hudson School, was unavailable for comment following the meeting. However, last
week she said "we will do everything we can to comply with
the requirements as quickly as
possible."

Critics ask Hoboken building inspector check
By Jim DeRogatis *

want to test and evaluate the
whole role of the construction
Two members of the Hobo- code official in the city and
ken City Council have called how he can operate more effifor a state inspection of the ciently," Pasculli said.
Hoboken Building Department
In a letter to Mayor Thomas
with hopes of reducing the Vezzetti, Newman and Pasculli
number of city-employed also called for the administrainspectors.
tion to establish a task force to
Councilmen Thomas New- "develop a comprehensive
man and Pat Pasculli said they analysis of the present situawill meet with officials of the tion, our needs for the future,
state Bureau of Construction and a plan of action for impleCode Enforcement in Trenton menting
t h e necessary
next week to request an audit changes."
of the workload and personnel
The Building Department
needs of the department. "We now has four full-time inspec-

tors earning $40,000 a year or
more, as well as two secretaries. The inspectors for plumbing, electrical work, and fire
safety are under the direction
of Construction Code Official
Alfred Arezzo, who wears three
other "hats" as building inspector, zoning code administrator and historic district
administrator.
According to Newman and
Paseulli, the Building Department should be self-sustaining
considering the amount of construction occurring in Hoboken
and the permit fees being col-

lected, but personnel costs "far
exceed" the revenue being taken in. Arezzo has frequently
said he is "overworked" and
has asked the mayor and council to hire more inspectors.
"We want an audit to find
out just what the workload is
and whether the personnel assigned to the office can meet
it," Newman said. "It might just
be an impossible job, and you
can't do t h e j o b if i t ' s
impossible."
Depending on what the
state audit reveals, Newman
and Pasculli believe it may be

more cost-effective for the city
to hire a state-licensed inspection agency which would perform the inspections for the
city and split the permit fee.
"We could eliminate the
cost of paying four inspectors
and turn the department into a
revenue-generating department," Pasculli said. "That's
especially important considering the current budget crunch."
Both Newman and Pasculli
have been persistent critics of
the Building Department and
Arezzo, who cannot be removed by either the council or

the mayor. Newman has frequently charged that Arezzo
has harassed some contractors
and developers while "going
easy" on others, and Pasculli
has called for revamping Areizos department several times.
The council members stressed
that they are concerned with
the effective operation of the
department and not with replacing Arezzo. however. "We
don't have an axe to grind. We
want to remain at arm's length
and have this (audit) done by an
impartial third party," Newman said.

Rossano, ?
Block fo run for
school board

Cartoonist proudly takes 'cheap shots'
By Jin Detogatis <? £ 7

{

You wont find any cute
round headed kids or sarcastic
cats starring in Hoboken cartoonist Jim Ryan's comic strips.
"I gave up the idea of drawing a strip with characters in it
a long time ago." the 26-yearold cartoonist said Ryan prefers "making comments on the
passing scene," and the topics
of his cartoons have included
big hair through history, Hoboken laundromats. New York
apartments in the summer, artists and "lowlife scum."
"I've been drawing comics
in one form or another since I
was a kid," said Ryan, who was
raised in Massachusetts but
moved to Hoboken in 1981. "In
the eighth grade, I drew a cartoon of Nixon holding his finger in a big dike labelled
Watergate."
The cartoon was published
by a local newspaper, but Ryan
didn't decide he wanted to
make his living by drawing
See CARTOONIST—Page It.
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THE HISTORY OF,

By J i n Deltogatu

The Committee for Quality
Education announced a slate of
three candidates yesterday in
the April 7 election for the Hoboken Board of Education
Candidates Michael Rossano, Dr. Carlos Perez and
Steve Block addressed a spirit
ed crowd of "•"-•••""•k • •
about 100 CQE
members at
Maxwell's resJim Ryan, MH-proclaimed "lowlife scum," c m m m . —
taurant dur
St«v« > l o c k
Cork*
the Hoboken and other social scenes through cartoon*.
ing a meeting
on the board for six long
last night The
three will be
years," Block was a vocal and
running for
persistent critic as a board
a omit mo, n»7
seats currentmember but resigned in the
ly held by
spring of 1985 because he beboard memlieved Cappiello would not rebe r s James M i c h o , , R o M O n o
appoint him
Hoboken cartoonist J.m Ryan troc.s t h . history of o t r ^ d in this "Ch.op Shot." .trip.
Monaco, AnAn urban specialist in
thony DeBari and Richard Enschool improvement with the
gland, board president.
state Department of Education,
CQE has become a powerBlock has worked as a public
ful political force in Hoboken
school teacher and was a
in the last year and April's
comics uniu w m m ,*. —
founding member of CQE. His
election is expected to be hotly
er. "My parents encouraged my playing a sense of the .
10-year-old son. Ben, attended
contested. The committee
comics, and like any kid, 1 re- "Make sure you write about
the Wallace School for throeelected two candidates, Joseph
belled against my parents," he how I killed a man in Reno just
years but is now enrolled in a
Rafter and Lourdes Arroyo, to
to
watch
him
die,"
he
joked.
said.
private school.
the board last April and has
But much of Ryan's work
"Somewhere along the line
Block said he hopes to
raised a war chest of more than
I got the idea that I wanted to has a serious underside, and
work to improve the school sys$15,000
for
the
coming
election
be a fine artist." Ryan studied the artist has a keen eye for
Rossano, 26, ran for the tem by drawing on his experipainting for several years at social observation. One of his
board
last April with Rafter ence as a board member and
Parsons School of Design in cartoons traced the genealogy
and Arroyo but was narrowly educator as well as on nationNew York, "but even then 1 of a Hoboken apartment from
defeated by James Farina. He wide research on what makes
would sit in the back of class the original German immiand his wife, Nancy, have 5- successful schools work.
and draw cartoons about stuff grants through the Irish, Ital"We know what to do, there
year-old twin daughters, Stephian
and
Spanish
families
who
the teacher was talking about"
is no magic," he said. "Our job
anie
and
Jennifer,
currently
When the teachers told followed The strip ended with
enrolled in kindergarten at St. as board members is to bring to
Ryan his cartoons were better the apartment's being convertthe public schools of Hoboken
Francis parochial school.
than his paintings, he finally ed to a condominium and an
those conditions which liberA
foreign
securities
coordiaccountant
moving
in.
decided to heed his true callate teachers to succeed, which
nator with a Wall Street firm,
Another Ryan drawing is
ing. He has since contributed
inspire parents to become full
Rossano
said
he
hopes
to
use
currently
on
display
in
the
wincomics to a variety of newspapartners, and which teach chilhis business experience as a
pers and magazines, including dow of the O Roe Electric Art
dren to love learning."
the last six school board elecSpace,
314
Monroe
St.,
as
a
part
board
member
to
bring
a
"comGuitar
World,
the
LA.
Weekly
By Bill Campbell
A key player in the movetions, and I feel it important to
mon sense" approach to runand a local weekly newspaper. of the "Heaven, Hell or Hoboment to elect Vezzetti, Block
run for a full term," England
ken"
exhibition.
A
huge
piece
ning
Hoboken's
troubled
Ryan
received
the
most
atHoboken Board of EducaBy Bill Campbell
has continued to serve as one oi
said.
school system, which consistention, however, from five prepared especially for the
tion President Richard Enthe mayor's closest advisors.
show,
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is
a
mock-up
of
French
Last
January,
after
voters
tently
ranks
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lowest
full-page
cartoons
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for
Hoboken
officials
and
representatives
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Hudson
gland, ending weeks of specuVezzetti strongly applauded
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posters
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shows
the
in a referendum overwhelmthe Village Voice, including
in the state on standardized
School, a private institution for gifted and talented chillation, yesterday announced he
Block as he spoke last night,
"Real
Estate
God"
displacing
ingly
agreed
to
expand
the
cartoon
essays
on
keeping
cool
test
scores.
dren, will conduct an emergency meeting today to deterwill seek reelection to the
two
Spanish
residents
from
a
in Manhattan in the summer
school board from seven to
"1 am a candidate for two but the mayor did not address
mine the fate of the school.
nine-member policy-making
the crowd himself,
brownstone about to be turned
(which
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a
woman
sitreasons,"
Rossano said "I have
nine
members
and
establish
an
The city's top fire code official, citing violations in the
body.
England, Monaco and Deinto
condominiums.
ting inside her refrigerator)
two daughters who deserve a
elected body, England was
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Developer suing city
State will
for sewerage hookup test city
By Bill Campbell
A Hoboken real estate developer is suing the city to ob
tain permits to connect his $10
million office building to the
municipal sewerage system
Gerald Baker, an attorney
and developer of the Baker Waterfront Plaza at 2 Hudson
Place, filed papers yesterday
in Hudson County Superior
Court demanding that the city
live up to its agreement to provide secondary sewage treat
ment for the eight-story
building.
Baker contends that the
city has violated a September
1985 agreement to provide an
interim or "package" treatment plant in the event the city
has not upgraded the municipal facility to a secondary level
by the time the building is set
to open He charges that the
city hasn't cooperated with his
requests to establish a package
plant
"What's going to happen is
that we'll have a nice big build
ing on the waterfront with no
sewer hookup," he said
The suit is expected to set a
precedent for other developers
who have sewage exemption

Suit is expected
to set precedent
applications pending with Hoboken Public Works Director
Roy Haack has said 11 regional
projects are awaiting review.
The Hoboken plant also serves
I'nion City, Weehawken. Gut
tcnberg and parts of North
Bergen
The suit, filed on behalf of
owners Baker, Sylvia Baker,
the Robert Baker Family Trust,
Harvey Oshins and Louis
March, names as defendants
Haack, state Department of Environmental Protection Chief
Leroy Cattaneo and the Hudson County Utilities Authority.
Baker's suit is the latest
volley in continuing litigation
over the city's efforts to comply
with the federal Clean Water
Act and provide secondary
sewage treatment by July 1988
The act, adopted by Congress
in the 1970s, requires municipalities to upgrade their treat-

ment to secondary systems, a
level that removes 85 percent
of waste water pollutants.
Hoboken is already embroiled in suits with the DEP
and the federal Environmental
Protection Agency over compliance and with an engineering
firm that once held the contract to build the proposed secondary sewage t r e a t m e n t
plant
The 14-page Baker suit,
which was filed before Assignment Judge Burrell lves Humphreys, asks that Haack meet
with Baker's engineer «to review plans for the package
plant, that the city approve a
site for the plant and electrical
hookup and that the city grant a
sewer extension permit.
"The City Council has
agreed to the package plant for
us, we have given the city a
$150,000 letter of credit to build

the plant and now we are asking the city to live up to the
agreement," Baker said
In 1985, Hoboken was
banned by the state from issuing permits allowing developers to hook newly constructed
or rehabilitated buildings into
the municipal sewage lines.
Baker, though, was granted a
sewage hookup application
from Cattaneo in September
1985, when the developer
agreed to install the package
plant and the city agreed to
enter into an administrative
consent order with the DKP.
The consent agreement,
signed in January 1986, established a timetable for repairs
to the city's sewerage system. It
also allowed real estate development so long as developers
agreed to purchase a package
plant.
But the DEP last summer
cited the city for violating the
consent order and again
banned the city from issuing
hookup permits The DEP said
the city failed to submit plans
to rehabilitate tide gates, regulators and a pumping station.
In addition, the DEP rejected
the city's plans to upgrade the
See DEVELOPER—Page It.

schools
By Jim DeRagatis
A team from the state Department of Education will arrive in Hoboken today to begin
an intensive evaluation of the
school system and the factors
that caused it to lose its
certification
Superintendent of Schools
Walter Fine said last week that
the Hoboken school system
failed to obtain state certification and has been placed in
"Level 3" status, necessitating
an inspection by a state team of
all aspects of the systems
operations.
Twelve school districts out
or nearly 500 statewide are
classified as Level 3, including
Jersey City and North Bergen.
The Hoboken system has consistently ranked among the
lowest in the state in recent
years based on the students'

scores on standardized basic
skills tests.
The state team is expected
to examine curriculum, facilities and teaching and administrative staffs at Hoboken public schools and probe for any
evidence of poor educational
methods or political interference in the system When the
inspection is completed, the
team will issue a public report
listing recommendations for
improvements.
Hoboken will then have
one year to show it has made
the necessary improvements or
it could be subject to a state
takeover of the school system
Special state legislation needs
to be passed before the state
can intervene and operate
school districts for five years
as Gov Thomas H. Kean and
Education Commissioner Saul
Set STATE—Page 8.

State will test Hoboken's schools
Continued from Page 1

Cooperman have recommended be done.
Fine said the standardised
test scores caused the Hoboken
school system to fall to Level 3.
"It was the only element we
failed out of 10," he said. "H is
the most important element,
and it is always depressing to
me when we do not pass the
test, but 1 think the system has
improved dramatically since
last year."
The results of the latest
High School Proficieny Tests,
which were presented to the
public by the Board of Education last November, ranked Hoboken's ninth graders 263rd out
of 270 districts in the state. Of
the Hoboken students tested,
only 20.3 percent passed all
three parts of the test, reading,
writing, and mathematics.
Standardized test scores
for third- and sixth-graders

were similarly below most of
the other school districts. Although the scores are below
state norms, they have been
steadily rising over the past
three years.
According to Fine, a team
made up of compliance officers
from the state Department of
Education and educators from
other school districts around
the state will begin an examiniation of the Hoboken schools
this week. "They are going to
come in and take a detailed
look at our operations," he
said. "They are authorized to
talk to everyone from janitors
to members of the Board of
Education and the mayor."
Fine said he "welcomes"

the state inspectors and hopes
they will be able to indicate
areas for positive changes in
the system. "It is possible that
they will come in and point out
things that we haven't been
seeing," he said. "If it is something that is going to help improve the schools, then I accept
it in that context."
Fine has called on several
oecassions for a complete analysis of the Hoboken system and
a better working relationship
between parents and educators
as ways of improving education
in the city.
Board president Richard
England said he is also "hoping
for the best" from the state

inspection. "Were a long way
from state takeover, and 1 believe the state team will only
come in and point out areas for
improvements which we are
anxious to make anyway."
Critics of the Hoboken
school system are also welcoming the state inspection.
"This is the first time that
we're going to have a fresh,
independent team of educators
with a broad mandate to come
in and take a good look at
things," said Steve Block, a persistent critic of the board and a
leader in the Committee for
Quality Education i believe
they're going to find a lot of the
things that we've been yelling
about for years."

City acts to quash waterfront foes

Ptxito by Mort WyvtHe

Construction of Baker Waterfront Plaza in Hoboken is well
under way for a July completion but, without the city's promised
sewage services, it will not be permitted to open.

Developer suing
city for sewerage
Continued from Page 1
plant, calling them not biddable or construct able.
Cattaneo, in a Jan. 21 letter
to Baker, cited the violations
and concluded, "Consequently,
an operational permit for the
connection serving 2 Hudson
Place cannot be issued at this
time '
Cattaneo could not be
reach.d for comment, but
Haack said the city has fallen
"so far behind" on the consent
order that the DEP has refused
to consider issuing hookup
permits.
"The city's position is that
we want development, but the
DEP is holding us to the letter
of the consent order," Haack
said.
Baker argues that his
agreement is still valid, despite
tne city's violations He further
said that the city's failure to
establish a package plant has
jeopardized $10 million in
state Economic Development
Authority tax exempt bonds

and a $547,000 Urban Development Action Grant, since both
were approved for the project
only after the package facility
plan was set.
"This suit is the pre-emptive strike," Baker said. "Right
now, the financing is in place,
but we are also looking at a
completion date of this July."
He said he has already
spent $2.5 million on the
project.
The city must respond to
Baker's suit by Feb. 11.
Ground was broken on Baker Waterfront Plaza last May.
The plans call for 92,000 square
feet of commercial and retail
space housed in a Victorian
facade of red brick and granite.

By Jim DeKogatis (J */i/./s.->lby attorneys for the city and the
a y / / » / p A. but postponed ruling on
H boken and the Port Au- the motions until Feb. 27.
The city's
city motion asks the
thority asked a Hudson County
judge
to
dismiss the suit be
Superior C urt judge yesterday
to dismiss a suit by a local cause PASS did not follow the
citizens group attempting to proper procedures for filing a
eject the P.A. from city-owned citizens' class action suit. PASS
attorney Richard Seltzer subpiers.
filed a motion for
People Advocating Sane sequently
class
action
The
Solutions, an offshoot of the judge is also certification.
expected to rule
pro-development citizens on that motion at the next
group Help Hoboken Housing, hearing.
has filed a class action suit
The P.A.'s motion claims
attempting to eject the P.A. the PASS suit is invalid beTrom the city's waterfront be- cause the authority has not brocause they claim the authority ken the lease. P.A. attorneys
has broken its lease.
have also pointed out that the
The P.A. and the city are lease has no mechanism for
negotiating a restated lease to ejection or eviction.
The P.A. occupies three
the piers that would allow the
authority to build a massive, city-owned piers under the
$600 million mixed-use devel- terms of a 1952 lease between
opment. PASS is opposed to the the authority, the city and the
development and sees the law- federal government. Under the
suit as a way of blocking the terms of the lease, the P.A. retains control of the waterfront
P.A.'s plans.
Both the P.A. and the city until 2002 for the purposes ot
have filed motions to dismiss operating a marine cargo
the suit. Judge John McLaugh- terminal.
The piers have been dorlin yesterday heard arguments

P.A. tries
to settle
pier suit
By Jim DeRogatis
Hoboken and the Port Authority may attempt to break a
deadlock on waterfront development negotiations by settling
a lawsuit over $7.5 million the
P.A. may owe the city.
The city is suing the P.A. to
recover $7.5 million in insurance funds that the authority
collected after the city-owned
Pier B was destroyed by fire in
1980. The P.A. has offered to
settle the suit and provide the
city with some $5 million.
While several City Council
members called the offer "unacceptable because of the
strings attached," the council
will meet next week to determine its next move.
The council met in closed
session for two hours last night
to discuss how the lawsuit
could affect negotiations on the
See P.A.—Page 12.

mant for several decades, however, and the P.A. now hopes to
develop the waterfront. Plans
call for a series of highrise office buildings, 1,200 luxury
housing units, a marina and a
hotel, but the city must approve
a restated lease before the development can occur.
The city and the authority
have been attempting to negotiate a new lease for three years
with little success. While some
progress was made last summer, negotiations have been
halted for the last few months
in the wake of a controversy
over $7.5 million in insurance
funds the authority may owe
the city.
The PASS suit asks that the
P.A. be ejected from the piers
because it has violated the '52
lease by failing to operate a
marine terminal. Seltzer contends the authority is using the
lease to hold "an unfair monopoly of Hoboken's most valuable
land."
"The P.A. has manipulated
the intentions of the lease for
their own self-interest to en-

able them to control and monitor real estate development,"
Seltzer has charged.
PASS is opposed to the P.A.
as a developer because it
claims the authority could not
be properly controlled by the
city and the P.A. project could
cost the city more than it would
provide in revenue because o(
the increased services such as
police and fire protection and
garbage removal that would be
needed.
The group has filed a second lawsuit against the P.A.
attempting to recover the $7.5
million in insurance money.
The PA. collected the funds
after Pier B was destroyed by
fire in 1980. and PASS has
charged that the money should
have been turned over to the
city.
The city filed a crossclaim,
joining the suit on the side of
PASS, but city negotiators are
considering a possible agreement with the P.A. whereby the
city would drop the suit if the
authority turned over all or
part of the money.

P.A. offering $5M in suit
Continued from Page 1
proposed development Talks
on a restated lease that would
allow the P.A. to build a massive $600 million "world-class
project" on the southern half of
the Hoboken waterfront have
been deadlocked for several
weeks because of the insurance funds controversy.
In an effort to break the
deadlock, PA. officials have offered to settle the insurance
issue by creating an escrow account for Hoboken with $2.5
million to apply to the 1987
budget, and thus lower the
city's property tax rate, and
$2.5 million "to a schedule of
public space improvements, especially (a) waterfront park,
• that are project-related," according to a memo obtained by
The Jersey Journal.
Sources said the terms of
the settlement make several
strong demands and set a strict
timetable for the city,
including:
• that the city agree to the
settlement by Feb. 13;
• that the city support the
dismissal of the lawsuit by Feb.
2C;

• that the city agree to meet
with the P.A. at least twice a
week to negotiate an agreement on the waterfront development by April 20.
Several council members
said the P.A.'s proposal was
"unacceptable" because of the
demands, but they added that
the city may be able to negotiate an equitable settlement,
saving the expense and time of
a court battle and allowing waterfront development negotiations to proceed.
A source close to the negotiations described the P.A.'s offer as a "first step" toward
breaking the deadlock. The authority "is only saying, Here,
try this out.' It's not a take it or
leave it situation," he said.
But one council member
said he sees "no reason why the
city should have to make any
agreements concerning the development before the P.A.
gives us back what is rightfully
ours in the first place."
The council put off any decision on settling the lawsuit
until after City Law Director
William Graves reviews the
P A ' s offer. The council will

meet again in closed session
Wednesday to p r e p a r e a
response.
Following the closed meeting, the council voted in open,
session to ratify a contract hiring city planner Ralph Selig-?
man as a consultant for the
Community
Development
Agency. The contract was tabled several weeks ago when a
question arose over whether
Seligman would be guilty of a
conflict of interest because he
also holds a contract as a consultant to the Planning Board.
The council also voted to
introduce an ordinance sponsored by Councilman Thomas
Newman to make parking on
River Street between Newark
and Fourth streets legal to ease
the parking crisis in the downtown area.
Another proposal by Newman to allow parking on the
east side of Hudson Street was
tabled until Fire Chief James
Houn could be questioned concerning fire engines' ability to
navigate the street.
The parking would be for
residents and wouldn't be metered, officials said.

Soviets
get toe
hold at
otevens
By Jim DeRogatis
The Russians are
coming, the Russians are
coming!
A group of 22 ballet
students from the Soviet
Union will arrive in Hoboken tomorrow as part
of a three-day visit to the
New York area sponsored by an international
cultural
exchange
program.
The students, boys
and girls ages 14 to 18,
study ballet at the internationally known Perm
school, located about 000
miles east of Moscow.
They are on a twoweek tour of the United
Mates sponsored by
Friendship Ambassadors of Montclair, a nonprofit cultural exchange
program which arranges
tor American and Russian students in the performing arts to visit each
other's countries to imSee SOVIETS-Page It

Soviets
get toe
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Stevens
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prove
international
relations.
Stevens Institute of
Technology will host the
dancers, plus 11 "chaperones," in the school's
dormitories on Castle
Point. The students are
expected to arrive tomorrow night and stay
through Tuesday, visiting a number of performing arts schools and theaters in the New York
area.
The group is not
scheduled to perform in
Hoboken, altough Stevens President Kenneth
Rogers will host a dinner
for the students tomorrow. Stevens spokesman
Robert Mitchell said the
Russians will have an opportunity to meet and
talk with Stevens students, and Rogers will
present each of them
with a Stevens t-shirt
Allan Hale, spokesman for Friendship Ambassadors, said Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev has agreed to allow
300 Russian artists to visit the United States this
year. The group which
will visit Stevens is the
first to come this year
under Gorbachev's relaxed cultural exchange
. provisions.
Among the places the
ballet students will visit
while in the New York
area are the Julliard
School of Music and the
Dance Theater of Harlem. The group is scheduled to leave the area
Tuesday to visit Hershey,
Pa
Other stops on the
tour include New Harmony, lnd., and Washington DC, where they will
perform at the Kennedy
Center, Hale said.
Friendship Ambassadors will be responsible for bringing some 100
Soviet artists to the U.S.
this year.

Developer suing city
State will
for sewerage hookup test citv
Suit is expected
schools
to set precedent
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A Hoboken real estate developer is suing the city to obtain permits to connect his $10
million office building to the
municipal sewerage system
Gerald Baker, an attorney
and developer of the Baker Waterfront Plaza at 2 Hudson
Place, filed papers yesterday
in Hudson County Superior
Court demanding that the city
live up to its agreement to provide secondary sewage treatment for the eight story
building.
Baker contends that the
city has violated a September
1985 agreement to provide an
interim or "package" treatment plant in the event the city
has not upgraded the municipal facility to a secondary level
by the time the building is set
to open. He charges that the
city hasn't cooperated with his
requests to establish a package
plant
"What's going to happen is
that we'll have a nice big building on the waterfront with no
sewer hookup." he said
The suit is expected to set a
precedent for other developers
who have sewage exemption

/

__

applications pending with Hoboken Public Works Director
Roy Haack has said 11 regional
projects are awaiting review.
The Hoboken plant also serves
I'nion City, Weehawken. Guttenbcrg and parts of North
Bergen
The suit, filed on behalTof
owners Baker, Sylvia Baker,
the Robert Baker Family Trust,
Harvey Oshins and Louis
March, names as defendants
Haack, state Department of Environmental Protection Chief
I^eroy Cattaneo and the Hudson County Utilities Authority
Baker's suit is the latest
volley in continuing litigation
over the city's efforts to comply
with the federal Clean Water
Act and provide secondary
sewage treatment by July 1988
The act, adopted by Congress
in the 1970s, requires municipalities to upgrade their treat-

ment to secondary systems, a
level that removes 85 percent
of waste water pollutants.
Hoboken is already embroiled in suits with the DEP
and the federal Environmental
Protection Agency over compliance and with an engineering
firm that once held the contract to build the proposed secondary sewage treatment
plant.
The 14-page Baker suit,
which was filed before Assignment Judge Burrell lves Humphreys, asks that Haack meet
with Baker's engineer to review plans lor the package
plant, that the city approve a
site for the plant and electrical
hookup and that the city grunt a
sewer extension permit.
"The City Council has
agreed to the package plant for
us, we have given the city a
$150,000 letter of credit to build

t U n rtinm* n n *4
^ . _ . __.„
_ _ 1the
plant and now
we are asking the city to live up to the
agreement. Baker said
In 1985, Hoboken was
banned by the state from issuing permits allowing developers to hook newly constructed
or rehabilitated buildings into
the municipal sewage lines
Baker, though, was granted a
sewage hookup application
from Cattaneo in September
1985, when the developer
agreed to install the package
plant and the city agreed to
enter into an administrative
consent order with the DEP.
The consent agreement,
signed in January 1986, established a timetable fcr repairs
to the city's sewerage system. It
also allowed real estate development so long as developers
agreed to purchase a package
plant
But the DEP last summer
cited the city for violating the
consent order and again
banned the city from issuing
hookup permits. The DEP said
the city failed to submit plans
to rehabilitate tide gates, regulators and a pumping station.
In addition, the DEP rejected
the city's plans to upgrade the
See DEVELOPER—Page 10.
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By Jim DeRogatis

A team from the state Department of Education will arrive in Hoboken today to begin
an intensive evaluation of the
school system and the factors
that caused it to lose its
certification
Superintendent of Schools
Walter Fine said last week that
the Hoboken school system
failed to obtain state certification and has been placed in
"Level 3" status, necessitating
an inspection by a state team of
all aspects of the system's
operations.
Twelve school districts out
of nearly 500 statewide are
classified as Level 3, including
Jersey City and North Bergen.
The Hoboken system has consistently ranked among the
lowest in the state in recent
years based on the students'

scores on standardized basic
skills tests.
The stale team is expected
to examine curriculum, facilities and teaching and administrative staffs at Hoboken pub
lie schools and probe for any
evidence of poor educational
methods or political interference in the system When the
inspection is completed, the
team will issue a public report
listing recommendations for
improvements.
Hoboken will then have
one year to show it has made
the necessary improvements or
it could be subject to a state
takeover of the school system
Special state legislation needs
to be passed before the state
can intervene and operate
school districts for five years
as Gov. Thomas H. Kean and
Education Commissioner Saul
See STATE—Page 6.

State will test Hoboken's schools
Continued from Page 1
Cooperman have recommended be done.
Fine said the standardized
test scores caused the Hoboken
school system to fall to Level 3.
"It was the only element we
failed out of 10," he said. "It is
the most important element,
and it is always depressing to
me when we do not pass the
test, but I think the system has
improved dramatically since
last year."
The results of the latest
High School Proficieny Tests,
which were presented to the
public by the Board of Education last November, ranked Hoboken's ninth graders 263rd out
of 270 districts in the state. Of
the Hoboken students tested,
only 20.3 percent passed all
three parts of the test, reading,
writing, and mathematics.
Standardized test scores
for third- and sixth-graders

were similarly below most of
the other school districts. Although the scores are below
state norms, they have been
steadily rising over the past
three years.
According to Fine, a team
made up of compliance officers
from the state Department of
Education and educators from
other school districts around
the state will begin an examiniation of the Hoboken schools
this week. "They are going to
come in and take a detailed
look a t our operations," he
said. "They are authorized to
talk to everyone from janitors
to members of the Board of
Education and the mayor."
Fine said he "welcomes"

the state inspectors and hopes
they will be able to indicate
areas for positive changes in
the system. "It is possible that
they will come in and point out
things that we haven't been
seeing," he said. "If it is something that is going to help improve the schools, then I accept
it in that context '
Fine has called on several
occassions for a complete analysis of the Hoboken system and
a better working relationship
between parents and educators
as ways of improving education
in the city.
Board president Richard
England said he is also "hoping
for the best" from the state

inspection. "We're a long way
from state takeover, and I believe the state team will only
come in and point out areas for
improvements which we are
anxious to make anyway."
Critics of the Hoboken
school system are also welcoming the state inspection.
"This is the first time that
we're going to have a fresh,
independent team of educators
with a broad mandate to come
in and take a good look at
things," said Steve Block, a persistent critic of the board and a
leader in the Committee for
Quality Education "I believe
they're going to find a lot of the
things that we've been yelling
about for years."

City acts to quash waterfront foes
;atis (J *')//oU~)by
By Jim DcRogati
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Construction of Baker Waterfront Plaza in Hoboken is well
under way (or a July completion but, without the city's promised
sewage services, it will not be permitted to open.

Developer suing
city for sewerage
Continued from Page 1
plant, calling them not biddable or constructablc-.
Cattaneo, in a .Ian 21 letter
to Baker, cited the violations
and concluded. "Consequently,
an operational permit for the
connection serving 2 Hudson
Place cannot be issued ;it this
lime."
Cattaneo could not be
reached for comment, but
Haack said the city has fallen
"so far behind" on the consent
order that the DEP has refused
to consider issuing hookup
permits
"The city's position is that
we want development, but the
DEP is holding us to the letter
of the consent order." Haack
said.
Baker argues that his
agreement is still valid, despite
tne city's violations He further
said that the city's failure to
establish a package plant has
jeopardized $10 million in
state Economic Development
Authority tax exempt bonds

and a $547,000 Urban Development Action-Grant, since both
were approved for the project
only after the package facility
plan was set.
"This suit is the pre-emptive strike," Baker said. "Right
now, the financing is in place,
but we are also looking at a
completion date of this July."
He said he has already
spent $2.5 million on the
project
The city must respond to
Baker's suit by Feb. 11.
Ground was broken on Baker Waterfront Plaza last May.
The plans call for 92,000 square
feet of commercial and retail
space housed in a Victorian
facade of red brick and granite.

H boken and the Port Authority asked a Hudson County
Superior C urt judge yesterday
to dismiss a suit by a local
citizens group attempting to
eject the PA. from city-owned
"piers.
People Advocating Sane
Solutions, an offshoot of the
pro-development citizens
group Help Hoboken Housing,
has filed a class action suit
attempting to eject the PA.
from the city's waterfront because they claim the authority
has broken its lease.
The PA. and the city are
negotiating a restated lease to
the piers that would allow the
authority to build a massive,
$600 million mixed-use development. PASS is opposed to the
development and sees the lawsuit as a way of blocking the
P.A.'s plans.
Both the PA. and the city
have filed motions to dismiss
the suit. Judge John McLaughlin yesterday heard arguments

PA. tries
to settle
pier suit
By Jim DeRogatis^
Hoboken and the Port Authority may attempt to break a
deadlock on waterfront development negotiations by settling
a lawsuit over $7.5 million the
PA may owe the city.
The city is suing the P.A. to
recover $7.5 million in insurance funds that the authority
collected after the city-owned
Pier B was destroyed by fire in
1980. The P.A. has offered to
settle the suit and provide the
city with some $5 million.
While several City Council
members called the offer "unacceptable because of the
strings attached," the council
will meet next week to determine its next move.
The council met in closed
session for two hours last night
to discuss how the lawsuit
could affect negotiations on the
See P.A.—Page 12.

attorneys for the city and tin
but postponed ruling on
the motions until Feb. 27.
The city's motion asks the
judge to dismiss the suit be
cause PASS did not follow the
proper procedures for filing a
citizens' class action suit. PASS
attorney Richard Seltzer subsequently filed a motion for
class action certification. The
judge is also expected to rule
on that motion at the next
hearing.
The P.A.'s motion claims
the PASS suit is invalid because the authority has not broken the lease. PA. attorneys
have also pointed out that the
lease has no mechanism for
ejection or eviction.
The PA. occupies three
city-owned piers under the
terms of a 1952 lease between
the authority, the city and the
federal government. Under the
terms of the lease, the PA. retains control of the waterfront
until 2002 for the purposes ol
operating a marine cargo
terminal.
The piers have been dor-

mant for several decades, however, and the PA now hopes to
develop the waterfront Plans
call for a series of highrise office buildings, 1,200 luxury
housing units, a marina and a
hotel, but the city must approve
a restated lease before the development can occur.
The city and the authority
have been attempting to negotiate a new lease for three years
with little success. While some
progress was made last summer, negotiations have been
halted for the last few months
in the wake of a controversy
over $7 5 million in insurance
funds the authority may owe
the city.
The PASS suit asks that the
PA. be ejected from the piers
because it has violated the '52
lease by failing to operate a
marine terminal Seltzer contends the authority is using the
lease to hold "an unfair monopoly of Hoboken's most valuable
land."
"The PA. has manipulated
the intentions of the lease for
their own self-interest to en-

able them to control and monitor real estate development,"
Seltzer has charged.
PASS is opposed to the P.A.
as a developer because it
claims the authority could not
be properly controlled by the
city and the P.A. project could
cost the city more than it would
provide in revenue because of
the increased services such as
police and fire protection and
garbage removal that would be
needed.
The group has filed a second lawsuit against the P.A.
attempting to recover the $7.5
million in insurance money.
The P.A. collected the funds
after Pier B was destroyed by
fire in 1980. and PASS has
charged that the money should
have been turned over to the
city.
The city filed a crossclaim,
joining the suit on the side of
PASS, but city negotiators are
considering a possible agreement with the P.A. whereby the
city would drop the suit if the
authority turned over all or
part of the money.

P.A. offering $5M in suit
Continued from Page 1
proposed development Talks
on a restated lease that would
allow the P.A. to build a massive $600 million "world-class
project" on the southern half of
the Hoboken waterfront have
been deadlocked for several
weeks because of the insurance funds controversy.
In an effort to break the
deadlock, P.A. officials have offered to settle the insurance
issue by creating an escrow account for Hoboken with $2.5
million to apply to the 1987
budget, and thus lower the
city's property tax rate, and
$2.5 million "to a schedule of
public space improvements, especially (a) waterfront park,
•that are project-related," according to a memo obtained by
The Jersey Journal.
Sources said the terms of
the settlement make several
strong demands and set a strict
timetable for t h e city,
including:
• that the city agree to the
settlement by Feb. 13;
• that the city support the
dismissal of the lawsuit by Feb.
2C:

e that the city agree to meet
with the P.A. at least twice a
week to negotiate an agreement on the waterfront development by April 20.
Several council members
said the P.A.'s proposal was
"unacceptable" because of the
demands, but they added that
the city may be able to negotiate an equitable settlement,
saving the expense and time of
a court battle and allowing waterfront development negotiations to proceed.
A source close to the negotiations described the P. A.'s offer as a "first step" toward
breaking the deadlock. The authority "is only saying, "Here,
try this out' It's not a take it or
leave it situation," he said.
But one council member
said he sees "no reason why the
city should have to make any
agreements concerning the development before the P.A.
gives us back what is rightfully
ours in the first place."
The council put off any decision on settling the lawsuit
until after City Law Director
William Graves reviews the
P A ' s offer. The council will

meet again in closed session
Wednesday t o p r e p a r e a
response.
Following the closed meeting, the council voted in open
session to ratify a contract hiring city planner Ralph Seligman as a consultant for the
Community
Development
Agency. The contract was tabled several weeks ago when a
question arose over whether
Seligman would be guilty of a
conflict of interest because he
also holds a contract as a consultant to the Planning Board.
The council also voted to
introduce an ordinance sponsored by Councilman Thomas
Newman to make parking on
River Street between Newark
and Fourth streets legal to ease
the parking crisis in the downtown area.
Another proposal by Newman to allow parking on the
east side of Hudson Street was
tabled until Fire Chief James
Houn could be questioned concerning fire engines" ability to
navigate the street.
The parking would be for
residents and wouldn't be metered, officials said.

Soviets
get toe

hold at
otevens
By Jim DeRogatis
The Russians are
coming, the Russians are
coming!
A group of 22 ballet
students from the Soviet
Union will arrive in Hoboken tomorrow as part
of a three-day visit to the
New York area sponsored by an international
cultural
exchange
program.
The students, boys
and girls ages 14 to 18
study ballet at the internationally known Perm
school, located about 600
miles east of Moscow.
They are on a twoweek tour of the United
Mates sponsored by
Friendship Ambassadors of Montclair, a nonprofit cultural exchange
program which arranges
tor American and Russian students in the performing arts to visit each
other's countries to im8ee SOVIETS—Page 11
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prove
international
relations.
Stevens Institute of
Technology will host the
dancers, plus 11 "chaperones." in the school's
dormitories on Castle
Point. The students are
expected to arrive tomorrow night and stay
through Tuesday, visiting a number of performing arts schools and theaters in the New York
area.
The group is not
scheduled to perform in
Hoboken, altough Stevens President Kenneth
Rogers will host a dinner
for the students tomorrow Stevens spokesman
Robert Mitchell said the
Russians will have an opportunity to meet and
talk with Stevens students, and Rogers will
present each of them
with a Stevens t-shirt.
Allan Hale, spokesman for Friendship Ambassadors, said Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev has agreed to allow
300 Russian artists to visit the United States this
year. The group which
will visit Stevens is the
lirst to come this year
under Gorbachev's relaxed cultural exchange
• provisions.
Among the places the
ballet students will visit
while in the New York
area are the Julliard
School of Music and the
Dance Theater of Harlem. The group is scheduled to leave the area
Tuesday to visit Hershey,
Pa
Other stops on the
tour include New Harmony, Ind., and Washington DC. where they will
perform at the Kennedy
Center, Hale said.
Friendship Ambassadors will be responsible for bringing some 100
Soviet artists to the U.S.
this year.

S ? ^ ? ? «5 ^Hudson
--~ — tw*vu» Institute of
Technology for the next few
weeks while the eentur>4ld
Wilding that houses their
w-hool is brought up to fire
Following a series of inspections, city officials or-

S
, t ^ p n v a t e «™™*ar
school1 s 100 students to vacate
classrooms in the city-owned
building at Sixth Street and
Park Avenue until a new fire
alarm system, fire doors and
tire walls are installed The
Hudson School is located in the
same building that houses the
Hoboken Industrial School and
the public library.

S"£^,^

Officials said the library
can remain open while the
code violations are eliminated
because proper exits exist, but
the Industrial School has also
been ordered to leave the
building and classes have been
cancelled for the next three
weeks The Industrial School's
evening classes attract about
100 adult students
The Hudson School and the
Industrial School utilize space
in the back portion of the li
brary building
Hudson School director
Suellen Newman accepted an
offer from Stevens Tech Presi
dent Kenneth Rogers to use
space in one of the auditoriums
at the Stevens Center building
The Hudson School, which offers a curriculum for gifted and

lle

talented children, will continue to hold classes on the college campus until the city allows it to return to the library
building
Deputy Fire Chief Richard
Tnmitiedi said the building
should be brought up to fire
safety standards in »
f^.e
weeks if work pn.
as
scheduled The city has hired
an architechtural firm, the
Gale Corp. of Baskin Ridge, to
prepare plans for installing
new fire doors and fire walls
Meanwhile. Frank "Pupie"
Raia. a Hoboken developer,
has offered to donate the necessary work
i toured the building and
there are definitely violations
there,' Raia said. "I'm offering
to help fix the violations be-

e

9 l Millions bogged down inlewers

I'm concerned lor tne
safety of those kids."

The controversy over the
lire violations has raised questions about how the Hudson
School came to be located in
the city building. Although the
school has been at its present
location since 1978. city Law
Director William Graves said
"no one has been able to produce a written lease."
The Hudson School reportedly had a verbal agreement
with former Mayor Steve Cappiello and the Industrial
School to occupy the city space
in return for paying maintenance and general upkeep expenses for the building But
Graves said it is also unclear
whether the Industrial School
has a lease to the building.

Barry bids for Observer project
By Bill Campbell
The real estate developer
who spurred Hoboken's proposed Observer Highway Redevelopment Plan yesterday said
the city should consider "givebacks" as well as revenues
when selecting a developer for
the three block site
Joseph Barry, president of
Applied Housing Associates
and a potential bidder on the
redevelopment site, told the
Planning Board yesterday that
the plan should provide a maximum amount of affordable
housing and other benefits for

Hoboken residents
This
board has the responsibility to
recommend to the City Council
the destiny of future development." Barry said I cant urge
you strongly enough to make
this plan a pilot project to be
used throughout the nation "
The redevelopment plan
was formally presented to the
Planning Board's Site Plan and
Review Committee yesterday
by Community Development
Agency consultant Robert
Armstrong The plan to develop a mixed project of "affordable" and moderate-income
housing was unveiled Wednes-

6h

day at a City Hall news
conference
Barry and a handful of other developers attended yesterday's hour-long presentation.
The meeting was the first
step in formulating a redevelopment plan for a section of
Observer Highway which has
been designated as blighted
since 1972 By April, the city
plans to issue a request for
proposals for development of
the area along Observer Highway between Bloomfield Street
and Willow Avenue
Barry, whose firm owns
See BARRY—Page 25.
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Barry makes a pitch
city should not give in to the
(ontinurO from Page I
"super-heated speculative real
and manages some 1,200 federestate market' and award the
ally subsidized housing units,
project to the highest bidder
lastJuly proposed a $60 million
'When we discuss competi5l5mni"t market rate and aftion we should not just discuss
fordable' rental project on the
dollars, but also what this pro
site The plan included 115
ject means to the city in afford
unjjts of affordable rental
able housing and amenities,
housing
.
Barry said.
lie urged the City Council
He maintained that nis
to designate him exclusive site
firm has a track record of prodeveloper.
viding affordable housing units
However, as political presand can design a project to suit
sure mounted, the council
the city's needs.
agreed to seek alternate pro
Heal estate developers and
posals before designating a de- municipal officials have specuveloper Barry said he believed
lated that the request for pro
his'project could stand up to posals may spark a bidding
competition.
vvar City officials have said
The redevelopment plan
New York City developers
calls for 480 units, 20 percent of
Helmsley-Spear and Starrett
Housing have already inquired
which would be designated as
about the site.
•affordable" The affordable
Barry told the board that
uniis would be cross-subsidized by market rate housing his firm "would present a new
plan to develop the 2.5-acre
and a $3 million federal Houssite "that will knock your socks
in&'Oevelopment Action Grant
off" He- said the bidding pro
the city received last fall
cess prohibited him from elabThe plan permits develop
orating on the proposal.
ers to build a series of 11- to 17
Help Hoboken Housing, a
storv buildings along Observer
Highway. A parking formula ol coalition of developers and
one space per housing unit is property owners, is also expected to present a proposal
also included in the plan
' Barry yesterday sain tne
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Looking like giant building blocks abandoned by a child, the
Skyline project stands unfinished in Hoboken because connections to city sewers cannot be made.

Schools budget may boost taxes
By Jim DeRogati£\
DeRogatis J
The Hoboken Board of
Education approved a preliminary budget last night that
could cause a $15 jump in the
1987 tax rate.
School trustees approved a
budget of $25,775,207 for the
1987-88 school year by a vote of
5-2 during their regular meeting at board headquarters. Although the budget represents
an overall decrease from last
year's figure, the amount of
moncv that would be raised by

taxation has risen by more than
$2.6 million, representing a
hike in the tax rute of approximately $15 per $1,000 of assessed valuation.
Board President Richard
England said he is "satisfied
that the board has made all of
the cuts possible."
Trustees trimmed more
than $903,000 from last year's
budget, and England said "at
least 51 employees will have to
laid off" unless a recently approved retirement plan encourages a "significant num-

ber" of senior employees to
leave.
But board member Joseph
Rafter strongly criticized the
budget.
"1 don't see how we can
pass this budget on to the public when we're offering decreased services and asking
them for more money,' he said.
Rafter and trustee Lourdes Arroyo cast the two "no" votes.
"This is another dead-ofthe-night deal. We should have
had this budget two months
ago, we should have informed

the public of what we were
doing and we sh uld have
made whatever cuts were necessary," Rafter added, saying
he believes the board can cut at
least $3 million from the
budget.
Hoboken's student enrollment has been steadily declining in recent years, and board
critics contend that the school
system is drastically overstaffed. The system has also
faced a steady decrease in
state and federal aid. a trend
See SCHOOLS—Pace LC

By Bill Campbell
At least nine multimilhon dollar real estate projects in
Hoboken and North Hudson have been put on hold because the
local sewerage district is in violation of an administrative consent order with the state Department of Environmental
Protection
The projects in Hoboken, Weehawken and Union City have
stalled because the Hoboken sewerage district, which links the
three municipalities, violated its agreement with the state to
comply with the federal Clean Water Act
The Act, passed by Congress in the 1970s, orders municipal
ities to upgrade sewage treatment to a level which removes 85
percent of pollutants from waste water
The DEP, in a renewed effort for compliance, is refusing to
grant developers permits allowing them to hook their projects
into the regional sewerage district in Hoboken.
According to Hoboken Public Works Director Roy Haack, a
member of the committee which reviews sewage exemptions for
the district, the DEP will reject all sewerage applications forwarded to the state He said DEP rejection stipulates that a
developer wait one year before reapplying.
"Most developers have chosen to wait to see if the DEP's
position will change before submitting applications ." Haack said
Hoboken projects affected by the sewage ban include the
Baker Waterfront Plaza, the Skyline, Presidential Towers and
two condominium projects by West Bank Construction, he said.
North Hudson projects include Lincoln Harbor and Cliffside
Cove in Weehawken and St. Michael's Monastery in Union City
Gerald Baker, an attorney and partner in the Baker Waterfront Plaza, last Thursday filed a lawsuit in Hudson County
Superior Court to force Hoboken to issue permits to connect his
$10 million office complex into the sewerage system.
The suit, which names Haack, Leroy Callaneo of the DEP and
the Hudson County Utilities Authority as defendants, is expected
to set a precedent for other developers seeking sewage exemption* with the Hoboken sewerage district, according to those
closely associated with the situation.
The city entered the controversial consent order, which sets a
See MILLIONS—Page 6.
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The Skyline project in Hoboken is among nine multimiHiondollai protects snagged by the ban on sewer hookups.

Millions of construction dollars
snagged by sewer-hookup ban
Continued from Page 1
timetable for upgrading sewage treatment, in January 1965 after
Baker argued that an existing sewerage ban would diminish his
chances of obtaining a $500,000 Urban Development Action Grant
for the project.
In addition to the timetable, the order required that the
developer provide an interim or "package" treatment plant in the
event the project was completed before the sewerage district
upgraded its plant
Small projects which each day contribute 2,000 gallons of
sewage or less to the district's system were exempt from the
order.
While some developers and municipal officials viewed the
consent order as an opportunity to continue development, others
saw it as a straitjacket.
"We were practically doomed from the start by locking us into
this order," said a Hoboken municipal attorney. "Usually this is
something one does as a last resort."
In July, the DEP notified Hoboken that engineering design
plans to upgrade the city's plant were "neither biddable nor
constructable." The next month, the agency fined the city $85,000
plus $1,000 a day for neglecting to submit plans to rehabilitate
tide gates and regulators and to fix a faulty pumping station.
The DEP later notified the city that it had reinstituted the
sewage ban, halting all development in the district.
"We would have advised against entering the consent order
right from the start," said George Crimmins, comptroller for the
HCUA. He said his agency, which regulates countywide sewerage
projects, was not notifed of the order until after the city had
signed it
He and Haack said the HCUA and Hoboken can and have
authorized sewerage hookup permits, but the DEP has not.
Crimmins said applications for exemptions to the ban are processed by the municipality and the Hoboken Committee on
Exemptions before going to the HCUA and the DEP.
Hoboken City Councilman Pat Pasculli, who sits on the
committee along with two other council members, Haack and the
Hoboken municipal engineer, said the group has not met since
last September when the body approved an exemption for the St
Michael's Monastery condominium project That project was also
approved for a sewerage hookup application by the HCUA, but
was denied one by the DEP, on Nov. 12.
Haack said the project's developers must now wait until
November before submitting another application. "It's not difficult to see why other developers have decided to wait," he said.
Haack has nine applications in his office and receives several
calls each week from developers. Last week. West Bank Development, which has proposed a $60 million project on the site of the
ShopRite Supermarket in Hoboken, submitted an application
and request for an exemption for a 412-unit condominium project
at 1601 Willow Ave.
In Weehawken, township officials, citing delays and setbacks
with the Hoboken system, balked at renewing their service
agreement in the regional sewerage district. Hartz Mountain
Industries, developers of the sprawling Lincoln Harbor mixeduse project along the Hudson River, has offered to construct a
separate waste water-treatment facility.
Mayor Stanley Iacono has said Weehawken would consider
tht Hartz alternative or any "cost-effective" plan, including
Hob^ken.
hoboken, said Haack, has submitted plans to repair the tide
gates and regulators and the pumping station and added that the
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The conversion of St. Michael's Monastery, Union City, is
among nine multimillion dollar projects on hold becouse of
problems with Hoboken's sewage treatment facility.

project may meet the completion date set in the consent order.
The tide gates and regulators were designed to keep Hudson
River water out of the sewerage system during high tides and
rain, but because they are stuck in the open position, they daily
allow river water into the system to be processed.
The city has also hired a new engineer to complete the
sewage-treatment plant designs, but, citing ongoing litigation,
municipal officials are less optimistic that the city can meet the
July 1988 project deadline, set by the state and federal
governments.

Schools budget seen boosting tax rate by $15
Continued from Page 1
administrators say continues
with this year's budget, although the final aid figures
have not yet arrived.
The board will hold a public hearing on the budget at
Hoboken High School on
March 18. Additional cuts
could be considered following
the hearing before the budget
is presented to the Hudson
County superintendent of
schools. The budget will face a
public referendum in the April

personal opinion that there is
7 election.
Voters traditionally reject no fat in this budget."
The board also approved
the school budget, and it then
goes before the City Council for the first reading of a policy
review. England said if the change introduced by England
council asks the board to make that would allow private
further cuts, he will appeal to schools serving Hoboken resithe state Board of Education. dents to use space in the public
schools on a temporary basis if
"It hurts that (Rafter and their buildings were shut
Arroyo) are telling people down. The schools would be
there is fat in this budget after asked to contribute to any addithey worked with us making the tional expenses incurred.
cuts." England said, referring
to a seven-hour budget work
The move came as a resession held Monday. "H is my sponse to requests by the City

Council to allow the Hudson
School and the Hoboken Industrial School to use space in
public school buildings. The
two schools, located in the rear
of the city-owned public library, were forced to vacate
last week when city inspc-ctors
found a number of fire code
violations.
The board authorized Superintendent of Schools Walter
Fine to accommodate both
schools if they need space.
Mary Gaspar, a member of the
Industrial School and library

boards, asked the board for
space for the approximately
150 adult evening students in
the Industrial School. The 100
students in the Hudson School
are studying at Stevens Institute of Technology; representatives of the school did not attend last night's meeting.
In other business, the
board:
• approved a policy change
granting a leave of absence
without pay to elected offieals
for the term of their office.
• approved a request for a
leave for Ronald Dario, a Ho-

boken school teacher currently
serving as a state Assemblyman
and
Union
City
commissioner.
• approved a request to
hire a head janitor for Hoboken High School and prepare a
timetable for the district's cusodial staff to assume the maintenance of the school. Custodial work at the high school had
been handled by an outside
iirm. Servicemaster, but the
board voted against renewing
ine company's contract several
months ago as part of the budget-cutting effort

The hopelesgpe^of
Filing deadline shifted to Friday
• „ . * _ w^»»... : . firfji
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By Jin DeRogatis
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Petitions must be Tiled
filed in the
the
~7 board secretary's office at 1115
The deadline Tor submit- Clinton St
Five candidates have anting nominating petitions in
nounced
their intentions of
i
for three
running for three three-year
a Board of terms on the board They will
Education has beiri extended by vying for seats currently
one day to Friday at 4 p.m.
held by Anthony DeBari. James
The board approved a reso- Monaco and Richard England,
lution last night extending the the board president.
deadline from Thursday to Fri
DeBari said last night that
day in response to a request by he does not intend to seek rethe Hudson County Board of election "I think 23 years' serEducation The drawing for vice on the board is enough,"
ballot positions has been he said.
changed to Friday at 7 p m.

Monaco,
fireMonaco, a
a Hoboken
Hoboken fin
man and vice president of the
board, said he is "still considering " running, although he
added, Tm pretty sure 111 do
it." England announced his intentions of running last week!
he is uncertain whether be will
run
on
a
slate
or
independently.
Other candidates are Felix
Rivera, an independent, and
Steve Block, Michael Rossano
and Carlos Perez, running as a
slate sponsored by the Committee for Quality Education.

Illegal subletting
in middje-^ncome
project charged

Cop files
as board
candidate

City
o;*., view
..law and
and all
all utilities
Utiltti' paid.
The ad appeared Jan 18 in the
New York Times and the weekTenants and realtors are
ly Hoboken Reporter.
illegally subletting apartments
Newman said an agent with
in the state-financed Marinethe firm confirmed that the
view Plaza housing complex in
apartment was located in the
Hoboken, municipal officials
Marineview complex. He said
have charged.
two people called the agency
About 10 to 15 percent of
and were told the location of
the 400 units in the moderatethe unit, but that the transacincome project have been subtion would have to be approved
let without permission of the by the tenant, not the buildbuilding's owner or the state,
ing's management company.
according to First Ward Coun"We were told that wed
cilman Thomas Newman He
have to meet the tenant in per*
said failure to notify both parson," Newman said. "We were
ties "is a clear violation" of the
given a clear admission by the
tenants' leases.
agent of the building and we
Mayor Thomas Vezzetti is
have witnesses '
calling for an investigation of
Emelio Amato, principal of
the illegal sublets, and Newthe real estate firm, did not
man has urged the New Jersey
return a detailed phone mesReal Estate Commission to in- sage outlining the charges.
vestigate charges that a local
"I hope you will appreciate
realtor two weeks ago placed
the outrage we feel when we
newspaper ads offering a Marsee one of our local real estate
ineview unit.
agencies assisting an individTenants, who pay $600 to
ual in a bold attempt to adver$700 a month to live in the comtise a sublet in, not just a local,
plex, are subletting their units
but a New York newspaper,"
Newman wrote in his letter to
for as much as $1,200 a month,
the s t a t e ' s Real Estate
an amount Newman says "unCommission.
dermines" the city's efforts to
He urged the agency to inprovide housing for moderatevestigate and take "whatever
income families.
Newman cited two newspadisciplinary actions you can"
per advertisements by the E. against the Amato Agency. He
Amato Real Estate Agency
said the case could set a precewhich offered a two-bedroom
See SUBLETTING—Page 9.
unit, with a terrace, New York

"
By Bill Campbell

Subletting charged
•-- of
- f ithe
l m landlord
iinHiorri an
permission
and
Continued from Page 1
the NJHFA '
dent for other agencies who
However, she said, neither
engage in the same practices. were likey to authorize sublets,
Vezzetti called illegal sub- given the city's housing crisis.
lets at Marineview Plaza "a disPatrick Cauficld, another
grace," but just one of "dozens' member of the tenants associaof abuses that have occurred in tion, said he was aware of the
the 12-year history of the two sublet allegations but said that
25-story towers that overlook Weedman, who was appointed
the Hudson River waterfront. as manager two months ago.
"I cried out about these abuses has already reversed some of
while on the City Council and the "past abuses '
I'm proud that we are doing
"1 think it should be clear
something about it."
that this problem existed long
Doug Weedman, the newly before he was here." Caufield
appointed building manager said. "He should be given a sixwho was praised by both Vez- months grace period just to get
zetti and Newman, declined on top of everything."
comment on the alleged
Newman said he and other
abuses. However, a tenant of tenant activists have met with
the complex who asked not to Weedman "many times" to disbe identified said ho knows of cuss alleged abuses. "It's my
"several" people in the build- understanding that every subings who have illetsil sublets.
let would be illegal because he
"It's not so surprising with assured me he would not grant
the rents, and with all the prob- them."
lems we've had here that this
said the issue is
h a p p e d he'said." When the c s p e Newman
c i a n y important with the
l
l
" ' •
d in the spring c i l v s increasing shortage ol
:
— 4 moderate-income housing He
of 1975, the $12 million —
project
housed some of the most ex- said tenants living in the Houspensive apartments in the city, ing Authority projects and the
subsidized Applied Hmising
he noted.
buildings should "logically be
-I was payiiiR S299 for a able to move into Marineview
one-bedroom and if you knew once they have exceeded the
Hoboken back then, that was a income limits of tho city s allot of money for an apartment,
Ibrdable" housing units.
he said Today, the average
He said subletting has conprice per unit makes the comtributed
to the backlog of the
plex affordable.
The New Jersey Housing more than 2.500 residents on
he Marineview waiting list,
Finance Agency underwrote
•in
fairness, how can we
the project's mortgage in an a "owallapartments
that should
effort to stablize rents and pro- c for $600 to Hoboken resivide moderate income hous- dents be rented, possibly to
ing Hents average $650 at the ot^of-towners.forSl.200' he
432unit complex. Tenants are
allowed to earn no more than s,id He urued tenants to ad$45,000 a year to qualify for the S e h S of abuses, adding that
UIU

According to Annette 111ing a leader of the Marineview
piiza Tenants Association,
sublets are legal, "if you have

all information would be kt pt
v ^ e u ! said the council
should call for a full mvesti.a.i»n»fmihlct abuses.

By Jim DeRogatis
A fifth c a n d i d a t e has
joined the race for three seats
on the Hoboken Board of Edu
cation in the April 7 election
Felix Rivera, a 39-year-old
Port Authority police officer,
has announced his intentions
of running as an independent
candidate for a three-year term
on the board He will be vying
for one of three seats currently
held by Board President Richard England, Anthony DeBari
and James Monaco.
England is the only one ol
the three to announce his in
tentions of seeking reelection
Other candidates now in the
race are Steve Block, Michael
Rossano, and Carlos Perez
who are running as a slate
sponsored by the Committee
for Quality Education.
The deadline for filing petitions is Thursday at 4 p.m.
Ballot positions will be drawn
at 8 p.m. in the board secretary's office at 1115 Clinton St.
Rivera, a Hoboken resident
since 1970, has three sons who
attend parochial schools.
Aprils election will be his first
attempt to seek elected office.
He said he was motivated to
run because of the "poor management and poor achievement" of the Hoboken school
system.
"My interest is in providing
better education as economically as possible," Rivera said.
He added that his campaign
slogan will be "Excellence in
Education at a Reasonable
Cost."
In a letter to The Jersey
Journal, Rivera strongly criticized the CQE and board members Joseph Rafter and
Lourdes Arroyo, who were
elected on a CQE slate last
spring.
"They have failed us and as
the result the status quo prevails," he wrote. "I have yet to
see definite measures come
from their two elected mem; bers that would alleviate the
problems of the exorbitant
j school tax and the low student
( achievement (test scores)."
The CQE candidates, running on a platform of ending
political patronage and imi proving the quality of educaj tion, are considered strong favorites. The committee
reportedly has a warchest of
I $15,000, and candidates began
I door-to-door campaigning, ac', companied by Mayor Thomas
! Vezzetti, last weekend.

B> JANET WILSON &
Suff
HOBOKEN-Poor
fact a 1-1*100 HUM*
placed is subsidized
year's end
Taefi *rt man ttaa «J»

become vacant t t o jear, according
to bousing personnel
Worst 6f all, demorali»d staff at
the Housing Authority and the
private Applied Housing Management h e , which have the two
large* acts of substdued housing
stock in the city, see no hope of
improvement
Us a disaster, what's going on
with the families right now, said
Genevieve Pastore. head ot tenant
•election for the federally owned
public housing projects, who works
out of the Housing Authority office
at 400 Harrison St
"Nothing is being produced, so we
are never going to meet the current
<H>t">"' Housing, a private management firm with 1.300 subsidized
units for families and senior
citisens Its offices are at 122B
Washington St
Sicala said the last time an Applied Housing apartment suitable
for a large family actually became
vacant was four years ago Space is
created, slowly, by switching parents whose children have grown

Hudson
School
ordered
closed*'

Photo b» Don >milh

^vjtftt

^ssrjs&t ess s » ~"

and other decreased families to
smaller units, opening up the multibedroom apartments.
The last public housing project
built for families in Hoboken was
completed in the mid-1960s, although housing for senior citiiens
continued to increase until 197 S.

housing Through the 1980s, the
Programs such as Applied Housing
were able to take advantage of waiting lists have swollen, as propfed*rai housing subsidies and low- eHy values here have skyrocketed
These days, both local housing
interest mortgages to rehabilitate
run-down housing for low- andoffices are playing a protracted
moderate-income families through waiting game trying to keep wait1980. when President Reagan ended
See POOR. Page i
all construction aid for subsidized

SCHOOL

Continued from Page 1
that have been done at the building
in the past two weeks The city is
beginning to enforce the state Uniform Fire Code, which took effect
B\ BKKMDAN NOON AN
in 1985 and imposes more stringent
Staff Writer
standards on schools than on other
buildings. "The city isn't exactly
HOBOKEN-The Hudson School
burning down, but it could," Tremwas ordered closed yesterday beitiedi said.
cause of fire safety violations that
include inadequate exits, no fire
Suellen Newman, director of the
alarms, overcrowded classrooms
school and the wife of City Coun•nd stairwells which could accilman Thomas Newman, said incelerate the spread of flames.
spections last year and in previous
Deputy Fire Chief Richard Tremyears "found no problems" at the
itiedi issued the order after inspectschool other than the position of
ing the Pity-owned building at 506
some of the hardware on the exit
Park Ave.. which also houses the
doors "The building is not unsafe,
Hoboken School for Industrial
but it is old," she said.
Education He said he ordered it
The building was donated to the
closed because of the "aggregate of
city by the Stevens family many
hazards" held the potential for a
years ago for educational use, Newmajor disaster in the event of a fire.
man said Since it was established
The most serious problems were
nearly 10 years ago, the school has
with the stairwells and exits, Trembeen doing more than $20,000 worth
itiedi said. The stairs are made of < of renovations and maintenance
wood and there are no barriers to
each year in lieu of rent, she said.
prevent fire from shooting up the t
The school also pays for its own
stairwells, he said, and the exits are
heat, electricity and water, she
poorly lit.
said.
The classrooms where the
Newman asked how the city
school's 97 students are taught are
would bring scores of very old build''"seriously overcrowded," Tremings into compliance with the fire
itiedi said, with as many as 25
code But Tremitiedi said the order
children in rooms that can safely
to close the building "was not done
hold no more than 17. In addition,
erratically, without consideration."
a duct from the building's boiler
"This has not been done hastily,"
room passes through the library,
he said.noting that the process took
into a basement classroom, then
about 15 days, probably longer than
goes up "God knows where" into the
usual.
upper floors, he said.
"That was conducive to the whole
library and school burning down at
any time, ' Tremitiedi said. The
schools share the building with the
city's Public Library.
Some violations, such as exposed
electrical wiring, were corrected on
the spot, and city carpenters were
working to close off the duct, but
the repairs were not enough to
prevent the shutdown of the schools,
Tremitiedi said.
The inspection was one of several
See SCHOOL, Page 8

Hoboken teachers
excused from SS
By JANET WILSON
Staff Writer

Slr

actually would save the jobs of two
junior teachers who would receive
HOBOKEN-The Board of
the salary Fiore might have gotten.
Education helped out a local real
Those voting in favor were Joseph
estate broker and an assemblyman Monaco. Eugene Dayton, Anthony
this week.
i)iBari. James Farina and England.
Ray Fiore, of Fiore Realty, and
Fiore could not be reached for
Assemblyman Ronald A. Dario both comment.
also happen to be schoolteachers
Dario, who also is a member of
here, although they have not seen
excessive active duty in classrooms. the Union City Board of ComThe board voted Tuesday night to missioners, taught elementary, junextend Dario's leave of absence ior high and high school students for
another year and accepted a letter a total of 21 years before being
elected to the Assembly. He said
of resignation from Fiore.
extending his leave another year
There were some objections on also would sa'-e the city money.
both sides of the 5-3 vote; Lourdes
The law says if I am teaching
Arroyo, Luis Morales, and Jospeh
Rafter voted against changing poli- and I have to go to Trenton, the
cy to allow Dario to extend his school has to pay me for the day I
leave, and they abstained on the missed," Dario said. "Why pay me
for what would end up being half a
Fiore vote
job?"
Steven Block, a former board
Dario returned to a classroom at
member and candidate for April's
Wallace
School for four days this
election, was incensed by the Fiore
month after his previous leave of
vote.
absence had expired and his first
"This guy comes in and works request for an extension had been
half a day in January in a school, denied
and lo and behold, he s eligible for
While at the school he taught
his retirement benefits," Block
seventh
and eighth graders about
complained.
how the Legislature works.
Board President Richard EngThey loved it," he said. "I inland said Fiore had worked in the
vited
them down to Trenton " He
schools here for 22 years prior to
taking leave for his real estate said he will appear at any school,
business, and said having him retire free of charge, if called.

said, she already is trying to handle
Continued from Page 1 several families burned out of their
ing lists current, going through a apartments, a terminally ill man
daily ordeal of listening to tears and being released tromthe hospitaland
angry pleas from desperate fami- several young mothers
"1 tell them they have to wait,
lies, and most difficult of all,
agonizing over who most deserves mere is nothing I can do," she said.
The situation is not very different
the rare apartments that do become
vacant.
at the Applied Housing offices.
"People used to thinkthe projects There are 3,658 names on the waitwere the slums," said an employee ing list for 1.300 low- and moderatein the office. "Now they're desper- income units.
ate to get back in."
While people earning moderate as
The Housing Authority will send well as low incomes are allowed to
questionaires to the 1,168 families apply, as Sicala points out, it is just
on its waiting list within a few as difficult for a working-class famweeks to determine if any of them ily of four to find an apartment for
have found new housing on their $450 a month as it is for a welfare
own The authority is not very op- mother living under the poverty
timistic about the results. Last time level
a questionnaire was sent out, in
"Marginal housing, the old tene1982. the list ended up longer than ments that nobody wanted, have all
it had been, not shorter.
been snapped up, converted, sold,
To get into public housing, a whatever They're gone," he said.
family of four must not have a total
The figures are not new; most of
income of more than $20,000, and to the people on the Housing Authority
qualify for Section 8 subsidized and Applied Housing waiting lists
housing, the family cannot earn have been on them for at least five
more than $12,550 There are more years
than 1.000 qualified families waiting
"You're beating a dead horse,
for 903 units.
looking at these lists. Nothing can
"I prioritize. I have to," Pastore be done until funds become availsaid. "It's very, very difficult to able for producing new housing
decide. Everyday they come in, units," Sicala said.
they sit in the office, and they cry."
I disagree. " said Raul Moraks,
Pastore said she comes up with the executive manager responsible
a monthly list, which she presents for the Applied Housing waiting list.
to the tenant selection committee — "It should be in front of »eople's
a group composed of city officials eyes everyday, everyday until
and current tenants — which makes something is done "
the final decision This month, she

3 tovyeri
proposed
for Hoboken
B> IANKT WILSON
Staff ^ril«r

HOBOKEN-The city's gritty
southern edge could be transformed
by a narrow strip of gleaming spires
along Observer Highway, if a redevelopment plan announced yesterday by the city's Community
Development Agency is approved
The plan calls for the sale of cityowned property on the highway between Willov. Avenue and Bloomfield Street to a private developer,
who would be allowed to build three
11-story residential towers that
could narrow upward into spires for
a total height of 1" stories.
The towers would house at least
350 apartments renting at New
York City prices" and parking
s p a c e s , a c c o r d i n g Robert
Armstrong the architect of the conceptual designs Behind the towers
would be at least one five-story
structure containing 97 units of afSee T<MKRS. Page 16

TOWERS
properties would have to be worked
out between the developer and indifordable' housing. Less than 30 of vidual owners.
these units would be allocated for
But even without those pieces, the
actual low-rent housing Tenants of developer would have the right to
the affordable units would be build a trio of 11-story towers that
selected by the developer, but would could be "squeezed up on top into
have to be eligible city residents
the shape of a spire to a maximum
CDA Director Michael Coleman height of 17 stories." according to
said the designs had to he juggled the architect
carefully to meet a variety of needs,
Behind the towers, which would
and that incorporating more low- contain the higher-rent units, the
rent housing simply was not eco- developer quickly would have to
nomically possible
scale down to a height of five
Any developer selected for the stories, to come in line with existing
project would have to pay at least interior Hoboken architecture. The
$4 million for the land, and another affordable-housing units would be in
$3 million to match a federal grant back in one of the lower buildings,
to subsidize construction and rent- between Park and Willow avenues.
The municipal garage used for
ing of the affordable units
The four sites proposed for re- storing garbage trucks and snow
development together fortn a dis- plows possibly would be housed untrict that the city in 1972 declared der this section of apartments, or
blighted The land today probably would be maintained as is along
is worth close to $4 million, accord- Observer Highway The city either
ing to an almost-completed will have a long-term lease with the
developer for the garage, or will be
assessment for the city
allowed to lease the air rights to
Both Coleman and Armstrong build over the garage, which would
said at least four major developers stay in city hands.
have expressed an interest in the
All the required zoning changes
property Applied Housing Management Inc.. however, is the only closely adhere to the new Master
one to have made a formal proposal Plan of last year and to recommended zoning-ordinance changes.
to the City Council.
The plan is scheduled to be presApplied Housing's proposal in
.lune contained elements similar but ented officially to the Planning
not identical to yesterday s plans. Board's site review committee to.Joseph Sicala of Applied Housing day, and then must be approved by
said he ct»uld not comment until he a series of municipal bodies. The
had heard details, but that agency's city hopes to issue a request for
proposals by summer
plans could be altered
The developer would be selected
Part of the land is the site of a
city garage and outdoor parking lot. by a special committee composed of
Other pieces are vacant lots and Mayor Thomas F. Vezzetti. Colprivately owned warehouse build- eman and three City Council memings Any deals for the private bers
Continued from Page I

DEP may soon lift Affordable housing planned
sewer-link taboo along Observer Highway

Hu soil School progress

from a boiler fire throughout the
Hoboken
must ultimately
/? #
upgrade
to
a
secondary
sewage
shut
the
building
at
MS
Park
Ave
enure building
By Bill Campbell
was awarded last summer and have confirmed reports that
By Jim DeRogatis
Bv UNKT WILSON
treatment
level,
which
removes
which also houses the Public Lithe cityowned building
partially
by
the
rent
from
the
several
other
developers
have
Hoboken officials said they
S)«ff »rl«*T
brary and the adult Industrial
85 percent of waste water polHoboken officials unveiled luxury market rate units, ac- already expressed an interest
are hoping that the state DeHOBOKEN-The Hudson School School
lutants, by July 1988
a redevelopment plan yester- cording to officials from the in the Observer Highway site,
partment of Environmental
:
could
be open for classes again
The
DEP
told
Haack
that
P
»-r Frank Raia inday for a mixed projec* of "•af- city Community Development including New York developProtection will soon lift its ban
DepuTchief
Richard Trenv
the city was being fined $85,000 fordable" and luxury housing Agency
is at his own exers Harry Helmsley and Star- within two weeks according to fire stas.
on sewage hook up permits
I
K
oHheF.re
Department
found
plus $1,000 a day for each day it on city-owned land along ObThe CDA will issue a Re rett Housing and Richard ot finals, with major saiety hazards pend in ih«- tHiiiding this weekend. 63 safety violations
The DEP is reviewing engialready
being
cleared
up
tails
to
submit
such
plans
Aland
city
workers
sealed
a
duct
from
quest for Proposals in April Miller, developer of the Grandserver Highway
neering plans to repair the
The 9! students in the Hudson
though the actual repairs were
The plan, to be presented based on the plan in an effort to Adams project in Hoboken
city's tidal gates, regulators
The smoke is still clearing on a the basement boiler room that could
not required until July, the to the Planning Board today, attract developers interested
See SCHOOL.
Robert Armstrong, a CDA City Hall battle over the decision to have spread lethal t lames quickly
and a broken pump station
DEP said the repair plans were would permit developers to in working on the site. The City consultant who developed the
The city is also seeking to
due last July.
construct a series of 11- to 17- Council asked the agency to plan and presented it at a news
free itself from a series of steep
Hoboken owes the DEP story housing projects along develop an RFP for Observer conference yesterday, said the
fines imposed last summer
more than $300,000 in fines, of Observer Highway between Highway after Joseph Barry of project area has been designatwhen the DEI' cited Hoboken
finals said. Law Director Wil- Bloomfield Street and Willow Applied Development Asso- ed as blighted since 1972 The
for violating an administrative
liam Graves said the munici- Avenue Tlw? development ciates presented the council designation provides the city
consent order to make repairs
pality will ask for a "complete would have a total of 480-units, with a plan last July for a pro- with broad powers to acquire
to the municipal sewerage
forgiveness " of the fines if the 20 percent of which would be ject similar to the one pro- privately owned land as part of
system.
the redevelopment effort
city can meet t h e July designated as "affordable" posed by the city.
City officials said they
The council postponed any
housing
for
Hoboken
residents.
Located in (he city's southdeadline
hope the plans will show HoboIn 1984 Hoboken rejected
The affordable units would action on Barry'* project until eastern region, the area conContinued from Page 1
ken's 'good faith ' in upgrading
a proposal by the H C U A to ob- be partially subsidized by a $3 it could review proposals from sists largely of city-owned land,
the sewerage system.
School
are attending classes in
including the City Hall parking
tain federal funding for the re- million federal Housing Devel- other developers.
The moratorium has affectspace donated by Stevens Tech on
Administration sources
See AFFORDABLE—Page 6
pair project, choosing to seek opment Action Grant the city
an emergency basis, according to
ed millions of dollars of real
funding from the Port Authorcity officials The Board of Educaestate development in the re- ity of New York and New Jertion passed a resolution Tuesday
gion served by the Hoboken
sey. The Port Authority did not
night, authorizing the supersewage treatment facility. Demake the repairs after negotiaintendent to find another temporary
velopers in Hoboken, Union
tions to develop the city's
home for the private school if necesCity, Weehawken and Gutten- southern waterfront broke off.
sary until repairs are finished Deberg are prohibited from conHaack said the project
marest School, which has empty
necting new or rehabilitated
could cost the city up to $2
before moving on to the rest of
classrooms, would be a likely
buildings that would generate million. He said construction
percent lot coverage for housthe development. The units
choice, according to board member
developer puts up the money." ing and 70 percent lot coverage
more than 2.500 gallons of sew- funds may be obtained through
Continued
from
Page
1
would be included in a series
James Farina.
Barry's
proposal
had
asked
age a day in municipal sewage low-interest loans offered
for
parking,
similar
to
restriclot between Bloomfield and the city to demolish the municiof five-story buildings adjacent
William'Graves, head of the city's
lines.
through the state or through
Garden streets, a vacant lot pal garage, which was con- tions included in the revised
to the luxury component on
Departments
of Law and Public
zoning
ordinance
being
considKoy Haack, superintendent the issuance of municipal bond
that was once a playground be- structed less than 10 years ago,
Park and Willow avenues.
Safety, yesterday withdrew an apof water and sewage, said plans : anticipation notes.
tween Garden Street and Park but Armstrong said he had ered by the council. The plan
peal by the city, which is the landThe redevelopment plan
for 11 projects around the re
Avenue, the municipal garage searched without success for demands that developers prolord of the building, against officials
stipulates that the developer
gion await review by the city's
between Park and Willow ave- six months to find a site on vide 100 percent parking, alof its own Division of Fire Safety
though
the
spaces
can
be
scatprovide
97
affordable
units,
74
Sewer Exemption Committee.
nues and an adjacent parking which to relocate the facility.
and Buildings Department
tered
throughout
the
site
for middle-income Hobokec
After municipal review, the
lot for city vehicles.
The redevelopment plan
Armstrong
said
the
develresidents
and
23
for
low-in
Graves had mailed a letter to the
plans are forwarded to the
It also includes the Holiday calls for the developer to build
would probably feacome residents. The low-in
Hudson County Code Enforcement
HC.UA and the DEP.
Fashions garment factory on either around or over the ga- opment
three stories of parking
come units would range from
Office Monday requesting a review
• The DEP has told us that
the corner of Park Avenue and rage and incorporate parking ture
eight stories of housing for
of the local deeb'on. which was
$186 a month for a one-bedthey will grant no exemptions,"
Observer Highway and two va- for city vehicles in the project. and
a
total
of
11
stories,
but
the
made after three inspections by
room
unit
to
$295
for
a
threeHaack said. "We are telling decant lots on Park Avenue Armstrong said the CDA is still developer could seek permislicensed subcode officials of the
bedroom unit. The middle-invelopers to wait until we subowned by assistant Municipal researching the question of sion to build as high as 17 stoFire and Buildings departments.
come
units
would
range
from
mit tide gate repair plans beJudge Ross London. It was un- whether the city will retain ries in a series of "staggered
fore submitting development
Although Graves stoutly denied
clear yesterday whether they ownership of the garage and spires" as long as he does not $695 a month for a one-bedroom unit to $970 for a threeany pressure was placed on him to
plans
will be included in the final sell the air rights to build over exceed t h e recommended
bedroom unit.
bring the appeal originally, two
He said that once a project
it, or sell the land and lease the density.
project.
sources in City Hall said Counis rejected for an exemption by
Armstrong said that while garage back from t h e
Armstrong
said
the
marketThe developer would be recilman Thomas Newman, husband
the DEP, the developer must
"the city does not have the developer.
rate housing could be expected
quired to construct the affordof Suellen Newman, who heads the
wait a year before submitting a
money" to buy the sites, "the
The Observer Highway able component of the project
to be in line with New York
private school, had "hounded",the
new application.
Planning Board may consider plan sets strict standards of 60
rents, ranging from $1,000 to
Law Department into bringing accondemning the property if the
The DEP is expected to re$1,500 a month. A portion of the
tion The school also is appealing
ceive the repair plans later this
rent from these units would
the closing independently of the city
week They were recently re"cross-subsidize" the affordaction, according to Graves.
viewed by the Hudson County
able units. The low-income
Thomas Newman Tuesday night
units would be further subsiUtilities Authority and apsaid he had questioned Law Departdized by the $3 million HoDAG
proved by the agency's commisment attorneys as to whether the
grant.
sioners Monday.
closing was necessary, but said he
While the affordable uniU
did not pressure them to bring an
would be earmarked for Hobo
appeal Graves said attorneys for
ken residents, the developei
the law department had spent severwould be in charge of tenant
al hours reviewing state codes to
selection, Armstrong said. The
see if each ot the 63 violations was
developer would be forced to
justified.
maintain the units for Hoboken
residents
for
20
years,
and
CDA
Tremitiedi Tuesday appeared reHoboken Councilman Robert Ranieri and Hoboken
W#**
*/&/*?
, s lfte o n l v w a v »o make it group could be interested
would monitor the units to asluctant
to discuss the charge of
attorney
Bernard
Kenny
finally
met
face-to-face
to
try
to
Barry, who has rehabilitated
B> I W K T WILSON
sure they were rented by city
economically feasible to include afpolitics,
or the appeal, saying only,
decide which of them would be the Hoboken' Democratic
nearly 1.300 units of housing, said he
residents.
Staff * r i t r r
fordable housing."
1 believe we saved lives by closing
candidate
for
Assembly
in
the
33rd
District.
CDA Director Michael
He said he also would like to see was not intimidated.
that school. 1 am in the business of
HOBOKEN-Joe Barry, the flamThe meeting didn't produce the results that either they
Coleman said the formula for
saving lives.
hovant affordable-housing de- 18 stories rather than the 17 pro
Are we still a contender?" he
the affordable rents was deor other Democratic leaders wanted.
veloper who submitted the original posed by the CDA. His plan also said
Were the champs at this
rived by considering the cost of
Great Adventure was a tragedy
"Nothing was solved," said Kenny, after he and Ranieri
plans for rehabilitating city-owned would designate 23 percent to 25 stuff '
building each unit and what
because young people died, ' he
buildings on Observer Highway, percent of the units as affordable
met this week with West New York Mayor Anthony DeFino,
lie said Applied Housing would
the developer could charge for
said. ' 1 do not want parents or city
showed up at a Planning Board housing, rather than the 20 percent
the North Hudson Democratic leader.
have
no
problem
raising
the
milthe luxury units. Although
officials coming to me wanting to
committee meeting yesterday to outlined by CDA.
"We
are
about
where
we
were,"
agreed
Ranieri,
who
lions of dollars required and inColeman agreed the affordable
know why their children died if
reaffirm his interest
held the Assembly seat until the 1984 election.
While Barry, who heads Applied dicated the company also is negorents would not be affordable
there were to be a fire" at the
We are in for the duration,
Where Kenny and Ranieri were, and are. is that each
Housing Management Inc . has a tiating to purchase privately owned
to many Hoboken residents, he
Hudson School.
Barry said We re going the whole lavorable track record in re- lots adjacent to the city's property.
thinks he should be the candidate on the ticket which is
said the project provides the
Graves said the appeal was a
habilitating existing structures for
h"R "
"most reasonable rents possiThe
proposed
development
site
moot
Issue yesterday, because of a
affordable
housing,
there
is
potenble"
in
the
absence
of
federal
The city Community Developproductive meeting Monday mornsubsidies and without providment Agency unveiled conceptual tially heavy competition for the includes city parking lots and gaing with fire and building code
ing the developer with other
designs Wednesday that were close project from other major de- rages on the highway between
officials, the school's attorney, city
incentives such as tax
to but not exactly what Barry had velopers, inside and out of New Bloomfield Street and Willow Avenue The CDA indicated it also could
Business Administrator Edwin
abatements.
proposed to the City Council during Jersey
include
the
Holiday
Fashions
Chius and Maureen Schweicker of
the summer The CDA plans, like
The buildings would be
Sources in the office of Mayor
the Law Department.
Barry's, call tor residential towers Thomas F Vezzetti have indicated clothing factory on Park Avenue
fully taxed, generating about $1
and
Observer
Highway,
and
two
with stepped-back spires, but at that Helmsley-Spear and Starrett vacant lots on Park Avenue that are
million a year, Coleman said.
Asked why the city brought the
slightly lower heights, and with 480
Housing both of Manhattan. Rich- owned by Assistant Municipal Judge
appeal. Graves said Bill Jones, an
In
addition,
the
city
could
rather than 515 apartments
ard Miller of the Grand-Adams Ross London, if the developer is
architect hired by the school, had
expect to earn about $4 million
Barry said he was at yesterday s project. Ray l>emme and even the willing to purchase those sites.
convinced
the city during the weekfrom the sale of the land to
meeting to reiterate that the site Help Hoboken Housing landlords'
end
that,
while
there is no question
apply to the 1988 tax rate, Coledeserves high density, and high denthat
there
were
violations, they did
man said. He added that, if the
not constitute a life-threatening sitPlanning
Board
approves
the
supported by DeFino, Jersey City Mayor Anthony Cucci and
uation.
plan, the Request for Proposals
six of the other eight Democratic mayors in the county.
could
be
issued
in
April
and
That's the ticket that has former Assemblyman Robert
The city, as landlord of the buildthe mayor and council could
Janiszewski of Jersey City as the candidate for county
ing, will pay the costs of bringing
choose to accept a proposal by
the building up to state-mandated
executive.
safety s t a n d a r d s , including
July.
There will be another major ticket in the Democratic
• hopefully under $7,000" for a manMayor Thomas Vezzetti,
primary, headed by County Executive Edward Clark.
ual electric alarm system, Chius
, who attended the news conferThere's no question that either Kenny or Ranieri would be
said.
ence, praised the redevelopwelcome on it, but neither of them wanted to admit to
ment
plan.
By BRENDAN NOONAN
thinking about it, yet.
He said the Hudson School will be
Sluff Writer
required to enter into a lease with
"I'm fulfilling two of my
"I'm confident that I'll be the candidate (of the Janisthe city after this year, and will
campign promises," he said.
About 45 homeless people from
zewski ticket)," said Ranieri.
Bloomfield Street between
have to bear a portion of the costs
"This is going to help lower
Jersey City and Hoboken organized
"I'm putting my energy into getting the position," said
of upgrading." The school has ocFirst and Second streets in Hotheir own trip to Trenton yesterday,
taxes and provide affordable
cupied space in the building under
boken remained closed yesterKenny.
to join a rally seeking more aid for
housing."
a verbal agreement with the Inday as city workers attempted
One factor making it a tough decision is that Kenny and
those who have no place to live
Vezzetti had criticized
dustrial School for nine years.
to repair a broken water main
Ranieri
have
both
been
loyal
Democrats,
and
each
has
a
Most of the participants live at
Barry's proposal because he
that caused a partial stree* colfollowing
within
the
DeFino-Cucei
faction
of
the
party.
the St Lucys shelter at 16th and
The Public Library Board of
claimed its "affordable rents
lapse and left some residents
Rejecting either of them could mean losing more than just
Grove streets in Jersey City, said
Trustees
was scheduled to discuss
were
not
affordable
enough."
without water for more than 10
Steve Finn, an advocate for the
that one person's support.
with Chius last night the question of
The
Applied
Development
prohours.
homeless who helped organize the lature that we have duly elected
Ranieri argues that he has a record of voter support in
whether a children's librarian could
ject contained 500 units, 115 of
Public Works Director Roy
trip But he stressed that it was the that's dragging its feet," he said
continue to obtain books for young
Hoboken,
and
that
Hoboken
is
going
to
be
the
key
to
the
which
would
be
affordable
Haack said a water main in
homeless people themselves who
children from the closed juvenile
33rd District in the general election.
He called for construction and
with
rents
ranging
from
$350
to
front of an abandoned building
planned the bus trip, illustrating a rehabilitation of more affordable
section on the third floor, which is
He
likened
the
situation
to
a
baseball
team
having
to
$750
a
month.
The
project
was
at 117 Bloomfield St. burst
theme of ' homeless, not helpless' housing, a statewide law against
shared with the Hudson School.
16 stories tall and was estimatchoose a pitcher for a crucial game. "Who would you rather
Wednesday afternoon, flooding
that the marchers brought to the warehousing" of apartments,
Some parents had protested the
ed
to
cost
$60
million.
have,
a
proven
vet
or
an
untried
rookie?
"
he
asked.
basements of four neighboring
rally
closing of that room as well.
strict
enforcement
of
rent
control
Kenny points out that he has the support of Mayor
houses and forcing workers to
Barry is expected to reand
anti-discrimination
laws,
and
The
gathering
of
about
250
people
Thomas
Vezzetti
and
seven
of
the
nine
Hoboken
City
cut the water supply to the im77M* storx contained information
spond to the city's Request for
at the St alehouse was coordinated more permanent and better funded
Council members. The mayor, a maverick Democrat, has
mediate area. The break also
from a story thai, because of techniProposals.
He
has
frequently
shelters for the homeless
under
the
auspices
of
the
Right
to
already said he will oppose Ranieri's candidacy both in the
caused an 8- by 10-foot section
cal difficulties, did not run in full
said he is confident his project
Housing Coalition, a statewide orprimary and the general election
of the street to collapse, Haack
Forty
residents
representing
St
in \c.-itcrda\'\ editions.
will
stand
up
to
other
proposganization. Finn said Locally, the
A meeting is now being arranged that will include
Lucy's
and
the
Square
Meal
soup
said.
als
because
of
his
reputation
as
homeless were led by Eddie JackDeFino, Cucci, Janiszewski, Sen. Chris Jackman of West
kitchen and five homeless people
The city Law Department is
a developer. Barry's Applied
son, a resident of the St. Lucy's
New York and Union City Mayor Robert Menendex, to try to
from Hoboken were on the bus to
in the process of foreclosing on
Housing company built and
shelter who spoke at the rally
make a decision. Jackman heads the ticket in the 33rd
Trenton. Finn said.
manages some 1,200 subsidized
tho building, which is owned by
Jackson said the homeless were
District and Menendez will likely be its other Assembly
units in Hoboken.
John DelFiore. Haack said the
Jersey City Councilman Jaime
pushing for legislation that would
candidate.
building 'has been a problem
Vazquez
and
Councilwoman
endorse the findings of Gov Thomas
•
for the past three weeks" and
Frances O Thompson also adH Kean's Task Force on the
There's another problem with the ticket involving Hofirefighters have had to break
dressed the rally Other cities repHomeless That group declared in
boken Democrats. They are supporting county Freeholder
resented included Elizabeth. New
in twice to shut off water pipes
19(B that the homeless are entitled
Nidia Davila-Colon of Jersey City, whose Fourth District
Brunswick. Trenton and Paterson.
that had burst inside.
to basic food and shelter on a "noFinn said Organizations particiincludes part of Hoboken, as the candidate on JaniszewsThe water was turned on
fault basis, regardless of how they
pating included the Bergen County
became homeless.
again early yesterday morning,
ki's ticket.
Central Trades Council and New
and Haack said the street
But some Cucci supporters don't want her on that ticket
Jackson said the marchers had no Jersey Citizen Action.
should be reopened today.
because she campaigned for the other side in the 1985
quarrel with Kean. "It's the Legismunicipal election and because she defeated then-Freeholder Frank Manzo, a Cucci aide, in the 1984 Democratic
primary.
The Hoboken Democrats feel they owe Davila-Colon
support because she helped them in that city's municipal
election in 1985. She says she intends to seek reelection but
doesn't know which side she'll wind up on in the primary.
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Affordable housing planned
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Developer reaffirms Hoboken plan
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By Peter Weiss

Main break
is repaired
in Hoboken

Shelter residents
push for more aid

'It's the
Legislature that
we have duly
elected that's
dragging its feef
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'Progress' doses
It's called a Wonder Store
Candidates file for Hudson and Bergen elections

The school board race is o..
Hoboken
Tht Committee for Quality
Education says its three candidates
for the April 7 Board of Education
election are winner*.
Evidently, not everyone
thinks so
O f t * additional candidate Mad
pettttoas before the 4 p m.
yesterday to run for the
up for grata on the eight-member
board, including President Richard
England and old-line board member
James Monaco Trustee Anthony
DIBari elected not to seek another
term.
The otter candidates range from
a 21-year-old new face from the 2nd
Ward to a police .>-utenaat who ran
a surprisingly strong race last year.
The only woman in the race, Gerrt
Pantoliano, is also the only candidate with children in the city
school system.
It remains to be seen whether any
of the eight will band together as
a ticket All claim to be independent
of either the CQE slate, backed by
Mayor Thomas F. Vezzetti, or the
anti-Vezzetti forces, but several
consider themselves friendly to
former Mayor Sieve Cappieilo, now
a councilman
"I need all the help I can to run
against the CQE, said England,
who is completing his first year as
an elected member "They have a
$15,000 war chest. U s like running
into a wall. I would welcome the
chance to run with anybody, but I'd
have to see what their platforms
would be first"
England drew praise from several of the other candidates and their
backers, Including CQE President
Gail Tuonan "He's really tried
hard this year in what is a tough
job," she said. "But I don't see him
being able to make the drastic
changes that still need to be made.
"I need to have more than one
year to accomplish everything that
needs to be done,"said England. He
said further changes focus on continued cost-cutting, including the
elimination of 51 junior teachers
this spring, and the paring of three
to six highly paid staff members
from administrative posts, the candidates including supervisors and
building administrators.
The candidates who filed yesterday with board Secretary Anthony
Curko are:
•Perry Belfiore, a seventh-place
finisher in last year's nine-candidate race who taught children at
Calabro School for a year, then
decided the job was "tougher than
wrestling with barracudas. " He favors increased drug and sex educa-

tion prog rams in the schools, and a
thorough study of the table of erganiMtion in toe system He said be
likes England and Mario Mercado,
and would be happy to run with
them
DSteve Block has been a persistently outapnsw p r i a a f i at
school board meetings for a decade,
both as a member of the board tad
as a critic He is one of three
candidates on the CQE slate Block
said he is tremendously excited"
by the CQE members already
elected to the board, and "finally
sees a real chance for change."
Block works for the state Department of Education, helping other
school districts to improve their
programs
DEngland, an employee of Maxwell House Coffee in White Plains.
N Y . originally a Cappieilo appointee, said he has illustrated in
the last year that he is an independent, and "votes as he feels on an
issue, whether it offends somebody
or not."
OOrlando Esposlto, a 23-year-old
lifelong resident of Hoboken, Is a
product of parochial schools "because my parents didn't feel they
could send me to the public
schools." Esposlto, who works at
both Bankers Trust in Jersey City
and in his father s vegetable store,
said he is running strictly as a
product of his community "The
educational system is not accommodating the changes in Hoboken
right now The success of our future
depends on guaranteeing good
education," he said.
DMercado, a lieutenant in the
city Police Department who admits
he has supported Cappieilo in the
past, insisted he now is strictly
independent. He likes the educational policies of the CQE, but said
he thinks it is hypocritical for its
members to say they are depoltticiiing the schools "when they've been
endorsed by the mayor and have a
political agenda ." He said he plans
to contact all seven of the other
independents about ticket possibilities.
DMonaco, a longtime board
member who originally was appointed by Cappieilo, has cast his
vote in favor of closing — and
possibly selling — Demarest Junior
High School Monaco could not be
reached yesterday for comment.
QPantoliano, a lifelong resident
of this city and an employee of the
Headstart program with two children in the schools, said she is
running as a mother who is extremely concerned about the low
scores" on state tests, and one who
wants "kids to be proud of their
schools, like we used to be " Pan-

toltano said
ideas and was bora and nimi with
Monaco and Cappieilo. and would
welcome the ex-mayors support,
although she is determined to rva
independently if he does not offer It
DCarlos Perez, a member of the
CQE ticket who heads an education
program at William Pateraon College in Wayne, was reported to be
out of town yesterday
•Felix Rivera could not be
reached yesterday, either He is
said to be upset with the CQE
because he wanted to run oa that
slate, but allegedly was given indications that there was only one
slot open for a Hispanic.
•Michael Rossano, the third designee for the CQE slate, works for
Salomon Brothers on Wall Street in
Manhattan, and is a lifelong realdent of this city
•William Strange man. a naval
architect, said he is not interested
in being backed by either Cappieilo
or Vezzetti Strangeman said he Is
sick to death of the patronage and
politics" of the school board on both
sides, and is running strictly as an
independent who believes the school
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n needs to be
streamlined

year that tfce
had frosea her out
At least two people dose to the
organisation traditionally associated with former Township
Clerk Joseph Mocco have a state in
the "lection Housing Authority Director Ronald Jeffrey submitted Us
name yesterday, as did Christina
Boesch. the sister of Construction
Code Official Edward "Bo Scannavino to addition, Linda Rued is
said to be a close friend of Superintendent of Schools Leo Gattoni Jr
Neither could be reached for comment.
Saying "blood is thicker than water, " Sacannavino yesterday said he
will support the organization's presumed choice of Calabria and
Maresca and his sister.
Other notables include Richard
Fried, publisher of the defunct
"North Bergen Bulletin," an anttDiVincent publication, and Herbert
Shaw, a perennial candidate.
The other candidates include.
Salvatore DeSantls; Bart Raffaele;
Dennis Jaslow Francis Pulles. Patricia Bartoli. Kathleen Martinelli
and Richard Melli.
The candidates, who had to submit 10 valid signatures on a petition
to qualify, have until Friday to
withdraw their names form contention.

None of the candidates contacted
said he favors the closing of a school
in the face of declining enrollments,
but several said they thought. If one
has to be shut, it should be kept In
the city's hands, and used to house
the Board of Health or private
classes for children or for adults, or
its site should be used for more
affordable housing.

Secaucus
Three Board of Education incumbents were the only candidates expected to file for the April 7 election.
By late yesterday afternoon, no
additional petitiions had come in,
and board Secretary Ronald Temple
said he had "not heard any rumors
or whispers" of any other interested
parties. The filing deadline was 4
p.m yesterday.
The incumbents running for
three-year terms are board Vice
President Eleanore Reinl and
Trustees Michael Grecco and Dennis Brown.

North Bergen
Fourteen people filed for three
spots on the April 7 Board of Education ballot yesterday, including the
director of the township Housing
Authority, the s i s t e r of the
township's construction code official and a close friend of the school
superintendent.
The election is not likely to pit the
township's well-known political factions against one another, as the
state of those factions is In a flux.

Bergen County

A member of one political organization opposed to the current
administration went as far as to
concede the election to the organization that put the administration in
place. However, there have been
recent indications that the organization may face a split itself.
Two incumbents. Mary Calabria
and Daniel Maresca, are running
again. A third, Ruth Newman, did
not file for re-election. Newman
was the last stalwart on the board
of former mayor Anthony DiVln-

There will be races for Southeast
Bergen Board of Education seats In
all municipalities but Ridgefield
and Fairview.
School board aspirants were required to file their petitions of candidacy by 4 p.m. yesterday with
their respective district clerks. Voters will choose board members and
determine the fate of 1987-88 school
budgets on April 7.
In Cliffslde Park, five people are
vying for three three-year terms

I for the
U n a of Paul
Peter maan
Trustees Bernict Wetse, Bernard
Fontaaa aad Harlan Uraaaaky will
fight to retain their scats against
challengers Alaa S. Hume and
Isabella E. KfhJsMssi Weiss la a
Edward Duva is unopposed for
the last year of Petermann s term.
Duva was appointed to the board
last month
Three Fort Lee incumbents, including President Nancy Miller, are
seeking re-electioa Three threeyear terms are open, as well as the
one-year unexpired term of Arthur
Pastore
Challengers Paula Jean Slier.
Marlene Stelley and Paul Hat ten
wiU oppose Miller and board members Richard A Horan and George
Makroulakis
Charles B. Ferrara is running
unopposed for Pastore s one-year
term Ferrara was appointed to the
board last year
In Edgewater, three people are
running for the two three-year
terms available Challenger Marylou Zimick will face Trustees
Shirley Ullman and Peter DePaul,
who will seek re-election.
In Palisades Park, six candidates
will vie for three open seats on the
nine-member school board One of
them is incumbent Patrick J.
Tansey, owner of Dillinger's Restaurant on Broad Avenue, who is
seeking a second three-year term.
The other candidates are: Dr.
Constantine Christolias, a dentist;
Christine Brown, M, who has two
children in the borough school system,
Mark Pasquale, Domenick
Matesic and Daniel J. Kennedy.
Christolias. reached by telephone
yesterday, described himself as unconcerned with politics and said he
is running because "I have three
small children getting ready to go
to school."
Brown, Pasquale, Matesic and
Kennedy could not be reached for
comment yesterday afternoon.
Ridgefield and Fairview will see
no races for the school board. In
Ridgefield. incumbents Edmund
Ever man, Nicholas Petrillo and Edward Bogoslan are the only candidates.
F a i r v i e w T r u s t e e s Angelo
D'Arminio, Russell Martin and Robert Weise are also unopposed in
their bids for re-election.

It was called the Wonder
Store, and in post-gentrification Hoboken. it was a wonder
it still existed at all
Located in the basement of
the ShopRite supermarket at
Observer Highway and Washington Street, the Wonder
Store covered an area of about
half a city block and was Hoboken's reigning bargain emporium Countless bins provided
shoppers with a variety of
"finds" on everything from
sweatsocks to bedspreads to
children's clothing, often at
rockbottom prices.
Now, after nearly 20 years
of business in the Mile Square
City, the Wonder Store is shutting its doors for good The suSee PROGRESS — Page 15.

permarket was sold to West
Bank Development of Hoboken
several months ago, and the
Wonder Store s lease was not
renewed The building is
scheduled to be torn down as
early as next year to make way
for a 12-story. $60 million luxu
ry condominium project
It's really great that I tan
buy a great variety of imported
cheeses and Godiva chocolates
in Hoboken these days' said
Patricia Martinez, one long
time customer. "But I'd still
like to be able to buy my kids a
pair of socks or some underwear without spending a
fortune '
For every upscale gourmet
food store, clothing boutique or
trendy gift shop that has,
opened in Hoboken in recent
years following the city's muchheralded "renaissance. " another bodega, shoemaker or
bargain store has disappeared
For the Hoboken customers
who visited the store to pick up
a few final bargains during its
last days and for the clerks w ho
worked there, the Wonder
Store's demise is yet another
sign of a city in transition
Nancy Zola, who describes
nerself as a "starving artist and
dedicated bargain hunter.'
said she discovered the Wonder Store several years ago and
promptly became a fan i never knew it was there until I fell
into the basement.
"It was like a flea market,
and I found some great bargains here It was the last really
good bargain store in Hoboken
They've all been priced out by
the rents '
Margaret Figueroa. another longtime shopper, agreed
i l l really miss this place," she
said. "There isn't anyplace like
it."
While the vast array of bargains and surprises in the Wonder Store's bins was a large
part of the store's appeal, the
store clerks were another reason two generations of shoppers came back week after
week The workers remembered their regular customers'
names, greeted them with
friendly words and. although it
was technically against the
rules, allowed them to return
merchandise that didn't fit.
Lillian Serrano of Hoboken
was a fan ofthe Wonder Store
before she started working
there four years ago. i loved it
when I was a shopper and I
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loved working here, she -aid.
"There's no place arouno" like
it. they're all going under "
Gladys Reyes, an employee
for the last 2'.- years, said many
ofthe regulars stopped in the
store during its final days to
bid farewell "They all said
they are sad to .see us go."
"A lot of people came in
here day after day, and you
really got to know them. I'll
miss many of them."
As Isabel Munno. manager
for the last four years, stood
behind the familiar counter
Friday for one of the last times,
she reflected on the changes
she saw in her 15 years at the
Wonder Store. "It's changed a
lot since I've been here." she
said "The city itself has
changed
"A lot of the old families
have moved out. the types of
businesses have changed A lot
of our customers were oldtimers, but we had some new
people, too. once they realized
we were here. But it wasn't
enough. Everything changes."
Why did people no to the
Wonder Store''
"Because the prices wore
right," Munno said "Because
their parents or friends
shopped here Put that in the
story— we'd like to thank all of
the people who shopped here
through the years. We're sorry
to go."
Munno and her co-workers
have been reassigned to another Wonder Store in Union City,
and the company points out
that it has similar branches in
Jersey City and West Now
York.
But as one customer put it,
"It's not the same — those
aren't in Hoboken."
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Hoboken school race crowded

By Jim DeRogatis

A crowded field of 11 candidates will compete for three
seats on the Hoboken Board of
Education in the April 7
election.
The candidates, by ballot
position, will be: James Monaco, 1-A; Carlos Perez, 2-A; Geraldine Pantoliano. 3-A; William Strangeman, 4-A; Felix
Rivera, 5-A; Steve Block, 6-A;
Orlando Esposito, IB; Peter
Perry Belfiore, 2 B; Richard
England, 3-B; Mario Mercado,
Jr., 4-B, and Michael Kossano
5-B.
In a flurry of last-minute
activity, five candidates —
Esposito, Mercado, Monaco,
Pantoliano and Strangeman —
filed petitions with acting
Board Secretary Anthony
Curko just before the deadline
yesterday afternoon. The other
candidates announced earlier
in the week.
The candidates will be vying for three seats held by England, Monaco, and Anthony
DeBari, who is retiring after 23
years' service. Each seat carries a three-year term.
Esposito, 22, is a trust administrator with Banker's
Trust in Jersey City. His parents own Esposito's Delicatessen on Washington Street near
12th Street. A graduate of Ss.
Peter and Paul grammar
school. St. Peter's Prep and St.
Peter's College, Esposito said
he is running "because 1 feel
there is a lot I can contribute.
"Hoboken is changing, but
for the city to be really successful, the key is the educational
system," he said. "If I'm elected
I will find out where the problems are and work to correct
them."
Mercado, 43, a Hoboken police lieutenant assigned to the
municipal garage, ran unsuccessfully as an independent
candidate in last April's board
election. He had a strong showing with nearly 2,000 votes. He
and his wife, Lucille, have an
11-year-old daughter who atlends St. Francis grammar
school. "I am running again because I still have the same com-

,mitment to improving the
schools," he said.
Pantoliano, 43, has worked
with Project Head Start's preschool for the past eight years.
She and her husband, the head
custodian at the Calabro
School, have three children, including a 12-year-old son who
attends Calabro.
"I'm a product ofthe Hoboken school system myself, and
we used to have a lot of pride in
Ihe schools," Pantoliano said.
"I'd like to try to get some of
that back."
The candidate said she was
motivated to run because her
son is in the system and because she works with many
children who will attend Ihe
system. Monaco, a Hoboken firefighter and the board's vice
president, has served on the
board seven years since he was
elected on a slate backed by
then-Mayor Steve Cappieilo.
Monaco was rep rtedly out of
town for the weekend and
could not be reached for
comment.
Monaco is considered to be
anti-administration. He caused
a controversy last summer
when he introduced a resolution to close the Demarest
school.
Strangeman, 56, is a former
fleet manager with the Seatrain shipping line. He has
lived in Hoboken for 14 years
and is the father of three grown
children. As spokesman for Citizens for a Good Clean Environment, anorganization critical
of Mayor Thomas Vezzetti, he
has been at the forefront of the
move to recall the mayor.
"I decided to run because I
am tired of hearing the same
old rhetoric and seeing the
same faces," he said. "I think 1
have something to offer the
board in terms of management
skills and experience."
Strangeman said he is in
favor of closing a school and
upgrading the quality of education Despite the number of
candidates in the election,
there is only one organized
slate. Block, Perez and Rossano are running with the back>ne ofthe Committee for Quali-

ty Education, a reform
organization aligned with
Vezzetti.
The other candidates are:
e Belfiore, 35, a Hoboken
developer and former South
Orange teacher who ran unsuccessfully for the board last
April.
• Block, 44, an urban specialist with the state Department of Education, who served
on the board for six years and
has been a vocal critic of patronage and inefficiency in the
system.
e England, 44, a manager
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'Hoboken Voices cable TV
not afraid of timely topics

with the Maxwell House division of General Foods, who was
elected to the board in January
1985 on a slate backed by antiadministration forces and has
served as board president.
• Perez, 42, the director of
the educational opportunity
pr gram at William Paterson
College.
e Rivera, 39, a Port Authority police officer.
• Rossano, 26, a foreign securities coordinator with a
Wall Street firm, who was narrowly defeated in last April's
board election.

HOBOKEN-A logjam on development projects in the city has
inched closer to being solved
The Department of Public Works
submitted designs and specifications for tidegate regulators and
a pump station to the state Department of Environmental Protection
last week, according to Director
Hoy Haack The state agency has
banned all new sewer hookups in the
Uy until major sewage treatment
f'iciencies are cleaned up. result-

By Jim DeRogatis

am is easing
mg in one lawsuit against the city
by a developer already.
The plans just submitted to the
state already have been approved
by the Hudson County Utilities Authority, and are expected to be
reviewed by the DEP within 90
da vs
The consulting firm hired to draft
the plans — Lawlor, Matusky and
Skelly of Pearl River. N Y - also
is at work on specifications for a
secondary sewage treatment plant

I'he plans all must be completed and
submitted by June 1 if the city is
to qualify for federal funding for the
projects This city is high on the
state priority list to receive those
tunds. and. in the words of Haack:
We will have those plans in. there
is absolutely no doubt '
The infrastructure improvements
are scheduled to be completed by
the end of the year, according to
Haack. clearing the way for at least
20 developers to finish projects.
-Janet Wilson

Hoboken is a city of many
different voices, and Rachel
Thompson and Thomas Falconer hope to offer those voices a
new forum — a weekly cable
television show.
"Hoboken Voices" premiered two weeks ago on Riverview Cablevision's Channel
18 with an hourlong talk show/debate on the Port Authority's
proposed waterfront project.
The show begins in its regular
time slot and half-hour format
tonight at 8 p.m. with a program
on housing.
"There are a lot of very
unique things happening in
Hoboken now, and there is not
a lot of attention from the
broadcast media," Thompson
said. She and Falconer, both
Hoboken residents, met as
graduate students in television
at New York University, and
the concept for "Hoboken
Voices" was born.
"I've been wanting to do
something like this about Hoboken for a long time," said
Falconer. "Rachel and I just
happened to be in the right

guests included Councilman
place at the right time."
The duo approached River- Joseph Delia Fave, Commmunview Cablevision in Union City ity Development Agency Direcwith the idea of producing a tor Michael Coleman and two
local public affairs show last members of Mayor Thomas
November, and the television Vezzetti's Waterfront Advisory
station agreed, offering their Committee, Lewis Fretz and
facilities and a half-hour time Daniel Tumpson.
Tonight's program will foslot every Tuesday.
Each show will feature a cus on the housing crisis and
discussion between a panel of will feature a panel including
guests and host Joanna Heffer- Sheila Scully of the Campaign
nen, a founding actress with for Housing Justice, Ira KaraHoboken's Renegade Theater. sick, who helped defeat a fedResidents will be able to watch eral court challenge to Hobothe program at home or as part ken's "anti-warehousing" law,
Sister
Norberta
of a live audience at the De- and
marest School, Fourth and Gar- Hunnewinkel, director of the
Bishop Mahurter Shelter. Othden streets.
A monitor will be set up at er issues planned for discusthe school and a special tele- sion are the parking crisis and
phone hookup will be used to cultural outlets in Hoboken. inthe Union City studios so ob- cluding the Renegade Theater,
servers can ask questions of Hoboken Chamber Orchestra
the guest panel, Thompson and O Roe Electric Art Space.
A Hoboken resident for the
said.
The first episode of "Hobo- past year and a half, Thompson
ken Voices" featured a lively brings a broad background in
discussion and debate on the cable television in the Washmerits of the Port Authority's ington, D.C. area to "Hoboken
controversial Hudson Center Voices."
She also produces a text
project, a $600 million development planned for the city- and graphic program for a Manowned waterfront piers. The hattan cable station.

Belfiore 6th to file for school board race
Belfiore will be vying for one
being the products of a failing school
system," Belfiore said. 'We've failed three seats currently held by Richard
them, they haven't failed us. There s England, James Monaco and Anthony
too much concern for politics and not DeBari. England announced his intention of running last week; Monaco
enough concern for the kids."
said he is still considering whether he
Belfiore said he would will seek reelection, and DeBari said
organization for the he is retiring from the board after 23
school system, attempt to reduce the years' service.
number of supervisors, involve parOther candidates in the race are
ents and work to raise teacher morale. Felix Rivera, who is running as an
A graduate ofthe public schools. Bel- independent, and Steve Block, Mifiore said "there are a lot of great chael Rossano and Carlos Perez, runteachers in the system who just need ning on a slate backed by the Committo know that somebody is behind tee for Quality Education.
them."

police
lieutenant assigned to the municipal
garage, has said he is considering
running.
Mercado had a strong showing in
last April's election, when he ran as
an independent and garnered nearly
2 000 votes.
The CQE slate is expected to be a
strong favorite in the election. It is
backed by Mayor Thomas Vezzetti and
raised more than $15,000 for the campaign at a recent fundraiser.
No anti-administration slate has
been announced.
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A sixth candidate has announced
his fntentions of joining the race for
three three-year terms on the Hoboken Board of Education in the April 7
election.
. . .
j
Perry Belfiore, 35, a Hoboken developer, threw his hat into the ring
yesterday. The deadline for filing petitions is 4 p.m. today at the board
secretary's office, 1115Clinton St., and
ballot positions will be drawn at 7
m

Belfiore and his partner, Alan

Richards, have real estate holdings
throughout the city. Belfiore also has
experience as a teacher and guidance
in
mnn^lnr at a Catholic school m

election, finishing eighth in a field of
nine candidates. He and his wife, Patricia, a teacher on leave from the
Calabro School, have three children.
His 10-year-old son attends St. Francis
grammar school.
"There's a lot of talk in the newspapers about the kids (in Hoboken)

Harried assessor Monte sticks to his guns
h t ^ Z ^ V

Bv JWKT HHX>\

'*Zul whose
w W tduit
t-ull it is that
has
thdt therehas

not been a revaluation
*l»ff * r i U - r
Monte has been criticised roundly
HOBUkKN-A sUte audit of Tax by Vezaetti administration memWoodraw Monte s office bers and officials outside ol this city
roqutsted by Mayor Thoinas F. fora botched revaluation in 19«
Vezaetu has been completed, and bva firm which *ent bankrupt, and
th. im^i.j.,'int team did not find
with which he was triendly
the way themachThey had rank amateurs in there
• > n-< i/.-vi . . , , . . . . . , i s d o i n g bttstiKM
doing the damn job, said a banker
Yeah things are all out of
in Jersey City who has worked here
whack up there said Tyler Bills,
But Monte defended the earlier
the head (it the three-membrr team
judit. and his record during 25 years
But basically it's not the
in office, and said he has been
assessor 's fault, it's just because a telling politicians for 10 years that
revaluation hasn t been done for so the city needs a revaluation This is
l
""g "
the first time in his tenure that he
iiefl unanswered is the question
has been investigated he said

Tve audlt
The
audit wwas
raquested
by
a s r«ue
Sled by
Ve/zetti's office as one of the first
i oncrete steps in a planned major
reorganization of several city departments, including possibly, the
Tax Assessor's 01 fice
Kiev just want to control everything in City Hall and they can t set
loot in here
said Monte Tax
assessors operate independently of
local governments, and are subject
only to review by the county and the
state, although even the state's
power* are not strong, as the
Wzzetti reorganization plan points
out

everything »™n
from ^'*
how mam
''verythmg
™« fiS*
cabinets they've got to how people
io their jobs according to Bills
lk> said there prohaMv will be a
number ot reeommmade
in a r««port next *<• •
after, but that the* do iwt
disciplinary charges or anvMung
dose to them
No one from Vezwitis office
could be reached tor comment yes
The city already has hired Real
Property Appraisals of Cinnaminson to begin a revaluation
Properties here presently are
assessed at between 5 and 16
;.e-eent of 'heir market value

Hoboken
council
limits
builde r
//9

B\ UNKT VUI.SON
Nulf Urilcr
HOBOKEN—Developers may no
longer erect structures of more than
six stories in most residential areas
here, and will have to provide at
least one parking space for each
living unit built.
The City Council last night
passed. 6-0, amendments to the zoning ordinance eliminating what one
councilman called loopholes."
920
Willow
Ave.
"were
in
poor
to allow CUNA to remain open,
Ave
p»
Prior to passage, there was
and the council will consider a condition, few residents used
resolution tonight that would the group's services, and the spirted debate about the amendments' legality Sponsored by Counlevel of service offered was
grant the group $12,500
cilman Thomas Newman, the
The state Office of Hispan- very low."
amendments originally included one
But Garcia said CUNA peric Affairs, a division of DCA,
concerning floor-area ratio, one limmade the decision to withhold forms a variety of services for
iting a ruling that developers have
the
Hispanic
community
in
Hofunding from CUNA last Auused
to gain exemptions from parkgust following several field in- boken, including distributing
ing space requirements and one
free
cheese
from
the
federal
spections and discussions with
concerning sewage and affordableDYFS, said Richard Harpster, government, sponsoring exams'
housing fees
for
state
jobs
and
running
a
a DCA spokesman. According
Newman dropped the third secSee CITY MAY—Page 8.
to Harpster, CUNA's offices at
tion, because of incorrect advertising concerning the fees and because
he said specific follow-up ordinances had not been put together
in time
Councilman Robert A. Ranieri
sharply questioned both Newman
and city Law Director William
Graves, saying that dropping a third
of the ordinance constituted substantial change Councilman Steve
Cappiello agreed and said that to be
eral times by representatives its decision
safe, the ordinance should be readGarcia said he has taken
from OHA who asked him to
vertised and voted at the next councampaign for Republican can- CUNA's problems to the Democil meeting
didates for the state Assembly cratic president of the state
Newman said the argument was
Senate. John Husso "Kusso's
and he refused.
"silly"
and "unnecessary."
Cl'NA was denied funding office is conducting a full in
in August "because there is an vesligation." Garcia said
Ranieri then asked: "..think deMeanwhile, Garcia has pe- bating whether an ordinance is
election coming up and the Ue
publicans want to maintain titioned the City Council for
being passed correctly is silly?"
The operational

audit

covers

City may restore what state took away
Rv Jim
lim noRiuratU
d a matching
matrhine grant
crant of $56,559
By
DeRogatis ff P^ ) .-. / . a nnd
the state Division of Youth
The Hoboken City Council and Family Services for "offeris considering appropriating ing a low level of service," acemergency funds for a commu- cording to a DCA spokesman. '
But Juan Garcia, director
nity organization denied state
money for allegedly not offer- of the organization, denies the
ing the services it was paid to charge and claims CLINA lost
the funding because he refused
administer.
CUNA, a Hispanic commu- to campaign for Republican
nity service organization, was candidates in state elections.
denied $18,394 by the state De- Garcia has asked the city to
partment of Community Affairs appropriate emergency funds

City may restore what state took away
CUNA has been "inefficient"
Hispanic festival every sum- in filing budget and donor
mer on the waterfront. He agreements with the state
churned he cares for 60 chil- DYFS considered withholding
dren in (he Cl'NA office after funds from the organization in
school and helps them with 1984 and has also been displeased with the services oftheir homework.
Garcia said he draws a fered by ( I N A. he said
Although Garcia admits to
nominal" salary from the
<TNA budget and lives in the having "problems with the
group's offices. He claimed bookkeeping" at CUNA in the
OH A never made a field in past, he said, "No money has
sped ion of the office nor inter- ever been misused." He denied
uewed members of the Hispan- problems with DYFS and said
CUNA lost the DYFS funds
ic community.
"Mr. Garcia seems to be only because they were a
making a big political ruckus matching grant contingent on
lure.' Harpster said "He's receiving the money from OH A
Garcia claims the loss of
fighting for this funding befunding is "purely political."
cause this is his livelihood."
Harpster continued that Garcia, an active Democrat,
claims he was approached sev-

Continued from

control of the Assembly and $25,000 in emergency funding.
keep their hold in Hudson "We need the money to stay
open. It will barely cover the
County." Garcia charged.
bills we owe since August," he
"That is preposterous.
Harpster replied. "There is no said.
City Community Developtruth to that whatsoever" He
added that CUNA lost its fund- ment Agency Director Michael
ing only after a "lengthy review Coletnan told the council last
process by a large committee week that "at best" CDA could
including the deputy commis- offer CUNA $12,500, and then
sioner ol the Department of only if the budgets to several
Community Affairs," and the senior citizen and day-care
department is standing firm by programs were cut.

Graves replied he would rather
not have to argue the question in
court, but that if it were challenged,
he could defend the amended
amendment adequately.
In another issue, a resolution requesting that the state Department
of Community Affairs conduct a
complete audit of the city Construction Code Office was passed unani| mously by the council The resolu' tion was introduced by Councilman
Patrick Pasculli

Vezzetti's'streamlining' plan
greeted by partisan debate
By Bill Campbell

said. First Ward Councilman
Thomas Newman, who.w&s
elected last year with Vezaetti
support, saidthe plan can eliminate the shortage of manageri1
al level employees. Plans to
create a department of finance
"can upgrade our abiltiy to col-,
to comment on specific pro- lect revtnue," he said.
proposals.
According to the plan, the
Pro-administration council finance department will overmember Helen Cunning said see fiscal operations and mainshe hopes the plan will foster tain jurisdiction over the tax
debate. "These proposals are collector and treasurer.
"I'd say that if there is anyopen to discussion by the entire City Council and construc- thing I've noticed in my three
tive debate is necessary in de- months in office, it's that we're
veloping the plan," she said. shorthanded at these manage"This is an attempt to form a ment positions," Newman said.
Sixth Ward Councilman
government which is efficient
Dave Roberts, a Vezzetti supand productive."
She said proposals to es- porter, said he supports the intablish departments of plan- tent of the plan "as long as we
ning and community develop- make sure it's cost-effective." •
"1 can't argue on the merits
ment, engineering and finance
as well as plans to create divi- of the proposals because Hobosions of personnel and pur- ken is a multimillion-dollar
chasing will place a "strong corporation that needs to be
managed by professionals." he
emphasis on accountability."
"Just about every company said. "Unfortunately we have a
1 know that employs more than lack of professional executive10 people has its own person- level people to administer to
See STREAMLINING—Page 8.
nel department, but currently
Hoboken doesn't," Cunning

Decried as 'superficial!'
Hailed as 'productive!

Members of the Hoboken
City Council have already begun debating the merits of the
administration's draft of a
sweeping plan to streamline
municipal government and re- assistant Laurie Fabiano, who
coordinated the project, said
duce spending.
Proponents of the plan, re- the proposals are "a good and
leased earlier this week by basic plan to restructure muMayor Thomas Vezzetti, have nicipal government."
The City Council, which is
praised the 30-page document
up for the 1987 municias a means of achieving "effi- gearing
pal
budget,
to becient and productive" gov- gin its reviewisofexpected
administration
ernment.
proposals shortly. The nineOpponents, a minority on member body must enact the
the council, strongly criticized measures through a series of
the draft as "superficial" and ordinances for them to take
"not tough enough."
effect.
The plan recommends the
The administration mainrestructuring of each munici- tains that the plan is not inpal department and calls for tended as a budget tool, but
task forces to review offices not that the proposals will ultiunder the jurisdiction of the mately save money by reducing
mayor. The proposals include the number of consultants and
the abolition of the Community by overhauling financial
Development Agency and the operations.
creation of three new deThe plan has already been
partments.
presented to members of the
Vezzetli has said the plan Mayor's Budget Advisory Comis an attempt "to organize the mittee, which is also expected
unorganizable," while mayoral

it is critical that we have this
audit to find out what needs to be
done to make the construction office
workable and accountable," said
Newman. "We're not out to get
anybody. The bottom line is, if the
system is reworked and adequately
staffed, and you can do your job,
great."
Newman said there have been
complaints of permits from the construction office being given to developers for projects that initially
should have come before the Zoning
Board of Adjustment
He would not give specific examples, and said thai because of
possible inadequate staffing in the
office, jt was difficult to hold anyone accountable for possible incorrect enforcement.
The office is headed by Alfred
Arezzo. who also serves as building
subcode official, historic district
officer and zoning officer. The office also is staffed with one fire,
plumbing and electric subcode official, and administrative assistants I^ast year, the office handled
524 construction projects.

By Peter Weiss
The Hudson County Utilities Authority acted properly when it agreed
to review plans for a sewage treatment plant for Hoboken even though
the city previously ended its contract
with the firm that preparedthe plans,
according to a top *ounty attorney^
Charles Schimenti. attorney to the
county Board of Freeholders, con. eluded that the HCUA was protecting
the interests of taxpayers by agreeing
to accept the plans prepare*byMayo
Lynch and Associates, of H o ™J* n Schimenti had been ordered to

look into the matter after Hoboken
officials complained to the freeholders that the HCUA was undermining
the city administration. Schimenti's
findings were released at last night's
HCUA meeting.
The meeting was originally called
to elect new HCUA officers, but that
was deferred until March 5 because
two commissioners had to leave early.
Mayo Lynch's contract with Hoboken to prepare plans and specifications for a secondary sewage treatment facility was voided by the courts
last year. The administration of Mayor
Thomas Vezzetti, which has been

Business area landmarks

closing doors in Hoboken
By Jim DeRogatis
Hoboken's Washington
Street is losingtwo of its landmark businesses: the Madison Cafe and Ranieri's Furniture Store.
The Madison, a landmark
restaurant at 14th and Washington streets, has closed its
doors and is being offered for
sale, while Ranieri's Furniture Store near Second and
Washington streets is being
converted to "world-class" office space.
The Madison was built in
1928 by Francis Vezzetti, father of Mayor Thomas Vezzetti, and the mayor himself
ran it for more than two decades. Vezzetti described the
Madison under his care as "a
wayward home for alcoholics.
"I was their illegitimate

father," he said "The drunks have decided to sell the busiwould pass out in the bar and ness and building. The restaurant was closed last week
I'd carry them up to bed."
Vezzetti admits that he of- and Roberts and Cappiello
ten slept on a pool table in the are reportedly looking to sell
bar "because I was getting the building for $2.5 million,
sources said.
broken into all the time."
Meanwhile, Ranieri's
Vezzetti sold the Madison
to Charles Roberts and Pat- Furniture Store, which was
rick Cappiello, a nephew of started by Councilman RobVezzetti's arch political rival, ert Ranieri's grandfather, is
former Mayor Steve Cap- being converted to upscale ofpiello, in 1977 for $38,000. fice space by West Bank ConRoberts, a city firefighter, struction of Hoboken, Ranieri
and Cappiello spent four said. The councilman and his
years rehabilitating the brother, Rudolph, closed the
building and opened a beau- family's furniture business
tifully renovated bar and res- several weeks ago.
taurant in 1981, one of the
"We have some prestifirst "upscale" restaurants in gious tenants lined up and we
Hoboken.
hope to create a world-class
Sources said Roberts and office building," Ranieri said.
Cappiello have been having Work on the building did not
disagreements about running require variances or special
the restaurant recently and permits, he added.

Streamlining' drawing praise^scom
Continued from Page t

the city's needs." Roberts said
he wants a financial analysis ol
the plan before agreeing to its
measures
Councilman Robert Ranieri. a leader in the movement
to recall Vezzetti. blasted the
proposals as "fiscally cosmet-

Schimenti backs HCUA on se
fighting with Mayo Lynch since taking
office in July 1985, successfully contended that contract award procedures had not been followed. Mayo
Lynch is negotiating a settlement for
work already completed
The city hired M ^ r n ™ to
prepare plans, but some HCUA officials feared they would not be ready
by a May 15 deadline for applying for
state and federal grants, amounting to
as much as $20 million.
As a safeguard, the HCUA agreed
to accept, for review, the plans already prepared by Mayo Lynch
That brought complaints from

The beautifully restored restaurant and bar at the Madison is now closed.

Vezzetti that the'HCAJA wa^inftrfering with his city's contract wnh the
firm that replaced Mayo Lynch, that
the HCUA was helping Mayo Lynch
circumvent the court order voiding its
contract and that the HCUA took its
action for political reasons.
Schimenti said there was no evidence that HCUA commissioners or
staff acted wrongly.
"1 find no evidence whatsoever to
indicate or imply that any improper
outside pressure or influence was excercised or attempted to be excercised upon any members or staff of the
HCUA," he stated.

ic" and "contrary to the needs
of taxpayers."
••1 think that the junta up in
the mayors office should stop
playing with paper dolls and
start dealing with realities like
the municipal budget," he said
Lets get on with the practicalities of government."

plans
He said that in view of the possibility that the new firm's plans
wouldn't be ready by the grant application deadline, the HCUA acted
The availibility of this reserve
contingency is in the public interest,
and the HCUA has acted in a responsible manner in accepting the opportunity to protect that interest in the
future," said Schimenti.
He noted that if the new firm
completes its plans before the grant
application deadline it will be a simple matter to use them instead of
Mayo Lynch's plans.

"Vezzetti says he also supThe city should focus its ports getting rid of county govenergies on generating reve- ernment and I support him on'
nue from waterfront develop- that in principle." Cappiello
ment and on resolving litiga- said. "But like that plan, the
tion over the proposed reorganization does not go tar
secondary sewage-treatment enough in terms of political
plant, he said He especially realities "
opposes a proposal to create a
Cappiello said he might go
position of executive assistant a step further than Vezzetti
to the mayor, a post to which and request that the council
Kabiano is expected to be establish a charter study to
appointed
consider adopting a commisit's un-American and un- sion form of government
democratic for someone to dei think that if you look at
velop a plan like this and cre- reorganization within that
ate a position for yourself," he framework you might see that
said "We all know she's quail
we can save a lot more money,
tied because she's been run- he said
ning the city as an non-elected
official for the past two years."
Third Ward Councilman
Steve Cappiello. the former
mayor, said he was unhappy
that the plan was drafted with
out the input of the council but
that he was "looking forward "
to debating the proposals.

Hoboken government targeted for change

Hoboken government
1
h
d
targ
By Bill Campbell
•The first draft of an ambitious plan to streamline Hoboken government and reduce
spending is to be unveiled
today.
Mayor Thomas Vezzetti
said the proposal, which among
other sweeping changes calls
for the abolition or the Community Development Agency, has
been a top priority of his nearly
two-year-old administration.
"This plan is an attempt to
organize the unorganizable,"
Vezzetti said.
Copies of the 30-page plan
are to be issued to the City
Council today. The proposal
was presented to members of
the Mayor's Budget Advisory
Committee last week.
The administrative proposals are expected to generate
strong debate in the council as
the city's legislative body prepares for the 1987 municipal
budget In the last two years,
the council has taken steps to
eliminate and reorganize municipal departments. In December, the body established a

Vezzetti will unveil
'streamlining plan'
table of organization for the
police and fire departments.
"This document is meant to
be a working draft and we are
encouraging comment by all
members of the community,"
mayoral assistant Laurie Fa
biano said. "This is a good and
basic plan to establish a structure for municipal government
and we're taking a conservative
approach."
Fabiano, whose policymaking role in the administration has made her a frequent
target of anti-administration
council members, said she was
asked by Vezzetti to coordinate
the project with assistance
from CDA Director Michael
Coleman, Business Administrator Edwin Chius and Public

Works Director Roy Haack.
The proposal, the second
attempt in less than two years
by the administration to reorganize government, took more
than six weeks to complete, she
said
Fabiano contends that although the plan won't immediately reduce the city budget, it
will create mechanisms to save
money in the long run by reducing the number of consultants
the city now hires.
According to a copy of the
plan obtained by The Jersey
Journal, the recommendations
include that:
• the CDA be abolished
and re-established as the department of planning and community development;

• a department of engineering be established to monitor major public works
projects,
• a department of finance
be created to upgrade fiscal
management of the city;
• positions be established
to assist the mayor and public
works director;
• purchasing and personnel divisions be created under
the
department
of
administration.
In addition, the plan calls
for task forces to review the tax
assessor's office, the construction code official's office and
other divisions of city
government
A target date of July 1 has
been established for enacting
specific recommendations,
while task force recommendations should be ready to be
implemented by January, Fabiano said.
The plan was a response to
years of "crisis management"
and a means of establishing an
efficient and cost-effective municipal structure, she said.
See HOBOKEN—Page 8.

RESTRUCTURING

plan cheered, jeered

H

,,
who has been in office for
nearly 25 years, must retire by this
Mali * r i l » r
'
tail when he turns 70 if he wants
HOBOKEN-Reaction to the ma- lo retain certain pension benefits
jor revamping of city offices proWhile the mayor can consider who
posed by the Mayor's Office yesterhe wants to appoint as a reday was swift, and mixed
placement, there is little else a local
Iii>ng overdue." said Public municipality can do. since the office
is independent of city government
Works Director Roy Haack. who
The study concerning the conparticipated in the discussions that
struction office could lead to sweepled lo the plan
ing changes A task force will look
They're a bunch of morons." at the question of whether the entire
said Woodrow Monte, the longtime
load of work handled by the office
tax assessor
should he contracted out to a private
company rather than being handled
"This is petty politics." said by municipal employees
Alfred Arezzo. who heads the BuildArezzo said more than 500 buildings Department and fills a number
of jobs in that office They never ing permits have been issued last
one of them have come up to see year alone, and that to assign the
work to an out-of-town company
just what I do up here "
;
would be disastrous He reacted
much more favorably to the possiUnder the first draft of the plan,
bility of hiring more inspectors.
the Tax Assessors Office and the
Construction Code Officials Office
"Oh. that s great. I've been
would be subject to studies and
screaming about that for years, he
possible reorganization of their
said
staffs.
H> i \ M : T WII.SO\

>\ I.

The plan, drawn up by mayoral
aide Laurie Fabiano after weeks of
discussion with some department
heads, is still subject to review by
the City Council, which would have
to pass ordinances to implement
many of the proposlals
One key city official who is looking forward to changes is Michael
G>leman. head of the Community
Development Agency Under the
plan he helped devise, the agency
would be transformed into a city
Department of Planning and Development with three subdivisions
Also, a separate affordable housing corporation one of the first of
its kind in the state, would be
created The non-profit public corporation would "basically oversee
all of the new affordable housing
projects in the city for the foreseeable future." said Coleman
Those projects would include
•Checking to see that developers

followed through on allocating a
percentage of any housing built for
lower-income taxpayers
• Applying for grants from federal and state agencies to construct
new affordable housing
• Issuing its own bonds to gain
additional money for affordable
units
Councilman Steve Cappiello who
as mayor before incumbent Thomas
F. Vezzetli was in office during the
hiring of the Civil Service employees in the table of organization that
the Vezzetti administration's chart
attempts to alter, said he "looked
torward to engaging in discussions
with the creators of the new plan
He also said perhaps the plan
could go even further, "maybe even
changing the type and amount of
government in Hoboken. emphasis
on amount." The proposed plan
calls for an increase in the number
of professional supervisors in several departments in non-Civil Service
posts
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SEWAGE RULE
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Hoboken developer has slipped j
• hrouRh the state's ban on sewage
hwkups. winning a Hudson County
A

S S t 5 d f yesterday to treat sew-

age from his project at his own
expense.
Assignment Judge Burrel Ives
Humphreys' decision to make an
exception for the eight-story SB.000suuare-foot Baker Waterfront Plaza
in Hoboken does not set a precedent
or other developers who want to
bypass the state prohibition on sewagehookups. according t o j h e d *
veloper. Gerald Baker, a Hoboken
lawyer.
Baker said he has a unique agreement with the state Department of
Environmental Protection, the
agency that imposes the ban.
The state had agreed to grant his
$10 7 million project at 2 Hudson St. j
a sewage extension permit before
the ban went into effect on Aug 12,
1985. Baker said yesterday
A condition of that "dry permitwas that Hoboken would provide
interim sewage treatment if the
municipal plant were not upgraded
in time Baker said he must pay for
the interim treatment - an estiSec » K I \ i'ane 10

Photo by Don Smith

HOBOKEN DEVELOPER Gerald Baker expects the
first tenants to move into his building at Hudson Place
and River Street by the summer.
The federal Environmental ProContinued from Page 1
tection Agency has given these munmated $150.000 for construction of a cipalities a July 1988 deadline for
temporary sewage treatment plant upgrading their sewage treatment
or purchase of a pre-fabricated fa- plants.
cility.
Hoboken is ensared in a lawsuit
Baker said his commercial building across the street from the after rejecting the plans of one
Hoboken NJ Transit terminal and engineer for a new plant and hiring
PATH station, can produce about a second engineer.
25,000 gallons of sewage daily.
Humphreys signed the order yesThe DEP imposed the ban be- terday in Superior Court in Jersey
cause Hudson County sewage treat- City, giving Baker a special status.
ment plants were not up to federal According to Hoboken Attorney Wilstandards - a rating known as liam E Graves, the city and the
state consented to the order
secondary treatment.
The ban covers hookups for all
The state DEP attorney. Dorothy
projects that will produce 2.000 Highland, could not be reached for
gallons of sewage daily. The ban has comment late yesterday
affected builders in Jersey City,
Baker said he expects the first
Bayonne. West New York. North
Bergen, Weehawken and Bergen tenants to move into his building
this summer.
County's Edgewater.

Hoboken is a $28 million
corporation with too few qualified managers." Fabiano said
"These measures are not in
tended as a budget tool Hath
er. they strengthen manage
merit and planning capabilities"
Vezzetti said the plan creates a framework to provide
"qualified people with quality
jobs '
The plan contains job descriptions and recommendations for each department and
division within the administrative branch Vezzetti and Fabiano say the overhaul will re
suit in the creation of two new
positions and the upgrading of
three others but will have a
"minimal" impact on the municipal budget.
Recommendations for
.streamlining government
include:
• Creating a position of executive assistant to the mayor
to manage the daily planning
and operations of the Mayor's
Office. Fabiano. who is expected to be appointed to the post,
said the Mayor's Office is "undoubtedly one of the busiest
offices in city government."
She said that at least one management position should be
created to assist the mayor
The executive assistant
will serve as a liaison with municipal departments, assist in
the implementation of policy
and coordinate public relations.
• Creating a department of
planning and community development to replace the CDA.
Fabiano said the department
will include divisions of planning, programs and administration while a non-profit afford-

able housing corporation will
be established
The new department will
continue to receive federal and
state funding and CDA Director Coleman and other agency
employees are expected to be
retained.
• Establishing a department of engineering to insure
that the city has a full-time
engineer to maintain quality
control for major projects
Fabiano said the director
would prepare specifications
for all projects and monitor the
performance of other engineers and contractors The city
now hires its engineer on a
contractual basis.
• Creating a department of
finance to oversee municipal
financial operations as well as
maintain .jurisdiction of the
treasurer and the tax collector.
The director would supervise a computerized system for
financial management and prepare statements regarding the
city's financial condition
• Establishing a division of
physical operations within the
Department of Public Works to
coonndate facilities maintenance, sanitation, roads, parks
and the municipal garage. The
division manager will monitor
the operations and report to
DPW Director Haack
Haack said his role as an
administrator does not leave
enough time to direct the dayto-day physical operations of
the department.

• Creating divisions of purchasing and personnel within
the Department of Administration to maintain quality control
and maintain records of municipal employees The division*
would bv staffed by an assistant who would report to Chius
The plan advocates task
forces to review the functions
of the tax collector, construction code official. Division of
Public Safety and the health
division
The proposals are expect

Many on council
opposed to $26M
schools budget

Kabiano. the primary author of essential in the eves of the Vezwtti
We have been
the draft document, reiterated that administration
the plan is "open to revision." and solving problems by putting Bandsaid she hopes there will be no Aids on critical wounds, she said
We need to make substantive
prolonged arguments
changes "
But she stressed the changes are

Council approves
measure allowing
River St. parking

payers for a $15 increase and
By Jim DeRogatis
they have is an inferior,
Calling the Hoboken Board all
uncertified
system to
of Education's recently ap show for it," school
said Councilwomproved budget "outrageous," an Helen Cunning.
"I'm outseveral members of the Cit> raged that the board could
pass
Council are asking school trust this
budget
knowing
full
well
it
ees to reconsider the spending would be rejected by the votplan and make "drastic cuts " ers It's an injustice for them to
The board approved a pre
less than $1 million and tell
liminary budget of nearly $2t cut
us
that's
the best they can do.
million for the 1987-88 school They expect
council to do
year last week. Although the their work forthethem."
budget represents an overall
The board is scheduled to
decrease from last year's fig
hold
a public hearing on the
ure, the amount that would be
budget
March 18 and it will be
raised by taxation has risen b>
more than $2.6 million, a move submitted to a public referenthat could cause a $15 jump on dum in the April 7 election.
Voters traditionally reject
the 1987 municipal tax rate.
budgets, and they are
The city's 1986 tax rate school reviewed
by the City
$216 50 per $1,000 of assessed then
Council.
valuation, is already the high
The council cut about $2
est in the state.
million
from last year's school
The schools' budget was
approved by a vote of 5-2, with budget.
The tax rate is the result of
trustees Lourdes Arroyo and
separate budgets from
Joseph Rafter casting the "no' three
the
county,
city, and school sysvotes. Rafter said he believes tem, and the
schools' budget
the board can cut $3 million was nearly equal
to the city's.
from the budget, but Board The board's current
President Richard England de- would bring the tax ratebudget
up to
fended the plan.
at
least
$232,
and
the
rate
could
"It is my personal opinion
even higher if the municithat there is no fat in this bud- rise
pal
budget
increases.
get," he said at the meeting.
Council
members Cap"I'm satisfied that the board piollo, Cunning,
Roberts, Johas made all of the cuts seph Delia Fave, Thomas
Newpossible."
man
and
Robert
Ranieri
all
England said trustees have
on the school board to
cut about $900,000 from the called
the budget before it
budget, which could result in reconsider
is placed on the April ballot.
51 employees losing their jobs. The
budget has not yet been
But members of the City submitted
to the Hudson CounCouncil and Mayor Thomas ty
Board
of
Education.
Vezzetti's administration say
Ranieri
said
the board disthe cuts are not enough. The played an attitude
"let the
majority of the board members public be damned" of
by approvare considered anti-adminis- ing the budget. The
school
tration, but criticism of the board must consider cutting
budget is coming from across "at least $2 million" from the
the political spectrum.
or "the council will do it
"They might have taken off budget
for
them,"
said. Ranieri
all of the fat, but they're going asked board he
members
conto have to cut some of the mus- sider such cost-costingto meacle, too," said anti-administra- sures as closing a school and
tion Councilman Steve Cap- making "drastic reductions" in
piello, the former mayor. "I the number of administrators
strongly oppose any move that and teachers.
is going to cause a further tax
Should the board be unincrease."
with council cuts, it can
Councilman David Rob- happy
appeal
to the state Department
erts, an ally of Mayor Thomas of Education.
Vezzetti, said he is "outraged"
The board approved a con
by the school budget. "This troversial
resolution to close
budget is a public disgrace and one of the city's
seven grammar
I think the board should recon- schools several months
but,
sider it before it is put to a the move was rescindedago,
after
a
public referendum. It's crimi- public outcry. Most of the city's
nal that they want to pass a $26 school buildings contain a
million budget when they have
number of vacant class400 fewer students in the sys- large
rooms
and many classes have
tem than they did a year ago." extremely
low numbers of
Hoboken's student enrollment has been steadily declin- pupils.
"It might be politically uning in recent years, although
the school board's budget has popular to close a school, but
been increasing. Trustees the board is going to have to
blame increases on dwindling make some tough decision*,"
state aid, but critics say the Roberts said. "The tax rate is
schools are
drastically an emergency situation. People
can't beir another increase
overstaffed.
like last year's "
The 4,038 students in HoboJoseph Scordato, chairman
ken's school system consistent- of Vezzetti's
Advisory
ly rank among the lowest in the Committee, Budget
said
the
state on standardized basic plans to review the schoolgroup
skills tests. The scores have re- get ann prepare a report budsulted in a loss of state certifi- lining areas that could be outcation, and the system is under "I dori't see why at leastcut.
$3
'Level 3' monitoring by the million or more can't be cut,"
state Department of Education, he sa.d.
a process which could eventuThe majnr agreed.
ally lead to a state takeover if
"Dick England is a sanctienabling legislation is passed
monious hypocrite if he says
in Trenton.
there is no fat in that budget,"
he said.
"The board is asking tax

supported by Newman, Robert
Ranieri, Helen Cunning, Pat
The Hoboken City Council, Pasculli, Joseph Delia Fave,
moving to ease traffic conges- Dave Roberts and E. Norman
tion in the central business dis- Wilson.
Cappiello and Counciltrict, approved an ordinance
Mary
Francone
last night to allow parking on woman
opposed.
River Street.
In other matters, after a
Sponsored by First Ward
Councilman Thomas Newman lengthy debate, the council
and approved 7-to-2, it repeals adopted an ordinance amenda section of a 30-year-old ordi- ing the zoning code's floor area
nance prohibiting parking on ratio. The ordinance is the first
the east and west sides of River in a series designed to revitalStreet from First to Fourth ize the city's zoning laws.
Plans to delete a section
streets.
Its passage was strongly requiring developers to conurged by a spokesman for the tribute to a municipal infraHobaken Professional and Re- structure fund triggered detail Merchant Association as a bate over whether the
partial solution to the "chronic ordinance needed to be readabuses" of metered spaces vertised. City Attorney William
Graves, responding to protests
along Washington Street.
The ordinance is the third by Ranieri, said the deletion
bill addressed by the council in was not a substantial change in
less than a month aimed at eas- the ordinance.
The council postponed
ing parking woes. In February,
they adopted a controversial votes authorizing budget apmeasure to establish residen- propriations and transfers untial permit parking throughout til Wednesday, 7 p.m.
the city and later studied a
plan to permit parking along
the southern section of Hudson
Street.
"Quite simply, all this ordinance will do is take down the
No Parking' signs along River
Street," Newman said.
Ed Greene, a storeowner
and member of the merchants
association, said the organization is "very concerned" about
the lack of parking spaces
along Washington Street. He
said a recent study showed
"chronic abuses" of metered
spaces.
However, the ordinance
was criticized by Third Ward
Councilman Steve CappieUo
who, like Greene, recommended that the city create metered
PORT AUTHORITY
spaces on River Street.
'Til bet that within one or
two weeks suburbanites will
come in and fill up all those
spaces," Cappiello said. "This
ordinance is premature, until
we establish metered parking.
Commuters will come in and
HOBOKEN The City Council
drop their cars in Hoboken, go
yesterday met an offer by the Port
to New York and those spaces
Authority to settle a $10 million
will be no good to merchants."
insurance suit out of court ano
Newman
responded:
raised the ante.
"Then why not just put 'No
At stake is insurance collected oy
Parking' signs all over Hobothe Port Authority of New York and
ken until we solve the parking
New Jersey after a 1980 (ire on a
problem?"
pier it leases from the city.
He said the residential perIn a closed caucus meeting, the
mit parking plan, expected to
council agreed to consider an offer
be implemented by August,
from the authority if the following
will ease of commuter parking.
are added:
That plan designates all non' The authority must rip up its
mete red spaces in the city for
1962 lease with the city on the
Hoboken residents only.
waterfront, due to run until 2002, if
Yesterday's ordinance was

By Bill Ca

ed to receive strong criticism
from the anti-Vezzetti minority
on the council The administration. Fabiano said, is "open for
comment "
The council must enact the
proposals through a series of
ordinances for them to become
law
Vezzetti embarked on a reorganization plan nearly two
years ago. but the effort was put
off when a hostile anti admin
ist rat ion majority controlled
the council

wan

an agreement between the two over
a development project is not
reached by Dec Jl

amend
offer
J Written accounts ot the
ance and interest collected and tb»
consulting fees incurred concenunf.
the insurance must be road*.
• 'Monies the authority wanted t.o
hold pending development negotiations, such as $15 million it
loaned the city to buy other proper
ty. must be put into a trust fund tc
which the city and the antfcority
would have equal access.
.The dtv will pay to fix Its on»
tidegates, letting it rather than tbf
authority establish credibility with
the state Department of EBrtraomental Protection for further d»-elopmente.
'
^

P.A. and Hoboken come to terms
on
illion in insurance funds
f?
By Jim DeRogatis
Hoboken and the Port Authority have negotiated a settlement to a lawsuit over $7 5
million in insurance funds and
may be close to resuming talks
on the proposed waterfront
development
The settlement, subject to
approval by the City Council
and the P.A.'s Board of Commissioners, could provide the
city with $3 million in cash upfront and an additional $4 million for capital improvements
such as parking garages or a
waterfront park, sources said.
The city is suing the PA. to
recover $7.5 million in insurance funds plus about $2 million interest the authority collected after the city-owned
Pier B was destroyed by fire in
1980 The funds became a controversial issue several months
ago after Mayor Thomas Vezzetti's Waterfront Advisory
Committee revealed their existence and asked the administration to demand that the
money be returned to the city.
The P.A. refused to turn
over the $7.5 million, claiming
the money was earmarked for
use in the Hudson Center project, but the city halted all negotiations on the development
and joined a lawsuit attempting to recover the money.
The PA. and the city have
been negotiating a restated
lease to the piers since 1984.
The lease would allow the au-

thority to build a massive $600
million project with millions of
square feet of office space.
1.200 luxury housing units, a
hotel, a marina and a waterfront esplanade
Michael Coleman, director
of the Community Develop-

ment Agency and the city's
chief negotiator, has been
meeting with PA officials for
several weeks in an attempt to
settle the suit Sources said the
two sides agreed to a settlement Tuesday night following a
three-hour closed-door meet-

A fire started it all
Here is a chronology of the insurance funds
controversy:
• October, 1986 — Mayor Thomas Vezzetti s Waterfront
Advisory Committee releases a report charging that the
Port Authority has wrongly kept $7.5 million in insurance
funds collected after Pier B was destroyed by fire in 1980
• November, 1986 — As the furor over the funds grows,
the city halts negotiations with the P.A on a restated lease
that would allow the authority to build a massive water
front development on the city-owned piers The council
asks the P.A. to provide a complete accounting of the
money People Advocating Sane Solutions, a Hoboken
citizens group, files a class action suit in state Superior
Court to recover the funds.
• December. 1986 — Dissatisfied with the P.A.'s accounting of the funds, the city files a cross-claim to the
PASS suit, joining the legal attempt to recover the money.
• January, 1987 — The PA. offers an outline for a
settlement of the suit to Michael Coleman, the city's chief
negotiator, but it is criticized for having "strings attached."
Coleman prepares a counter offer.
• February, 1987 — City and PA. officials hold a threehour closed door meeting and hammer out a settlement
generally agreeable to both sides. The settlement is subject
to final approval by the City Council and the P.A. Board of
Commissioners.

ing in Vezzetti's office, attended by Coleman and his assistant, Peggy Thomas; Vezzetti
and his executive assistant,
Laurie Fabiano; City Council
members E. Norman Wilson,
Robert Ranieri, Joseph Delia
Pave. Patrick Pasculh and Helen Cunning; Law Director William Graves; and Phil LaRocco,
director of the P.A.'s department of economic development, and his deputy. Frank
Garcia
The council members took
turns sitting in the meeting in
order to avoid breaking the
state's Open Public Meetings
Law, which would prohibit a
five-member quorum of the
council from being in the room
at the same time without previous public notice
Sources said the $7.5 million insurance settlement plus
the accrued interest totals ap
proximately $95 million The
proposed settlement could provide the city with benefits totalling $9.6 million.
Informed sources said the
terms of the settlement
include:
• The P.A. will provide a
full accounting of the insurance funds plus interest.
• The P.A. will keep $15
million, a sum which the city
borrowed from the P.A in 1984
to purchase the piers from the
federal government.
• The PA will keep an additional $400,000 as the city's
See P.A.—Page 12.

Hoboken come to terms
share of removing Pier B The
removal of the partially demol
ished pier is part of the Hudson
Center development plan
• The city will receive $3
million in cash upfront to be
used to lower the 1987 municipal tax rate The tax rate of
$217 per $1,000 of assesed valuation, already the highest in
the state, is expected to jump to
$250 this year The $3 million
could reduce the tax rate by
$24
• The city will be paid an
additional $700,000 by the PA
to pay for attorneys Sills. Beck
& Cummis and financial consultants Ernst & Whinney, who
have been participating in negotiations on the development,
and to hire additional consultants if necessary
• The P.A. will establish a
capital improvements fund for
the city of $4 million, of which
approximately $1 5 million will
be used for repairs to the tide
gates and regulators
If the city and theauthority
reach a final agreement on the
development, the city will be
able to use the remaining $2.5
million for capital improvements throughout the city, such
as parking garages or a waterfront park. If there is no agreement by Dec 31. 1987. the $2.5
million will be equally divided
by the city and4he authority
The tide gates and regulators, which are supposed to
keep Hudson River wafer from
entering the Hoboken sewer
,age system, have been broken
•nany years, resulting in large
amounts of river water being
processed at the city's sewage

The shed at the Port Authority's fier b in

treatment plant.
• The city will drop the
lawsuit against the PA and the
City Council will pass a resolution authorizing city negotiators to return to the development negotiation table.
Sources stressed that the settlement will not bind Hoboken
to an agreement on the development and will only commit
the city to resuming talks.
The council has scheduled
a closed session for 4 p.m.
Wednesday to discuss the settlement The plan must be approved by a resolution in open
session if the council agrees to
accept it.
Several council members
have opposed the idea of any
settlement with the P A . notably Pasculli and Wilson. WAC,
which has radically opposed
the P.A. development and any

settlement of the lawsuit, has it should not be turned into a
been invited to next week's political issue," a high-ranking
city official said
closed session.
The lawsuit was originally
Negotiations on the insurfiled by People Advocating ance funds have been cloaked
Sane Solutions, a citizens in secrecy, with both sides citgroup that is an offshoot of ing a need for confidentiality.
Help Hoboken Housing, a vocal Vezzetti, Wilson and Coleman
coalition of developers, real- declined to comment on the
tors and landlords. At last settlement hammered out
week's City Council caucus, Tuesday.
Richard Seltzer, the group's attorney, urged the council
John Donovan, manager of
against settling the suit.
government and community reBut sources close to the ne- lations for the P.A.'s economic
gotiations said agreeing to an development department, also
equitable settlement could declined to comment on specifsave the city the time and ex- ics of the settlement, but he
pense of several years of legal said the authority is optimistic.
wrangling, as well as setting
'There is a real potential
negotiations on the develop- here for resolving a number of
ment back on course.
thorny issues," he said
"It is definitely in the city's
"No one likes unresolved
interest to accept this deal and issues."

judge again sides
with, Hoboken
Sewerage
attorney
asks more
By Bill Campbell
Hoboken special counsel
Irwin Kimmelman has urged
Mayor Thomas Vezzetti and the
City Council to give his law firm
a $50,000 extension to a
$100,000 municipal contract.
Kimmelman, a former state
attorney general representing
the city in three sewerage suits,
was granted a second $50,000
contract extension by the council last month.
In a letter to Vezzeti, Kimmelman, a partner in the Roseland firm of Kimmelman Wolf
and Sampson, said "I would
respectfully suggest that the
city again renew our contract
for future services" in the
event the city cannot reach a
settlement with Mayo Lynch &
Associates, the engineering
firm suing the city after its
nearly $2 million design contract was found invalid.
The law firm also represents the city in separate suits
over the municipality's failure
to upgrade to a secondary
treatment level and with litigation over Hoboken's failure to
comply with the federal Clean
Water Act.
Councilman Robert Ranieri, chairman of the council
Committee on Water and Sewerage, tonight will request that
the council conduct a special
meeting to discuss litigation
and Kimmelman's fees.
Ranieri said the state Superior Court decision that rejected the Mayo Lynch contract
created a "Frankenstein monster" that will cost the city
"millons of dollars." He pre- \
dieted that Kimmelman's fees i
will spiral to about a quarter of
a million dollars before the litigation is resolved.
However, Vezzetti's mayoral assistant, Laurie Fabiano,
said the administration is satisfied with Kimmelman's performance. "Even if the amount
reaches $250,000 before we're
done, that's less than a month's
worth of fines which we are
currently subject to from the
DEP.' she said of the state Department of Environmental
Protection fines for Hoboken's
violation of an administrative
consent order."
In addition to Mayo Lynch
and DEP litigation, the city
faces "millions of dollars" in
fines from the federal Environmental Protection Agency for
failing to abide by the Clean
Water Act, Fabiano said.
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City sleuths shiver
winter
By JANET WILSON
Staff Writer
HOBOKEN—Anyone who stops
by the offices of the detective squad
here gets a cold shoulder And cold
noses, toes and fingers In fact,
there has not been much heat in the
back basement room for seven
years, according to city officials
and the detectives who work there.
On Monday, the men on the day
shift were so cold they called the
Health Department to come and
take the temperature of the rooms.
Two inspectors registered temperatures of 50 and 51 degrees just
after noon and at 2 p.m, the
warmest part of the day, according
to Health Director Patricia Mitten.
According to Mitten, who likes to
keep all hands warm, there is a
municipal ordinance that says employers must keep work quarters
heated to 68 degrees or above She
sent a letter to Public Works Director Roy Haack requesting that electric heaters be given to the detectives until the heating problem is
resolved.
Heaters will not solve the problem, according to the men They
said they were given space heaters
last year Every time they plug one
in. as was illustrated by a frustrated
sergeant late Thursday afternoon, a
fuse blows, an alarm buzzer sounds
and the room is plunged into
darkness.
Haack said the problem with the
heat is that, when the rooms were
remodeled seven years ago, the
heaters were covered over with wall
paneling While the paneling is an
attractive wood motif, it does not
generate much heat.
Haack said the paneling needs to
be ripped out completely, and the
said he will bring an engineering
designer down to police headquarters Monday to figure out what
can be done about several physical
problems there In the meantime,
he said, the men should be moved
to different areas.
One problem with that idea is that
the detectives already are sharing
their chilly but structurally sound
quarters with officers from the Juvenile Aid Bureau and the Vice

Judge Burrell Ives Humphreys,
without issuing a formal opinion
hinted strongly yesterday that
Hoboken should not pay the legal
fees of the second engineering firm
it has hired to design a sewage
treatment plant.
Instead. Humphreys strongly suggested. the engineering firm Lawler, Matusky and SkeUy Engineers lnc of Pearl River, NY. should pay the $40,000 fee
i t could be inferred that
Hoboken is being taken advantage
of " Humphreys said during a court
hearing yesterday afternoon.
Hoboken is in the midst of a
complicated court case that started
last vear when the City Council
voted' to dump Mayo Lynch & Associates of Hoboken as its engineers
and hire Lawler to replace it.

Space heaters
unequal to the
task of warming
basement room
Squad The floors of those two offices have been completely ripped
out and plumbing is being replaced
to stop raw sewage from "raining"
into the rooms from the bathrooms
above.
The police bathroom also is not
a thing of beauty Renovated only
eight years ago, all of the tiles have
come off the walls,and there is rust,
mildew, and leakage evident.
Haack said that work is being
planned to fix all of the problems,
but that it is being done in-house to
save the city money, and with only
three workers to handle the job. as
well as others such as the Hudson
School, it is difficult to finish quickly
Told about Haacks plans, one of
the detectives burst into a bar of
• It s the Same Old Song." Another
said he believes Haack is trying a
bit harder than past public works
directors, and he said he hopes for
the best
Mitten said, if an extra extension
wire can not be strung up immediately to allow the officers to
plug in the heaters, insulation s
hould at least be placed around the
windows and on the walls as soon
as possible.
"It is very demoralizing to have
to work in such cold weather. It's
horrible. " she said
The detectives, who seem to have
grown thick skins to cope with the
lack of heat, do keep their morale
up The Christmas Eve crew even
wrote a poem eulogizing their condition "Twas the night before Christmas, and all through the stationhouse, not a radiator was pinging ... " it began.

lomev general, and again by
Lawler s attornev. Jack S Kannry
of Manhattan.
What is Hoboken getting for
$2 000 a day?" Humphreys asked at
one point. Kannrys legal fees were
for a month's work.
But Kannry adamantly defended
his biil during the court session
vesterdav. saying he had earned it
with work during the weekend and
overtime.
Kannry also said the city is liable
for the payment because an "indemnification" flause" is part of
Lawler's contract with the city.
When Lawler agreed to the contract with Hoboken, it expected
Mayo Lynch to bring a lawsuit,
Kannry said
Humphreys made a preliminary
ruling yesterday that future legal
bills should be submitted to him for
review.
Distinct from the issues of legal
tees.
u^s, Humphreys
nuiiipuv- moved
•
*—
yesterday
-t o h t r e a court-appointed expert to
calculate the worth of Mayo Lynch s

Although it lost a legal fight to
koeD its contract with the city.
Lvnch turned around and sued
MflVO IAIH 11 lUi HIM *«» v»-..— itv" for
fnr about
about $2
$2 million,
million, money
money w o r k
the citv
The attorney for Mayo Lynch,
the engineering firm says it is owed
for the work it already has done on Harold J. Ruvoldt Jr. of Jersey
the plans for a renovated sewage City, rejected Humphrey's choice
yesterday, he said, because the
treatment plant.
nominee'has had past dealings with
Humphrevs said yesterday that it both sides in the case. An expert is
1
appears that Hoboken is getting expected to be appointed by mutual
•double billed" - onre by the at- .jonsent before the next court heartorney representing the "ity. Irwin ing in the case on March 8.
I Kimmelman, a former state at-

PLAN
Continued from Page 1
NJEDA stretches north from the
Hth Street Viaduct to the
Weehawken border, and west from
Park Avenue to Jefferson Street. At
least 17 different property owners in
one 15*cre site would have to agree
to sell or be involuntarily bought
out.
A second, smaller area being examined runs from Jefferson Avenue
west to the railroad tracks, and
north from Eighth to 11th Streets^
Advantages include only two ma*>r
owners, the railroad tracks nearby,
and a proposed road next to the
tracks which probably will be built
I in the next few years by the state,
according to Ralph &»ten»n-J" «"T
sultant to the city Planning Board.
The study is expected to be completed in five to six weeks.
In rpsnonse to N o v a k s

nt of the city's role,
S e H f S said. -The city has been
most resolute, and the City Council
has supportedthePlanning Board in
keeping that area non-resident all
TheP owners know that, and the
message will be reinforced. That
land is reserved for industry and we
are moving ahead, actively
Perhaps the most compelling
argument for proceeding swiftly
with industrial development plans
came from a local ™ n u £ c n t u £ r '
Paul
Rotondi.
» which
« » ? has
' " teen
* '
Belt and
Bag Co.
in business in the city for 37 years,
and employs 404 people.
•Let me tell you. you better start
worrying about the little guy with
a factory We don't want to eave
but we'll have to if you dont find
a place for us in this city.
Kotundi said he expects to be

socked hard with increased taxes
after the revaluation, and also is
facing tough competition from imports He said he had received huge
offers from condominium developers for his buildings on Grand
Street, but would prefer to stay in
industry.
"I can wait about one more year,
then I've got to get out," he said.
If a section of the city was designated an industrial redevelopment
area. Rotundis business would be
relocated to an area where rents
and property taxes would be lower,
according to city planners.
Other city officials backed the
idea of pushing forward with redevelopment of an industrial base,
in spite of the hurdles to be faced.
•We have got to provide jobs for
the people in this city." said Councilman E. Norman Wilson. •

HOBOKEN

Industry
plan in
infancy
stage >
By JANET WILSON
Staff Writer
HOBOKEN-The city could revitalize a dying industrial base in its
northwest end, and provide hundreds of jobs for both unskilled and
professional workers. But some
tough decisions must be made soon
if any of it is to happen, according
to struggling manufacturers, state
planners and interested developer*.
Yesterday, at a strategy session
at Stevens Tech led by the city
Community Development Agency,
members of the City Council and
other local officials heard offers of
federal and state funding, the possibility of building a major film and
televison production center, and
news of a business incubator program that would encourage hundreds of small businesses to
flourish.
But to make any of it happen, a
sizeable packakge of land would
have to be acquired from numerous
private owners who might not want
to sell.
"Hie city is going to have to bite
the bullet," said Jerry Novak of the
New Jersey Economic Development Agency, which is conducting
land surveys in two sections of the
backedge of the city, and has access
to funds that could be used to buy
out individual property owners.
According to Novak, certain
owners probably will not be willing
to accept offers, in hopes of forcing
the city to rezone the area for
residential use so they ran reap
greater profits from condominium
developers than they would from a
sale to the city. The city must hold
the line, according to Novak, and
take over the properti*» through
eminent domain if neces^-iy. forcing the owners to accept a "fair
market rate" for industrial propertyOne area being studied by
See PLAN, Page 8

Hearing is put off on Observer highrise
«• u » ~S 3
I
s
B , Jim
K
By
K o p cchhaai ni n*s^ ^ % Jf/
5/^7
The Hoboken Zoning Board
erf Adjustment last night decided to put off its hearing on a
proposed 10-story highrise on
Observer Hiphway because it
didn't have enough members to
vote on the application.
Instead, the board will rehear the application at its next
meeting, set for March 19 in
City Hall.
The board was prepared to
listen to final arguments by applicants John and Marie Cas-

c h.,» «,« prevented
e v e n t e d bv
sesa
sesi
but was p £ ™ * d by
board attorney Peter Daghlian,
who said two new board members. Joseph DePalma and David Gallagher, would not be
qualifed to vote because they
were not on the board when the
application was first heard in
January.
Since a qualified board
member, Martin Tuzman, did
not attend, last night, there
were only four members present who could have voted on
the application. To approve the
variances being sought, by the

Cassesas five votes would be
Cassesas,
Cassesas.
required.
John Cassesa, a Hoboken
fire captain, is seeking variances for lot coverage, rear
yard area, and floor area ratio
to build a 10-story, 102-unit
housing project at the intersection of Observer Highway and
Jefferson Street. The project is
expected to cost $8.2 million.
The application was first
heard Jan 15 with the full seven-member board in attendance. However, the terms of
Salvatore DeGennaro and Ser-

gio Germinario haveexpired
«since then and they were replaced by DePalma and Gallagher. Tuzman, who heard the
application as an alternate
member in January, was also
elevated to a permanent member, replacing John Greany.
Daghlian advised the
board not to hear the application until it could arrange to
have five members in
attendance.
Leonard Franco, the attorney representing the Cassesas,
disputed Daghlians decision,

but board Chairman Joel
Freiser agreed and allowed the
board to vote* to adjourn the
hearing until March 19
In other business, the
board denied an application by
Aris Skarantonakis to build a
four-story addition to his fivestory apartment house at 233
Grand St. Skarantonakis was
applying to add a second bedroom in four of the nine units in
the building.
The board's vote was 6-1
against the variances with
members saying they opposed

the plan because it would
in\
crease
crease the
the build.ng's
building's ffloor area
ratio to levels well above the
city's mandated limit.
Also, the board approved a
minor off-street parking variance for photographer Nancy
Tsuchiya at 212 Park Ave Tsuchiya and her husband renovated ra sformer
city firehouse
idence

US°»he ?l o w
- but by closing
°J*
J
er floor, they viola"
c
lh c tvs
jp ^ '
requirement that
eet Parking
^
*

Good news
for Hoboken
The agreement worked out between the Port Authority and the
City of Hoboken over the transfer of
a multi-million dollar insurance settlement is a good one for the people
of Hoboken
The funds, representing proceeds and interest from an insurance settlement following a 1980 fire
at the piers owned by the city and
leased to the Port Authority, would
give the city $3 million to help to
|imit the 1987 tax increase That in
itself represents a real benefit for
the Hoboken taxpayer There would
be no further delays or legal entanglements, and the city could do some
realistic budget planning.
The agreement also provides
money for Hoboken to pay a $1.5million debt the city owed to the
P.A. and for setting up a $4-million
capital improvement fund
• Not only would acceptance of the
plan benefit Hoboken residents
now, but it would clear up a distracting obstacle to realistic decisionmaking on the plan for a major
mixed-use development on the waterfront.
The settlement doesn't give the
entire amount over to the city, all at
ohce. But it's a genuinely smart
agreement that deserves the support of the City Council and the Port
Authority commissioners.
Not a party to the pact is People
Advocating Sane Solutions, a citizen
group that filed suit over the funds
list year. The group can give itself a
pat on the back for increasing the
pfessuro on the city and the P.A. to
come up with a good agreement on
the funding. However, it would be
hiest now for the group to drop its
court action and accept the settlement as one that has real merit for
the city.

Hoboken may get industrial park
The state Economic Devel
opment Authority is studying
the possibility of creating an
industrial park in the northwest section of Hoboken
The EDA, a quaM public
agency with broad powers for
spurring economic development, is studying two underutilized areas in the city s ind u s t r i a l sector with the
intention of attracting new industries to the city and providing space for businesses being
pushed out by the condominium boom
The authority should complete its feasibility study next
month, but Jerry Novak, director of real estate and development for the EDA. said one
drawback may be the difficulty
of obtaining land in the areas
from private owners He saia
the EDA would urge the city to
use its power of eminent domain to seize the property.
Hoboken's industrial base
has been steadily declining in
recent years as industries are
being priced out by the skyrocketing tax rate, steep operating costs and increasing real
estate values City Community
Development Agency Director
Michael Coleman and members of his staff have been
working for several months to
develop a plan to help protect
industry in the city.
Coleman sponsored a meeting on economic development
yesterday aftern on at Stevens
Institute" of Technology.
In addition to a presentation by the EDA. Mayor Thomas
Vezzetti and City Council members heard several proposals
from private agencies interest-

ed in bringing industries to Hoboken, including a motion picture consultant who hopes to
study the potential for building
a film studio in the city.
EDA has been studying two
sites which could serve as the
location of an industrial park.
One site stretches from 15th
Street to Hoboken's northern
border just beyond 17th Street
and from Park Avenue to the
Palisades, an area of ab ut 22
square blocks with 17 different
property owners. The area is

Outside engineer named
to review sewage plans
ed by both parties Killam As- five Hoboken residents, including Vezzetti, who allegedly
made "malicious and libelous
statements about the firm and
A Millburn engineering its opinion to the court Friday. contract.
.
The
firm
must
place
a
dolfirm has been appointed by the
The appointment ol an inHudson County Superior Court lar figure on the design work
portions of dependent expert stems from a
to review design plans for a and determine what po
proposed secondary sewage the plan were developed prior January conference in which
to the court's stop work order Humphreys advised attorneys
treatment plant in Hoboken.
to explore settling the suit out
Hudson County Assign- last November.
of court. He later urged the
ment Judge Burrell lves Humcity's special counsel, lrwin
Mayo Lynch President Jo- Kimmelman, to recommend to
phreys yesterday appointed Elson T. Killam Associates as an seph Lynch, in what he said the City Council that Mayo
"expert" engineer to review was a show of good faith, last Lynch be paid $150,000 to cover
Mayo Lynch & Associatcs'con- December presented the city o u t s t a n d i n g
bills
ot
and the Hudson County Utili- subcontractors.
troverisal treatment plans
.
ties Authority with completed
The council will meet in
In a related matter, the em- sets of plans and specifications
closed session Wednesday to
battled engineering firm has for the $52 million project.
discuss the litigation.
hired former county ProsecuThe e n g i n e e r i n g firm,
Humphreys said Hoboken
tor Harold Ruvoldt Jr. as its which has already been paid
chief counsel. He will coordi- almost $800,000. sued the city and Mayo Lynch would split
nate the firm's numerous mo- last July afer Mayor Thomas the cost of reviewing the treattions with Theodore Botter. a Vezzetti refused to authorize a ment plans for both innovative
former appellate judge now $296,000 payment. Vezzetti and conventional technology
with the Newark law firm o( blamed Mayo Lynch for the • He advised the attorneys that
Mevner and Landis. Marc Ar- state Department of Environ- all questions of the review be
nold who had served as chief mental Protections decision addressed to the court, not the
counsel, will represent the tax- not to fund the secondary sew- expert engineer.
payer plantiff.
erage project in fiscal 1987.
The appointment of an exHumphreys surprised both
pert" engineer is seen as the sides last October when he defirst step in reaching a settle- clared the contract invalid. He
ment with Mayo Lynch, which said the city did not properly
sued Hoboken last year after notify the public of the cost of
Humphreys declared the $2
million design contract invalid. the contract.
Mayo Lynch has lost apThe city has since hired anothto ove^rturn Humphreys
er engineering firm to com- peals
ruling and attempts to prohibit
nlete the design of the project.
Humphreys, after confer- the city from hiring Lawlei• Maring for more than an hour with tuskv and Skelly of New York
attorneys for Hcboken and as the new project engmeer It
is seeking payment for work
Mayo
Mayo Lynch,
Lynch, named
named the
tnc eng.
eng!- is seemng *»-»"•-•"
d damages from
neering firm from a list provid- completed and damage
j
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The Hoboken City Count*'
is divided on whether to acce|>
a settlement of a lawsuit to
recover $75 million in insurance funds from the Port
Authority
In a marathon closed-door
meeting last week, city officials
hammered out a settlement to
the suit that would net the city
$96 million and allow negotiations on the proposed waterfront development to resume.
The settlement is subject to approval by the council and the
1'A.s Board of Commissioners
The council's vote is seen
as the forum for a final debate
on whether the city should de"elop its waterfront with the

Negotiations were halted
November in the wake of a
controversy over $7 5 million in
insurance funds the PA collected when Pier B was destroyed by fire in 1980 P A
officials said they intended to
keep the funds and claimed
they were earmarked for use in
Hudson Center, but the city
joined a lawsuit started by an
anti-P.A citizens group in an
attempt to recover the money.
The settlement outlined
last week would provide the
city with $3 million in cash upfront; $700,000 to pay for consultants to advise on the waterfront development; a capital
improvement fund with approximately $15 million earmarked for the state mandated
repair of the tidegates and regulators, part of Hoboken's
crumbling sewage system; and
an additional $2 5 million for
capital improvements such as
new parking facilities or a wa
terfront park.
In return, the PA. would
keep $1.5 million originally
loaned to the city in 1984 to
purchase the piers from the
federal government and
$400,000 as a share of the cost of
removing the remnants of Pier
B, a prerequisite to developing
the waterfront The PA would
also obtain an agreement from
the city to drop the lawsuit and
return to the Hudson Center
negotiating table.
According to the PA., the
See PA —Page 7.

P A Those in favor of the PA
development say Hoboken
should settle the suit or Hudson Center's chances for becoming a reality may be destroyed, while anti-P A council
members see the controversy
as a means of stopping the development once and for all.
The city has been negotiating a restated lease to three
waterfront piers with the PA.
since 1984 The lease is the key
document that would allow the
authority to construct the $600
million Hudson Center project,
which includes millions of
square feet of office and retail
space, 1,200 luxury housing

is one of the sites being

occupied by several small factories and bus companies.
The second study area covers about 13 square blocks and
stretches from Eighth to 11th
streets and from Jefferson
Street to the Palisades. City
Planner Ralph Seligman reecommended the second site because he said there are fewer
private property owners and
the majority of the land is
vacant.
Seligman said the new zoning ordinance,
currently being
ice, currently
ucius

considered by the Planning
Board and City Council, will
continue to zone both areas as
industrial, despite pressure
from private developers to allow residential construction.
"There is a strong need to
preserve an industrial section
of the city," he said. "A city
which has only one industry as
its tax base — real estate — is
subject to the fluctuations of
that industry."
Novak said the EDA could
See HOBOKEN—Page 11.
""
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By J i n DeRagatis

See editorial:
Good news for Hoboken
Page 16
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P.A. settlement divides council

ness sector from the increasing
Thea Sklover, president of pressure to make way for resiContinued from Page 1
a New York-based film and TV
help make the city more attrac- production firm and former dential real estate.
Paul Rotundi, president of
tive for industry by creating an head of the New York Film
industrial park that could draw Commission, said production the Dan Dee Bag & Belt Co ,
on Hoboken's natural assets: facilities for film and televi- which employees 166 people in
its access to New York, public sion are in great demand in the its Grand Street location, said
transportation and ready work metropolitan area and the in- he needs to expand his busiforce. EDA has constructed dustry could be easily attract- ness but has found it impossiseven industrial parks in urban ed to locating in Hoboken.
ble because of the real estate
locations throughout the state,
Sklover said she is willing climate in Hoboken.
including two in Jersey City.
He said he will be forced to
to conduct a feasibility study
pull his business out of HoboEDA would finance and
ken in the next year unless the
oversee the constructs n of the for the city.
Representatives of City city can offer new industrial
park and work to attract suitable businesses, Novak said. In Venture Corporation, a Califor- space and alleviate the high
return, the city would help nia-based development firm tax burden on industries.
"I'm one f the only pe pie
compile the property through that acts as an "incubator" to
eminent d main and provide help launch small businesses, who wns four buildings in Hoincentives to industry, such as also.expressed an interest in b ken who hasn't turned them
working to attract new indus- into cond miniums yet," Ro{.ax abatements.
The EDA study is expected tries to Hoboken.
tundi said.
Meanwhile, the head of one
to be completed in four to five
"Us time the city started
weeks, and it will be presented of the city's biggest industries worrying about the little guy,
said
it
will
be
imp
ssible
for
f© the council and public for
the factory down the block," he
fiirther discussion, Coleman him to remain in Hob ken unless officials protect the busi- said.

„

divides council

By Jim DeRogatis

Hoboken may get
an industrial park

^

P.A. settlement

Continued from Page 1
amount of the insurance funds
plus the accrued interest totals
$95 million, while the settlement offers the city $9 6 million
in benefits
The council is scheduled to
meet in closed session at 4 p m
Wednesday to discuss the settlement They could accept or
reject (he plan at their regular
meeting
a week
from
Wednesday
Council members Helen
Cunning, Joseph Delia Fave,
Steve Cappiello and Robert
Kanieri said they support the
settlement, while Patrick Pascull i and E. Norman Wilson are
opposed Thomas Newman and
David Roberts said they are
still considering the issue.
Councilwoman Mary Francone
could not be reached for com-

ment but generally votes with
Cappiello and Ranien.
i approve of the settlement," Cunning said. "Even if
negotiations (on Hudson Center) are not successful. Hob ken is in a better position if it
has settled the suit instead of
letting it drag on We are in
need of some upfront money
for immediate tax relief"
Delia Fave said the city
"has a choice of getting as
much as we can immediately or
letting this dragon in court and
possibly getting a lot less money down the line. It seems a lot
more reasonable to me to accept this settlement."
Cappiello agreed, although
he said he objects to administration plans to use the $3 million in upfront money to lower
the 1987 tax rate i would like

to see some tax relief, but
think the money should be
snread out over a period of five
years." he said
rate.
The per
city's
1986
tax
$216.50
"$1,000
of
assessed
$216.50 per $1,000 of a
valuation, is the highest in the
state
Ranien said the decision
on the settlement boils down to
a decision on whether the city
should develop the piers with
the P.A. "I'm in favor of developing with the P.A. and I approve this settlement. It offers
an opportunity for both sides to
come out on the right side of
the ledger with their heads
held high "
Pasculli is at the forefront
of a growing grassroots movement opposed to developing
with the PA. because it believes the city could not properly control the powerful bistate authority. He said he also
opposes any settlement "that

Landlord's deadline imminent
is strapped sorely for affordable
housing.
Staff Writer
I'ast violations will not be inHOBOKEN-Enforcement of the vestigated retroactively under the
city's anti-warehousing law will be- law. but any landlord who does not
report a vacant apartment within 35
gin Thursday.
Landlords who have empty apart- days of Thursday will be subject to
ments in any building in the city inspection of his or her property.
must rent them within 60 days or and can be assessed fines of betile papers showing why they are tween $100 and $500 per day per
exempt from the law. There are an apartment.
As of Feb. 26, the time clock is
estimated 300 to 500 empty units
that could be covered, according to running." said Enforcement Officer
one tenant advocate, in a city that Jodie Manaseveti

Manaseveti, a leader of the Upper
Park Avenue Tenants Association,1
was hired three weeks ago by the
Community Development Agency to
receive complaints of warehousing
and answer landlords' questions.
She already has 13 complaints on
file, which she will begin looking
into at the end of March if the
landlords have not complied with
the law. she said.
To be relieved from having to rent

does not provide the city with
the full amount of the insurance money and interest
The ccity
held hosi t v iis
s bbeing
e i n c ht>1
tagc"The
by the P.A. All of the money belongs to the city and tthas
nothing to do with the waterfront development."
Wilson echoed Pasculli's
comments "They are two separate issues that should not be
tied together.
If we accept this settlement
we are bound to return to negotiations, and that is unfair leverage being applied by the
PA," he said
However, City Law Director William Graves stressed
that the settlement would not
obligate the city to make any
agreement on Hudson Center.
' T h e only thing Hoboken
would be obligated to do is
return to negotiations, not sign
any agreement," he said
Graves said he would advise the council to accept the
settlement "It is always better
to settle litigation." he said
"Litigation is like a machine
where you enter as a pig and
arc spit out as a sausage '

S I T DKAIMJNK. Page B

Ranieri to fight laqdjpw change
the bill. The council last his administration, was "playWednesday amended the city's ing politics."
"The fact that Robert RanHoboken City Councilman zoning laws, the legislation ieri wants me to veto this ordiRobert Ranieri yesterday said which sets planning and zoning nance is enough reason for me
he would challenge the legality policy, to eliminate floor-area to sign it," Vezzetti said.
of an o r d i n a n c e c r e a t i n g ratio and on-site parking loopRanieri denied that politiamendments to the city's land holes. A third amendment, cal motives triggered the chalwhich
would
have
required
deuse law, claiming the bill was
lenge, saying he would support
substantially altered prior to velopers to contribute to an in- the bill if reintroduced. But he
frastructure
fund,
was
deleted
its adoption.
also criticized the administraR a n i e r i charged that before roll call Ranieri main- tion and some of his colleagues
tains
the
ordinance
must
be
amendments to the ordinance
on the council for acting "irwhich the council ratified last reintroduced since "substan- responsibly'and "recklessly"
tial
changes"
were
made
after
week are "illegal" and said he
in supporting the measure.
will file papers in county Supe- the measure was advertised.
In a partisan display, the
Vezzetti
said
he
will
not
rior Court later this week to
bill passed in a 6-0 vote with
overturn the law if Mayor veto the ordinance. He charged Ranieri and Councilman Steve
Thomas Vezzetti does not veto that Ranieri, a vocal critic of
, *"^*
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Cappiello abstaining. Councilwoman Mary Francone voted
"present."
"Quite clearly, according to
state law, this o r d i n a n c e
should have bee I. withdrawn,
reintroduced and readvertised," Ranieri said, if the
mayor refuses to veto the ordinance, I will present documentation on the measure to Assignment Judge Burrell lves
Humphreys later this week and
proceed with my challenge."
City Law Director William
Graves, who last week expressed some concern over the
See RANIERI—Page 15.
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changes, yesterday said Ranieri 'can do what ever he
wants," but "I just hope he can
fine a good attorney to defend
his challenge."
Graves told the council last
week that the deletion of the
third amendment of the ordinance "is-not substantial if it's
done for the purpose of reintroduction after advertisement
and debate." He said the city
could defend a challenge to the
ordinance, "although I would
not like to do it.'
City» Councilman Thomas
Ncwman,vauthor of the amendments, said the deletion was

necessary because supporting
ordinances, including a scale
of fees for infrastructure contributions, had yet to be drafted. He said the deletion of the
third amendment "in no way
changes the first two."
"This one ordinance could
really be three separate ordinances, " he said.
Ranieri lost a motion to table the ordinance. The council
voted to remove the third section of the measure and later
adopted the ordinance.
Ranieri said he has already
instructed Graves to prepare a
defense of his challenge to the
ordinance.

DEADLINE
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an apartment, a landlord must file
a request within 30 days with either
the Anti-Warehousing Enforcement
Office or the Rent-Leveling Board,
both located in City Hall. A waiver
can be granted, for two months, for
the following reasons:
DThe owner lives on the premises
and there are four or fewer apartments in the building.
DThe owner wishes to reserve
one apartment for a family member.
DThe owner wishes to improve
the conditions of the apartment
while it is varant.
DThe owner must keep the apartment empty to correct violations of
state or city building codes that
make it unfit for human habitation.
Waivers can be renewed every
two months for a total of six
months, but no more. If apartments
are rented, landlords can raise the
rent between 3 and 25 percent of
what it had been previously,depending on how long it has been vacant
and what work has been done. Every waiver or increase is subject to
review and approval of the RentLeveling Board.
Tenant advocates say they are
looking forward to enforcement of
the ordinance, but one questioned
whether it is not already too late in
a city where 4,000 families are
looking for affordable housing, according to waiting lists.
"It's overdue." said Thomas 01iveri. tenant advocate at the CDA.
"I just hope it's not after the fact.
Lawyers for Help Hoboken Housing, a prcnieveloper coalition, said
they are glad the law will not be
applied retroactively, but said the
ordinance should not be enforced at
all until litigation involving it is
completed. But the group has advised its clients to abide by the
language of the ordinance for now.
HHH has lost twice on two separate motions to have the ordinance
thrown out, and is awaiting a ruling
on an appeal in federal court in
Newark, and another on a motion by
the city to dismiss its complaint
scheduled to be handed down Thursday in Hudson County Superior
Court in Jersey City by Assignment
Judge Burrell lves Humphreys.

